Appendix B: Community Survey Results

Elmhurst Indoor Sports Facility Online Survey
Summary of Quantified Responses and Verbatim Open-Ended Responses
Survey Date: June 22, 2016 through July 7, 2016
Total Responses: 767

A. Survey Questionnaire

Thank you for your interest in this community survey to identify whether there is a need for improved community indoor sports facilities in Elmhurst. Conventions, Sports and Leisure International is a consulting firm that is assisting the City of Elmhurst and the Elmhurst Park District with a market demand and feasibility analysis for an Indoor Sports Facility in Elmhurst.

This survey is seeking your feedback on which, if any, components of a new indoor sports facility would best serve the needs of the community. Your participation in this survey is very important so that informed decisions can be made regarding the potential for developing and operating new indoor sport facilities.

Please be as candid with your responses as possible and know that the information you provide will NOT be added to any type of sales-related database and we will not attribute your name, email address or other contact information to the overall results. Thank you in advance for your feedback.

1. Please click on the map where you live, or specify the City of Elmhurst ward in which you reside. If you live outside of the City of Elmhurst, please specify your zip code.

   a. Ward 1
   b. Ward 2
   c. Ward 3
   d. Ward 4
   e. Ward 5
   f. Ward 6
   g. Ward 7
   h. Outside of Elmhurst
      (please specify zip code)
2. In an effort to exclude you from future distributions of this survey, please provide your email address:

3. Please indicate your age
   a. Under 18
   b. 18 to 24
   c. 25 to 34
   d. 35 to 44
   e. 45 to 54
   f. 55 to 64
   g. 65 to 74
   h. 75 or older

4. How many members are there in your household?
   a. 1
   b. 2
   c. 3
   d. 4
   e. 5 or more

5. Please indicate the number of family members within your household that fall into the following age ranges (total should equal the number indicated above):
   a. 6 and under
   b. 7 to 11
   c. 12 to 17
   d. 18 to 24
   e. 25 to 34
   f. 35 to 44
   g. 45 to 54
   h. 55 to 64
   i. 65 to 74
   j. 75 or older

6. Do you and/or members of your household currently use any Elmhurst indoor sport facilities such as: gymnasiums (for basketball, volleyball, wrestling, gymnastics, dance, etc.), aquatics or other indoor sport facilities?
   a. Yes
   b. No (skip to question 8)

7. Please list the names of the facilities you currently utilize in Elmhurst. (OPEN ENDED)
8. What are your thoughts on the indoor sports facilities currently available in Elmhurst? (OPEN ENDED)

9. Do you and/or members of your household currently use any indoor facilities outside of Elmhurst (i.e., Villa Park, Bensenville, Addison, Westmont, Downers Grove, etc.) such as: gymnasiums (for basketball, volleyball, wrestling, gymnastics, dance, etc.), turf facilities, ice-skating, aquatics, or other indoor sport facilities?
   a. Yes
   b. No (skip to question 12)

10. Please list the names of the facilities you currently utilize outside of Elmhurst. (OPEN ENDED)

11. What are your thoughts on the indoor sports facilities currently available outside of Elmhurst? (OPEN ENDED)

12. New indoor facilities are being considered for Elmhurst that could potentially incorporate amenities such as indoor gymnasium space, indoor turf, indoor ice sheet(s) and/or an indoor pool/aquatic center. How would you describe your attitude towards new indoor sports facilities in Elmhurst offering the following amenities?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gymnasium Space</th>
<th>Indoor Turf</th>
<th>Ice Rink(s)</th>
<th>Pool/ Natatorium</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

13. Why do you feel this way? (OPEN ENDED)
14. What mechanisms would you support to fund potential new indoor sports facilities (Check all that apply)?

   _____ Property Tax Increase
   _____ User Fees
   _____ Tournament Rental Revenues
   _____ Other (Please specify) (OPEN ENDED)

15. What are your thoughts on these and other potential mechanisms to support the development and ongoing operations of a potential new indoor sports facility? (OPEN ENDED)

16. What other thoughts or suggestions do you have regarding potential new indoor sports facilities in Elmhurst? (OPEN ENDED)
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B. Summary of Quantified Responses

Q1: Please click on the map where you live, or specify the City of Elmhurst ward in which you reside. If you live outside of the City of Elmhurst, please specify your zip code.

Location of Survey Respondents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ward</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ward 1</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ward 2</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ward 3</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ward 4</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ward 5</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ward 6</td>
<td>19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ward 7</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outside Elmhurst</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Results shown representative of 767 survey respondents. Source: CSL Community Survey, 2016

Q3: Please indicate your age

Age of Survey Respondents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age Group</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Under 18</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 to 24</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 to 34</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35 to 44</td>
<td>38%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45 to 54</td>
<td>36%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55 to 64</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65 to 74</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75 or Older</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Results shown representative of 767 survey respondents. Source: CSL Community Survey, 2016
Q5: Please indicate the number of family members within your household that fall into the following age ranges (total should equal the number indicated above):

![Number of Household Members of Varying Ages](image)

Number of Household Members of Varying Ages

- 6 & under: 380
- 7 to 11: 495
- 12 to 17: 477
- 18 to 27: 189
- 25 to 34: 166
- 35 to 44: 454
- 45 to 54: 594
- 55 to 64: 142
- 65 to 74: 82
- 75 or Older: 16

Note: Results show n representative of 767 survey respondents and 2,995 household members.
Source: CSL Community Survey, 2016

Q6: Do you and/or members of your household currently use any Elmhurst indoor sport facilities such as: gymnasiums (for basketball, volleyball, wrestling, gymnastics, dance, etc.), aquatics or other indoor sport facilities?

![Respondents Currently Using Elmhurst Facilities](image)

Respondents Currently Using Elmhurst Facilities

- Yes: 27%
- No: 73%

Note: Results show n representative of 767 survey respondents.
Source: CSL Community Survey, 2016
Q7: Please list the names of the facilities you currently utilize in Elmhurst.

**Frequently Utilized Facilities**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Facility</th>
<th>Actual number of times mentioned</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Courts Plus</td>
<td>222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wagner Community Center</td>
<td>212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YMCA</td>
<td>176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>District 205 Schools</td>
<td>126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>York High School</td>
<td>126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Response Indicated</td>
<td>216</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Other section includes: Patriot Fitness, Beyond Center Stage, Orange Fitness, Elmhurst College, Various Private Schools.

Q8: What are your thoughts on the indoor sports facilities currently available in Elmhurst?

*See end of document for complete listing of all open ended responses.

**Opinions on Current Indoor Facilities**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Opinion</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Supportive of Enhanced Facility (General)</td>
<td>64%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utilize Facilities Outside Elmhurst</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Need for New Facility</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Need Ice</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Need Gym Space</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expressed Dictate for current facilities</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Need Indoor Turf</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Did not respond</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Need Aquatics</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concern over Financing/taxes</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Results show n representative of 767 survey respondents. Source: CSL Community Survey, 2016.
Q9: Do you and/or members of your household currently use any indoor facilities outside of Elmhurst (i.e., Villa Park, Bensenville, Addison, Westmont, Downers Grove, etc.) such as: gymnasiums (for basketball, volleyball, wrestling, gymnastics, dance, etc.), turf facilities, ice-skating, aquatics, or other indoor sport facilities?

Use of Non-Elmhurst Facilities

70%
30%

Yes No

Note: Results show n representative of 767 survey respondents.
Source: CSL Community Survey, 2016

Q10: Please list the names of the facilities you currently utilize outside of Elmhurst.

Frequently Utilized Non-Elmhurst Facilities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Facility</th>
<th>Actual number of times mentioned</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bensenville Facilities</td>
<td>242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oak Brook Facilities</td>
<td>194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westmont Yard</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Addison Facilities</td>
<td>113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max McCook</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grasshopper Indoor Soccer</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ackerman</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darien Sportsplex</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>107</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: “Other” includes The Odeum, LA Fitness, Center Ice of DuPage, Franklin Park Ice Arena, Wheaton Athletic Center, Seven Bridges, Downer’s Grove Ice, Romeoville Athletic Center, Schaumburg Sport Center, Melrose Park District and others.
Q11: What are your thoughts on the indoor sports facilities currently available outside of Elmhurst?

Consistent Responses

- General consensus is that out of town facilities are far superior to Elmhurst facilities and families are frustrated with the amount of time that it takes to travel to these facilities and would prefer to spend their money within their own community.
- Westmont Yard seems to be really popular with layout; Romeoville Athletic complex and Naperville yard are also very popular
- would like an ice facility similar to the edge in Bensenville
- Max McCook is a very nice facility, however traffic control is an issue
- Would like to see multi-sports facility including ice, pool, gym space that could encompass wide variety of athletics & sports
- Elmhurst facilities are extremely inadequate for the demand; many families will spend late nights at practices at facilities such as Bensenville 3+ nights/week
- Pain to travel to out of town facilities
- Grasshopper isn’t the greatest facility but is the closest, so those who can’t travel far go there out of necessity

Q12: New indoor facilities are being considered for Elmhurst that could potentially incorporate amenities such as indoor gymnasium space, indoor turf, indoor ice sheet(s) and/or an indoor pool/aquatic center. How would you describe your attitude towards new indoor sports facilities in Elmhurst offering the following amenities?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attitude Towards New Elmhurst Facility</th>
<th>Total Respondents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pool/Natatorium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very Positive</td>
<td>51%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somewhat Positive</td>
<td>19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somewhat Negative</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very Negative</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ice Rink(s)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very Positive</td>
<td>52%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somewhat Positive</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somewhat Negative</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very Negative</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indoor Turf</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very Positive</td>
<td>58%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somewhat Positive</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somewhat Negative</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very Negative</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gymnasium Space</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very Positive</td>
<td>54%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somewhat Positive</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somewhat Negative</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very Negative</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: CSL Community Survey, 2016
Q14: What mechanisms would you support to fund potential new indoor sports facilities (Check all that apply)?

**Supported Financial Mechanisms**

- **User Fees**: 92% (707 responses)
- **Tournament Rental Revenue**: 90% (688 responses)
- **Property Tax Increase**: 27% (209 responses)
- **Other**: 18% (139 responses)

**Note**: Results show n representative of 767 survey respondents.

Source: CSL Community Survey, 2016
C. Verbatim Open-Ended Responses

Q8: What are your thoughts on the indoor sports facilities currently available in Elmhurst? (OPEN ENDED)

- have little exposure
- They are too limited. Would be beneficial to offer indoor soccer facilities for use during winter season to compliment AYSO program.
- There are not adequate facilities or options.
- Not enough of them
- Badminton Facilities would be great
- Not readily available
- There certainly could be more options for indoor sports
- We don’t need to be spending any more taxpayer monies on these facilities.
- Courts Plus is pricy and most facilities are not on our side of town
- Looks like enough to me
- There aren’t enough. My kids do gymnastics in Itasca because Wagner is either not available or poor conditions. The kids do basketball in Bensenville because our park district doesn’t offer it. They do indoor swim lessons at Oak Brook. Ice skating was in Addison. I’m spending money elsewhere for this all because our town doesn’t have the facilities or offer the programs due to lack of facilities.
- I am not aware of any other than our Courts Plus facility. We are in need!
- they are sufficient
- It’s long overdue and very needed. I’m often traveling to surrounding communities that have a nice center while Elmhurst has nothing. Examples (Oak Brook, Glen Ellyn, Downers Grove, Bensenville).
- I like the idea but concerned that Elmhurst does not need another totally separate facility. If this new facility includes updated courts plus and other park district classes would be incredible to have.
- I used to belong to Courts Plus and liked the facility. Our family tends to use more outside ‘facilities' offered by Elmhurst -- parks and Prairie Path.
- Indoor hockey would be nice to have
- All for it as long as the Park District pays for the land and construction without borrowing or demanding money from the City of Elmhurst
- They are good but limited
- It should be multi use, and include facilities for physical training/ exercise. Tennis, racket ball, basketball and hockey, indoor soccer. It also should be set up to help with children’s programs.
- Crowded. In some cases, outdated.
- I would love to start using the indoor sports facilities. We are bikers and walkers.
- I would like to have something geared to older adults.
- We need an indoor sports facility badly. Elmhurst is a growing community and could definitely afford one.
- Wish we had an indoor aquatics facility similar to Oak Brook
- They are very limited to what they offer.
- Decent but could be better
- It would be great to have one so we don’t have to go out of town.
• They are inadequate and quite dated - especially compared to other offerings nearby. We regularly travel to Naperville or Westmont for Naperville Yard and their wonderful programs and play area. We use Oak Brook Park District for their year round swimming lessons. I am always blown away by the facilities of neighboring towns, and ours seems to be seriously lacking.
• Severely lacking
• Definitely needed. We use facilities outside of Elmhurst -- Bensenville indoor ice arena, Bensenville Park District, indoor pools where starting blocks are available, baseball training centers. I’d like to keep our $ in Elmhurst.
• Facility is old and rundown. No indoor pool for swim lessons.
• they are inadequate
• Very poor and outdated, do not have the modern amenities that I need and therefore I am not a member at any.
• I am in favor of them and would like to see more. We did have a Courts Plus membership but had to cancel due to a new baby and lack of time.
• I think it is an excellent idea. I currently travel several towns away on at least a weekly basis for ice hockey. I would like to introduce my children to ice skating and ice hockey without going several towns away to a facility. Other fathers I have spoken to in town agree with my opinion.
• Would like more options closer to where I live
• Adequate for traditional indoor sports
• they are reasonably good
• Satisfied
• Do not use.
• Crowded
• Poor
• ok
• There are very limited options
• Adequate facilities exist, especially in conjunction with outdoor facilities.
• We have to drive to LaGrange for indoor soccer lessons. Also, the gymnastics gym smells.
• They are great.
• Nice facilities but expensive. Seems to have limited access for people with disabilities.
• More indoor soccer/multi use. Like Westmont yard with indoor play area for winter/rain
• Was disappointed with the courts yoga offerings. So, had to find a private studio
• We are lacking soccer turfs and volleyball sport courts for private clubs. Also basketball courts for open gym times.
• Not adequate, we use more facilities outside Elmhurst
• There is no real gymnasium and Elmhurst, and with the exception of the gymnastic Center, the remaining spaces are not suitable for indoor sports. I would love to see an indoor soccer facility, as well as an indoor and outdoor pool facility.
• Outdated and too small for our community needs.
• Gymnasiums are hard to come by because all the travel teams seem to monopolize the space. TESC, YMCA basketball, Airborne
• Mount Prospect and Bartlett seem to have really nice facilities and larger in scale compared to Elmhurst.
• Not bad. Could be better. I don't use them as much as I used to, so I'm a bit indifferent.
• There are a lot of them. 1. YMCA, 2. Courts Plus, 3. School District 205 has many, 4. Many Churches have gyms, 5. There are kids climbing businesses in Elmhurst, 5. Elmhurst College gyms. How will this be supported? By us the Tax Payers??!!? Can they be made to pay for themselves???? If you can make it support itself with no taxpayer money, then ok.
• average
• Great Idea
• I am not likely to use it and therefore I would probably be against it because paying for its construction would likely increase my taxes once again.
• I don't think we offer much to ALL our residents. A multi-faceted facility would be great.... Senior citizen center incorporated within the center!
• Courts plus is very nice. I'm sure the YMCA is fine too. But we need a place where teenagers can go and actually play basketball inside. Without large monthly fees
• If its deemed necessary than I would back it.
• Below average. We use them because they are all that is available for kids sports but don't have a membership because of the quality.
• Not nearly as comprehensive as the Fox Valley Park District's Vaughn Athletic Center
• There should be one central facility for ALL of these things. Our family actively participates in programs OUTSIDE Elmhurst for hockey and ice-skating lessons, swimming programs, basketball, volleyball and soccer. It would be better than awesome to participate in programs belonging to the town we live and play in, with people from our own community. And I'd imagine that such a facility would generate a ton of money, just from a convenience point of view.
• limited, need a larger sport facility that can accommodate different sports and events
• Average
• Good facilities, not too crowded during times my wife goes (I am not a member of Courts Plus).
• Inadequate - difficult for all the teams to book space - they're competing over limited York space. We play travel basketball and soccer and every other Park District in the region seems to have amazing indoor facilities with multiple bball courts and turf fields.
• Not good. We have to go to Oak Brook all the time for their facilities.
• Terrible. Embarrassing. Look at Oakbrook, Wheaton. You name it and everyone has a nice indoor facility. We are in dire need of a large multi court basketball/volleyball facility like Oakbrook.
• Too small
• They are very old and unimpressive. For a community with so many young children and families that are very into activities and sports, the facilities do not create an environment that is very welcoming.
• I want an indoor fitness center that is as nice as other facilities in Elmhurst, like the library for instance
• For the amount of activities that people involved in, there is not enough sport facilities for people to practice their passion in.
• Lacking, the courts is very pricy but paid for by the park district. No large indoor track, no volleyball leagues, basketball (that's run by the Y), no indoor soccer. We need something so we don't travel to other communities for these sports
• Would love a bigger indoor pool that is deeper
• I believe it would benefit the town and bring business in locally. Of course it also depends on the location and ensuring there is enough parking and not cause more traffic jams on York Road or the downtown area.
• They need updated.
• We're fine. We use the Courts facilities and are happy there.
• Indoor sports facilities in Elmhurst are in the dark ages compared the communities surrounding us.
• Everything is scattered. Need to have multiple different memberships for different sports. No family swimming pool other than the y.
• Na
• OK
• They are too small and outdated. Also, they are too far north. Need to be more centrally located
• The Courts and YMCA our current indoor sports facilities in Elmhurst are inadequate and puny compared to other surrounding communities.
• We are lacking larger indoor facilities such as hockey.
• Not enough class time options for preschoolers with working parents
• Not as large as neighboring communities.
• I feel that the Wagner Center needs to be updated. I am tired of driving to other towns to use their facilities which are better.
• Definitely needed.
• They could be better and more versatile
• We definitely need more park district gym space for volleyball, basketball, etc.
• They are a little run down but effective.
• The problem is simple, the courts plus fitness facility is extremely overpriced, there is an LA Fitness that's amazing and only a half mile south of Elmhurst and another one being built in North Elmhurst that will take away even more from the courts. I pay $500/annually for LA Fitness for my wife and I for everything. The towel rental policy is a joke as well, people are over paying already, then you're charging for towels?! That's literally embarrassing. I'm upset because I literally want to pay my money to the Courts but I don't play tennis, I don't swim and I don't do classes. I lift weights and do cardio and the weightlifting area is laughable and I can't pay $600/annually for half the amount of equipment. Going back to my initial statement, if the Courts was around $400/annually for my wife and I, I would reconsider paying less to get less that it offers.
• They aren't adequate for the needs of the community
• Outdated, too small, don't utilize the indoor pool at the courts enough.
• Indoor option is good in Chicagoland
• Elmhurst needs indoor space for soccer and baseball
• We have several fitness clubs available in Elmhurst. I have not experienced any teams looking for a sports facility in Elmhurst.
• we need more options including an indoor pool
• We don't have enough, we need an indoor facility that is used for many sports, basketball, soccer, etc.
• Not sufficient
• Inadequate for the size and demographics of the community
• I think this should have been done years ago.
• we need one
• I do not believe there are enough. Currently there is no indoor public or park district facility available with a gym. I have coached basketball in a number of leagues and gym space in Elmhurst is very difficult to get. We work with the YMCA or the public/private schools as best we can. I currently coach for the knights a traveling basketball team comprised of mostly Elmhurst boys and girls. We use space in oak room. We would prefer Elmhurst if a facility was available.
• Not enough facilities available
• They are fine for the smaller, court sports but would love to see a larger facility for field sports like lacrosse and soccer
• Nice
• The town is definitely in need of more indoor sports space. I work with a community sports club in Elmhurst and we typically need to rent space throughout the winter season.
past we have been using 8-10 indoor facilities for gym time. Ranging from going to Villa Park and Melrose Park for mostly Elmhurst families.

- Don't think it's necessary.
- Inadequate. No public basketball courts, indoor sport courts, ice rinks, etc. we end up in other cities for most of our indoor activities. Bensenville, may wood, Oakbrook, etc. for soccer, hockey, bball, birthday parties, etc.
- Desperately needed
- I think that they are insufficient for what we need them for. As an example- kids are practicing soccer on wooden gymnasium floors, which is not only a small space, but also not the appropriate surface, because there are not indoor facilities for things like soccer and lacrosse practice, we are forced to go outside of Elmhurst (Hillside, Westmont, Naperville), which is not only inconvenient, but also forces us to spend money in communities outside of Elmhurst.
- What indoor sports facilities - extremely limited
- limited
- The facilities are inadequate for children. Unless of course you're into tennis.
- good, but would love an indoor ice rink
- The park district in particular is lacking in facilities and are in desperate need of updating and expanding. Courts Plus should be doubled in size and in its offerings for adults and children. The track should be expanded to 1/4 of a mile to become functional. There overall is not enough space or available times for kids and adults to pursue their interests. There is no indoor soccer or hockey facility.
- could improve
- They are too small and out of date. Plus, there isn't any indoor ice which would be a great addition to Elmhurst for skating and hockey.
- Very underwhelming especially compared to bordering communities
- There are no indoor ice rinks.
- Long overdue.
- Hard to schedule as for HS and colleges (my kids younger)
- An indoor sports facility would be a great enhancement to our community.
- They are woefully inadequate
- Old gyms
- The facilities seem nice but since 3 of our kids participate in ice hockey as their main sport it would be wonderful to have an ice rink within Elmhurst.
- There are not enough. York HS is the only large indoor facility we have so it is very hard for Elmhurst teams to find space to play. Many Elmhurst teams are forced to find space outside of Elmhurst. Elmhurst needs additional space for basketball, indoor soccer, ice hockey and volleyball.
- Think it would be great, especially if facility has an ice rink.
- Great idea! Ice rink would be awesome and used all year long?
- Would be fantastic!
- Yes! We need one!!
- We need a multi-sport facility terribly. We don't have enough fields, courts, sheets of ice to accommodate our community. We travel to numerous other communities that have buildings that include soccer, baseball, basketball & ice. These facilities are typically packed with people. Considering our proximity to Chicago, O'Hare & our central location, a well-run facility would provide our community with the resources needed by active children & adults & also produce income for the City.
- Antiquated. Facilities are old, the layout and flow doesn't work, parking lots are poorly designed for bad flow, pick up and drop off areas are hazardous, facility in bad location, facility is not family friendly.
• Very limited facilities at the moment
• York facilities is great, but limited use opportunities. Courts is good, but crowded.
• Pools are good. Ice rinks would be beneficial. Workout facility would be beneficial.
• Elmhurst is WAY overdue to have their own ice facility with 2 sheets of ice. The ice could be contracted and sold before the first shovel hits the ground. Hockey is soaring and we NEED our own ice facility.
• We could use a new indoor, ice rink to support local use such as the Chiefs hockey club, figure skating, learn to skate, etc. There is a dire shortage of ice time in the local area.
• Inadequate, Courts Plus is good for tennis but inadequate for other activities
• No ice rink is a bummer.
• The Wagner Center is the only one I’ve been to and it is nice for classes for kids. I would like something that is nice for adults as well.
• We are in desperate need of more indoor basketball courts, indoor practice facilities for baseball and lacrosse, indoor ice facilities for hockey.
• I think this question should be phrased as thoughts on the lack of indoor sports facilities in Elmhurst and it's embarrassing. Lacrosse, hockey and soccer are sports that have been exploding in popularity the last 5-7 years and if it wasn't brought to the attention of the city and park district this fact would still be ignored.
• There are not nearly enough. We regularly drive to Naperville, Bensenville and Westmont to use their facilities.
• I think it would be a great idea. My son plays hockey for the Chiefs and has to travel to other suburbs to get practice time. My daughter plays soccer for team Elmhurst and during the winter months she has also had to go to other suburbs for practice.
• Inadequate
• There is no indoor ice available in Elmhurst, only the YMCA ice, which is the only Y in the Chicagoland area Y to have it. Having two kids in travel baseball and soccer, any indoor practices they do if they are not in the York gymnasium, they are going to surrounding communities for those practices.
• I think it is a wonderful idea and think it would be well used and received in our community!
• Initial thoughts are, YES!!!! As a mother of four boys I am tired of driving all over DuPage/Cook County for sports events. However, I do not wish to have a hike in my property taxes in order to provide this facility. Our taxes just recently went up significantly.
• I wish we had a sports facility with gyms for basketball and volleyball and indoor hockey. Would love an Olympic sized pool.
• It's just ok, would like a year round ice rink
• We need more. Sports are on the rise and kids want to do and play more. In addition, we could really use 1-2 more sheets of ice in the local area to support our young hockey players and figure skaters!
• Absolutely needed! I will help fundraise!
• Limited. Most require a membership. We play outside when we can or go outside of Elmhurst (Bensenville for hockey)
• Ok, sometimes costly. We could use an indoor ice rink and Park District does not have an indoor pool.
• They are good but we could use an arena for ice hockey. So much of our money is being spent on Bensenville and in so many other communities
• Pool times are limited and no option for swim lessons or swim team options; no place for indoor basketball or soccer; gymnastics & dance areas are adequate, but don't accommodate for all that are interested in classes- lots of kids get wait listed.
• I and my neighbors drive to other towns daily for our children's athletic practices, matches and tournaments. We visit grocery stores, gas stations, restaurants and other stores NOT in
Elmhurst during these drives. Elmhurst is taking a long time to decide if there is a need. Meanwhile, Elmhurst is missing revenue. All you have to do is ask parents of children who play many different types of sports. They all travel outside of Elmhurst for in-season as well as off-season sporting events.

• None. Occasionally we use the YMCA for swimming and Courts Plus for summer day camps.
• There are not enough indoor facilities for the demand.
• Wish we had more open gyms, swimming pool, indoor turf fields (i.e. Westmont yard)
• Supply is outpaced by demand.
• Lacking, facilities for team sports.
• The YMCA is small and the ice rink is not regulation size. The York HS field house is very nice.
• I like the idea. Elmhurst lacks other communities in this area. As a higher end community with the western suburbs, Elmhurst should have some of the best facilities in the area. Sadly, that is not the case when it comes to an indoor facility as being discussed.
• An indoor ice rink would be beneficial to the hockey community. Bordering on the south portion of town makes the most sense, as that is furthest away from the rinks in Addison and Bensenville
• It would be fantastic to have an ice rink. My son plays on Chiefs team and it is difficult to get ice. Sometimes not getting home until 11:30 at night on a school night.
• Overall, the current facilities are very good. Would very much like to see Elmhurst invest in an indoor ice facility where local hockey teams could practice and have games.
• Old, out of date, uncompetitive and not enough facilities.
• Wagner center is fine but mostly for gymnastics and early childhood. We could also use more indoor tennis courts. We would love to have an indoor ice arena as two of our children are involved in Chiefs Hockey Club and Bensenville is a far drive for us.
• We lack adequate facilities for indoor sports like, baseball, basketball, and hockey.
• Ins
• I love Courts Plus but the city could always use more sports facilities, especially if it had an ice rink.
• The can be better utilized.
• n/a
• Fair
• Lacking! We have to go to surrounding towns. I cannot believe Elmhurst does not have an indoor facility!
• Improvement needed
• They need to be improved
• Would prefer more open gym time available to residents for basketball/volleyball. Nowhere to go that we're aware of other than public school gym
• Inadequate - actually pay non-resident fees to go out of town
• What indoor sports facilities? Wagner Center? It's awful.
• York has good facilities but there is a lot of competition for space. Middle schools are marginal facilities at best.
• They are just fine. There are getting to be too many health clubs in town.
• Very limited. Poor facilities. Most other towns have nicer facilities.
• I love the idea!!! We would totally use it!!!
• They are small compared to surrounding towns. We lack indoor soccer fields, baseball facilities and the gymnastics center is tiny compared to other towns. I'm sick of traveling 30+ minutes to go to other indoor facilities
• Seriously lacking! A shame that we can't accommodate our youth programs, Behind the curve compared to nearby towns.
• It would be nice to have a gym or two.
• Would love to see more available especially for kids!
• Not adequate for sports needs
• Not enough...we are not competitive with other towns
• in favor as long as tax cost is not prohibitive
• There are not nearly enough facilities. There is no true gymnasium, there is no real basketball court. There are no indoor soccer facilities. An ice arena would be terrific, but obviously not as pressing and very costly.
• The Wagner Center seems old. I believe it is an old school that was adapted and wasn't created specifically for the park district's needs. We currently have to go to Oakbrook for indoor swim lessons and Bensenville for hockey and ice skating. My 5-year-old still takes dance and gymnastics at the Wagner Center, but my 8-year-old has aged out or advanced beyond the programs offered. There is nothing at indoor facility for him.
• I think it is very lacking for such a big suburb. We play basketball for Bensenville along with so many kids from Elmhurst. It's a big shame that we do not have our own indoor court. We are also in desperate need of an indoor pool for swim lessons all year long. I think Wagner is extremely outdated, and they are doing the best with what they have. I would love to see an indoor sports facility in our town, so I can stay in our district instead of driving to Bensenville, Oak Brook and Itasca.
• Wagner is small and outdated. I have not been to the courts.
• Good, but should have more especially ice rink and indoor pool
• Better facilities for basketball/ volleyball type sports would be nice to have.
• Convenient location, convenient hours' open
• There are not enough for all the sports programs Elmhurst has to offer
• I think the Wagner center is great for younger kids but everything there you have to pay for or be registered in a class. We used it when the kids were younger and I don't have time for a gym membership. We go to Naperville for my kid's indoor sports. Not a fan of driving that far.
• Our indoor activities are most often at the YMCA or school facilities because the park district facilities are inadequate
• There is nowhere near enough space. My son's Elmhurst basketball team practices and plays home games in Oak Brook. And we drive to Carol Stream or McCook for volleyball. When my kids played Lacrosse, they had tryouts and winter clinics in McCook or at the Podium.
• There are too few and they aren't state of the art. In particular, I see a large and growing demand for an ice hockey facility.
• The facilities are adequate, however, I would like to see more support for ice hockey
• lacking
• There is nothing available. We use the surrounding communities and go outside Elmhurst. Other communities have figured out that the arts as well as sports helps build our community. Too bad Elmhurst and figured it out.
• Woefully inadequate as geared towards the geriatric population
• Too expense (The Courts). Too limited (Wagner Center).
• We feel the need for a facility for the children
• inadequate. There is a strong need for 2 indoor ice rinks and 2 indoor soccer fields.
• not adequate for indoor soccer training love the yucca for outdoor hockey indoor pool options fine indoor gymnastics options good
• They are outdated and small
• They are adequate but we need an ice rink.
• Elmhurst Park District lacks a full-size indoor basketball facility. We enjoy Courts Plus.
• Awesome idea. We can stop going to Naperville and giving our business to them. Eat at their restaurants, etc.
I like the idea of an indoor sports facility. Especially ice rink & gymnastics.

We travel outside of Elmhurst for most of our sports. It would be great to be local and use local facilities and restaurants, etc.

Would like to see additional indoor facility, ice rink, basketball, pool, etc.

They are lacking. Timing is never right for cross or multigenerational sports. Open gym for volleyball or basketball with family is impossible. YMCA does not make up for it, and facility is substandard. Pool time hard to come by at convenient times. Parents and swim team kids should have more opportunity.

What is available has been fine, but many other towns have much nicer facilities that we have used. The indoor facilities are pretty outdated and don't allow for many sports to be played.

They are lacking. No indoor ice facility, and no indoor pool for year round swim lessons.

Expensive or inconvenient

Adequate

No need.

Tiny

Inadequate

Gym at Wagner Center is too small. Classes fill up super-fast. Not enough open gym time. Would love a larger space for indoor running, baseball, lacrosse. There are no indoor running tracks in Elmhurst other than York H.S.

A new one would be fantastic.

Elmhurst is in desperate need of a large field house like complex similar to the Oak Brook Park District...need basketball courts.

Functional, clean, not cutting edge

They are not very good. The facilities are small, outdated and do not provide all the items our family likes to use. We use facilities in Bensenville and Oak Brook because we cannot find everything we need in Elmhurst.

They are lacking. No indoor ice facility, and no indoor pool for year round swim lessons.

Not enough “free play” time - or times are not offered at a time that works for our family.

Wagner Center for gymnastics seems adequate - well utilized and generally available for lessons and open gym. Dual use (such as use of high school pool for community swim team) should be encouraged and pursued to the extent possible.

We need an indoor sports facility. My kids cannot play in several sports because I am not able to drive them to other communities for practice. We are in desperate need of an indoor facility for soccer/lacrosse/basketball. AND an indoor pool.

Need a facility similar to Westmont yard or the Max!

It would great to have an indoor pool facility!

We are involved in hockey and swimming. We are using Bensenville facilities for both activities. Would be nice to have a hockey rink in Elmhurst.

They are practically non-existent apart from gymnastics and dance

Fine, but could use more open play facilities.

It is definitely in need. Keep our kids closer to home to continue physical development.

Could use more indoor sports areas! Year-round Soccer!? Grossly inadequate

They are just and offer limited hours

It is desperately needed.

Need much larger facility.

Hard to schedule time to use. Expensive, crowded

They are sufficient, if not more than sufficient.

Elmhurst needs an indoor ice rink.

Sufficient
• I don't feel the current facilities offer state of the art for swimming, walking and ice sports that our city deserves
• They're fine
• Not good
• There are not enough. 8 and 9 year olds are practicing until 9:30 or 10 pm because there aren't locations open earlier in the evening. 2) It's not even a bargain to practice at the schools. 3) There is not enough variety. It is difficult to believe that Elmhurst Park District does not have one indoor basketball court.
• Too expensive, too far
• Adequate
• Above average
• No way. Not needed
• We need more for older kids and families. Volleyball, basketball, gym, etc.
• I think they are fine. Yet the gymnastics programs in Elmhurst are extremely popular and heavily utilized, it would be nice if the gym was a little but bigger to accommodate more kids or equipment.
• Need more indoor basketball courts for the several indoor leagues. More sheets of ice for hockey teams in area is also needed
• Too small, disjointed, no true community center.
• Great
• We need more play space available for use by smaller children...such as an indoor playground or open gym for children who are 4 and up.
• Address flood issues first.
• No! We have countless sports venues! 5 artificial turf fields the ymca, courts plus, the Wagner center! How about a performing arts center! We haven't created a venue for the arts in over half a century! And we have a community that would embrace this idea. We now also have the parking for it and it would do a great deal more to increase the vibrancy for our downtown than a sports complex. Please reconsider your efforts.
• As long as it's in the Industrial area so don't make more congestion in Elmhurst.
• I think it would be great to have a park district facility with indoor basketball, soccer, volleyball, etc. the YMCA's basketball is very poorly run and expensive, the travel teams are too intense and expensive. Many people leave Elmhurst to play indoor soccer at other facilities as well.
• They are nice, but lack space for sports for older children.
• There are not enough. Wagner is for kids and Courts plus is not very accessible
• They provide good opportunities for a variety of indoor sports.
• The Courts is wonderful and it fits both me and my wife's needs.
• Seem ok
• Given the interest in hockey in Elmhurst surprising we have to spend so much time in Bensenville. Also, would expect and indoor outdoor aquatics facility like those in Elk Grove etc...
• they're okay; not great for a city like Elmhurst. Hockey is a huge sport but all hockey players go to Bensenville and Addison to play; why wouldn't we build a rink here and keep those dollars local; plus, York HS could play at a local rink rather than having to go to Addison for home games
• We like the swimming lessons available through the YMCA.
• Too little for so many people. The schools don't have enough for their own needs so very difficult to use for end and ymca also. Schools need more indoor space (not high school) and epd needs their own
- Three concerns: 1) It seems like most indoor activities are scheduled at the Wagner Center which is inconvenient for residents in the south end of town. 2) We need an indoor running track with a low annual membership fee. I moved to Elmhurst from Glen Ellyn three years ago and at the time they offered access to their indoor track (and nothing else) for $20 per year. 3) Elmhurst is full of schools with gymnasiums. Could some of these be improved and then used for both school and non-school activities?
- We need indoor soccer field very badly.
- Softball field
- Elmhurst has too many facilities and the additional cost is not justified. Government should stick with its proper activities and leave these to the private sector
- Needs to be updated and expanded
- I really enjoy courts plus, they have nice big spaces. I wish that the dance rooms at the Wagner center were bigger so that it is easier to move and do tricks full out.
- Lacking! We leave for swim team and ice skating. Plus, I would like to see an indoor running track.
- They're crowded.
- I feel it should be centrally located if at all possible. The residents living on the south end of town have to drive to the Wagner Center to participate in most sporting events.
- I don't think there are enough of them and there is a very limited amount of space. A lot of other park districts have a really big indoor facility with basketball courts, an indoor track lap, an indoor pool for the winter, and much more that is open to the public. At Elmhurst park district there is a carpeted room for gym classes but the room isn't that large and is very dark plus you have to have a small number of kids in that room because of its size. 
- GPD there is also a gymnastics room but only people who take classes can use it (people who go to fun seekers over the summer should be able to use it to), and then there are 2 really small dance rooms with poles for a wheelchair ramp which takes up a good amount of classroom space
- Not much available. Would be nice to offer an indoor ice rink and indoor pool that's family friendly. Ice rink like Bensenville and indoor pool like Oakbrook.
- They are limited
- Horrible and insufficient! We really don't have a dance studio. The small classroom at Wagner does not fit the growth of the IMPACT program. We currently do not have a soccer facility and we have to travel to Naperville or Hillside to have indoor soccer practice.
- Minimal ability to be able to practice summer sports during winter months
- Elmhurst does not have the appropriate facilities for the activities that my family wants to participate in.
- I hear they're good.
- Not familiar with others
- There are limited options and not enough with open hours.
- limited
- Reasonable.
- Not sure what is available, but need an adult rec soccer league!
- There are a lot of nice outdoor facilities for baseball, soccer, swimming, etc. but large scale indoor facilities for basketball, hockey, indoor soccer, swimming, etc. are lacking.
- They are lacking for large indoor spaces for soccer, basketball, volleyball and maybe even hockey. Wish Elmhurst had one big facility we could keep our kids at instead of going to other suburbs to play sports.
- Availability is limited and the facilities are old. The floor we used for 4th grade boys Y-Ball was dangerous (Conrad Fischer). It was so slippery, it was not uncommon for the boys to slip and fall and hurt themselves (albeit minor) just running up the court.
- They are weak and inadequate for our community.
• They feel dated
• current facilities are Extremely lacking. Elmhurst BADLY needs a facility like the facility in oak brook or Ackerman in Glen Ellyn with basketball courts and turf field that can accommodate multiple sports including soccer. for basketball, yball and travel are all reliant on district 205 gyms, which are terribly overused and in bad shape. - I’ve never seen a community the size of Elmhurst that does not have a park district facility with basketball courts. as a parent with multiple kids in multiple travel sports, the lack of facilities in Elmhurst is very frustrating.
• Seems we have an abundance of work-out and sports related facilities and businesses.
• The YMCA was a good resource when my children were growing up... family oriented & affordable. We still love the pool at the Y
• Need indoor pool, basketball volleyball.
• the quality of the facilities is inconsistent
• Wish we had indoor tennis in summer. So far we have had 3 tennis lessons with heat greater than 95 And would love the option of indoor swimming lessons any time of year instead of using Oakbrook
• Older and small, not up to date.
• Like it if they won’t raise our taxes.
• I think they are adequate
• Terrible for school aged children.
• Just ok. Could be better.
• Very limited
• I wish Elmhurst would of had that when my three sons were young. They played basketball (Airborne) and the gym situation was terrible. We also traveled to other towns for the indoor aquatics. But now my children are grown and I would not want my taxes to go towards that facility.
• Would love to see bigger dance studios; indoor soccer venues
• They seem adequate and are well maintained.
• I think they're terrific
• I am very pleased with Courts Plus. I take a couple of classes a week and play tennis weekly from Sept. through early May. I think we have a good YMCA, but because of my membership at Courts Plus I don't use it.
• Adequate
• N/A
• Not adequate. Facility small and inadequate/not equipped for the number of participants.
• Love the idea!!!
• We're bursting at the seams in some cases. Could use more indoor pools. Yoga and dance studios. But if indeed all these fitness centers are opening then that's more competition and we may not need any more space.
• N/A
• There is a general lack of indoor accessible facilities
• limited, over used, crowded
• There are nearby facilities for indoor sports - Courts Plus, YMCA, Wagner Center, etc. Also surrounding communities -
• They are very lacking. We have to fight for time with the schools and any other organization that is trying to rent out the schools.
• I would love to see more. Specifically, an indoor skate rink.
• not enough space and not appropriate for all age levels
• I think it would be great for the town
• WE love the Odeum for Indoor soccer
• I wish there were an indoor pool for swimming lessons
I think it would be great for the community, and would create a draw for local business.
Good if large enough to hold tournaments.
Good! …but we need more ice. I hear soccer and baseball are squeezed as well.
Not enough
I should use Park District fitness center, but it seems very crowded for activities I would use. Difficult to find open swim lanes or open basketball time.
I think we need better facilities. We always have to go to other communities to use theirs. I think it's ridiculous that we don't have something better in this community.
Courts Plus is too expensive YMCA needs to be updated; not big enough / not enough options
They are lacking. Our teams have to seek out of town facilities for off season and indoor training.
Gymnastics area is too small. There is not enough room for team practice and normal classes. No place to hold meets or for parents to even watch.
Yes, Elmhurst desperately needs an indoor sports facility for soccer, basketball, baseball, swimming. The children of the community would benefit from this.
They are very small and do not have all the needed amenities needed to meet all the sports year around
Not enough
Having had the opportunity to travel for swim competitions and seeing several outstanding sports complexes, Elmhurst's facilities do not compare. Three fitness facilities that come to mind are The Centre of Elgin, Pleasant Prairie Recpex (WI), and the Holland Aquatic Center, which have all the fitness components including a community (non-high school) competition pool either 25Y or 50M. Other outstanding outdoor community competition pools can be found in Palatine, Oak Park/Ridgeland Commons, and St. Charles. The reconstruction project at East End was a lost opportunity for a competition pool in our community and I do understand area resident concerns.
Poor facilities, limited time slots available, over crowded, lack of parking, very dated, subpar
It would be a great asset to Elmhurst to have a sports facility!
Need more
Awesome but can be expanded
Enough of them already
Inadequate
antiquated
They're fine.
Minimal, not easily accessible, poor condition/outdated (specifically courts plus)
Minimal, not easily accessible, poor condition/outdated (specifically courts plus)
Please don't tax us out of Elmhurst. This facility would be used by few, (hockey teams, etc.), and would be paid for by all. Elmhurst is very expensive to live in now, this will make the costs worse.
I think it would be great. A real positive addition to bring something like this to Elmhurst.
Not sufficient.
Horrible
You are kidding right? they are non-existent.
I'm only familiar with Wagner, which is fine for young kids.
They are so-so. They cover all the bases, but are cramped, with no viewing area. The pool at Courts Plus is crowded and small.
They are okay. But there are not enough courts available for basketball, volleyball, etc.
I feel that current indoor facilities is insufficient for certain sports that require larger field space such as soccer and lacrosse.
Weak
• Our choices are very limited and outdated. Would love to see a multi-use indoor facility that includes an ice rink.
• They are OK, especially with all of the private options available. However, we lack an indoor pool that kids can use and an indoor running track.
• Lacking -- our son is a competitive volleyball player (and ex soccer player). We consistently travel to other communities to compete/practice and many dollars are spent in those other communities.
• We need a larger facility, for cold weather sports like hockey, basketball.
• Limited
• Needs basketball courts, bigger swimming pool and lots of other amenities
• Adequate for Elmhurst
• Solid
• I think there needs to be recreational dance studios where dancers can practice, like tennis courts are very popular in Elmhurst.
• I think it would be helpful, I am just very curious as to where it would be located.
• They are fun.
• There is no hockey arena but I’m pretty sure that they’re going to build one. I don’t really care about anything else.
• They are good and easy to access
• Run down, need more space and places
• I think they can be better because they aren't very spacious to many people
• We need another one, a sports court.
• If it is close by my house by berens then it would be great since the parks fields and courts are always occupied.
• Please bring us an indoor facility that could be cheap enough for teens to go there and play basketball or something of that nature
• The YMCA is okay but a bit expensive. We use other sports facilities that are outside of Elmhurst.
• They’re fine.
• I believe the existing facilities are sufficient for apparent demand. My experience is that they are generally in a good state of repair.
• They are expensive and crowded.
• Not familiar with them. The one that I know of is difficult to get in
• Need one
• Small and outdated
• Would be nice to have larger indoor facilities for soccer and lacrosse. Would be nice to have more facilities as it is difficult to get time at York for basketball etc.
• Insufficient. For the population and the number of kids under 21 in Elmhurst and surrounding towns, it warrants a full sports facility. We need a facility like Westmont Yard, that has 3 fields, an indoor playroom, and a huge play structure jungle gym.
• Long time coming…. Space is a real issue. My kid’s activities have been canceled because of space issues or playing and practice is very late because of availability. We need it badly here.
• Subpar and never available.
• We definitely need an upgrade, I am a coach and my daughter is very active, we have to travel to Oak Brook, Bensenville and McCook and Westmont for a lot of our indoor activities. I have lived in Elmhurst for all 41 years of my life and I love this town, I try my best to eat and play in Elmhurst most of the time and believe it is a shame that we have to travel to other towns for a lot of our recreational activities.
• Very poor conditions compared to other suburbs.
• Need a basketball court.
- they suck - it's a shame we are a wealth community and we have 1960's facility. Where do my tax dollars go?
- Lacking, would like basketball/volleyball more available.
- There are currently many great options.
- I like them, and I love our town, however it is just changing too much. I don't like how there is more construction because that makes our town changing. I like our town the way it is, yet some of these indoor sport things are pricey. I hope that our town doesn't change, even though we need a cheap and safe place to work out and etc. Just I don't want part of the park or town cut up.
- who is going to pay for it? have any sites been looked at?
- ok but small.
- Useless
- Limited
- Would love it! We go to Oakbrook park district to play
- Elmhurst need a more competitive indoor facility to host multiple extracurricular activities
- They are too small. The dance studios are too small. Wagner center needs a gym.
- They are lacking! The only full court basketball court is at the YMCA and the court is usually in use. It's difficult to find time to just play with my children. Also, wish there was more opportunity for adult men's leagues. Again, the only indoor pool available to families is at the YMCA. That facility is lacking. It's usually cold and feels old.
- They are well maintained and clean, but I don't really use them because you have to buy a membership to use them for the most part.
- we just moved to the area and are excited to check them out!
- Not enough. Court plus is great and they have done a great job with the space they have. It appears to me they would like to do more tennis tournament, but they do not have the courts to attract the bigger tennis tournaments.
- no opinion, do not use any
- Love it
- I think it would greatly benefit the community.
- not enough space, too crowded for the bigger kids
- I like the courts but don't use at this time
- YES! Please create a state of the art indoor sports facility that will draw in people from outside towns. If you look at neighboring towns, nobody has a GREAT indoor sports facility. We could be the first! There are so many people involved in activities at the Park District. This would be supported and very popular. The waitlists for programs is insane and parents are competitive during registration. My children love the gymnastics program. My daughter just takes classes, but my son is on the gymnastics team.
- There is a pool at the YMCA that is walking distance to my house.
- They are good. Not enough tennis courts
- I would like to see a larger indoor pool. We currently go to Oak Brook for their pool.
- Inadequate. The gymnastics center needs to be much bigger -- so busy all the time with rec and competitive team classes.
- Most are located in school facilities and are unavailable to the public. The courts are nice if you play tennis or racquet ball only.
- There is definitely not enough offered in terms of indoor sports in Elmhurst. I spend thousands of dollars every year on hockey in Bensenville. I have 4 kids playing travel hockey out of Bensenville.
- We would like to see an indoor ice arena in Elmhurst.
- They are lacking -- pool at Courts is very small. There really are no gyms for basketball etc.
- Non and no to more spending.
• They do not use the pool at York High for the community.
• Too expensive & track is too short. Courts is small & crowded. Some of older friends pay minimal $ to walk each day at their city's facility. Not sure how you do it but our kids and now grand kids play hockey at Y. Unless they are going to close Y, should not be detrimental to ice rink unless building own
• We need more basketball courts and a better gymnastics facility. The gymnastics program is terrific but loses participants as soon as they become advanced because the facilities cannot provide for them.
• It would be an asset to the community. York has difficulty running its programs due to demand and the schools are used constantly. Almost all travel teams go to other communities regularly with few opportunities to host anything in Elmhurst.
• I find indoor sports options to be highly limited. Being involved with hockey, I usually have to travel far outside Elmhurst for sporting activities.
• They are limited to the activities they provide due to either space or parking and or weather conditions.
• Fully support
• Inadequate as compared to other part districts. For a region with such a long winter, seems odd to have such limited indoor facilities with such nice outdoor facilities.
• Courts plus is great and gymnastics program at Wagner as well. It would be nice to have some indoor fields and basketball courts. Even an ice rink indoors would be nice, Elmhurst YMCA is too small and only usable during winter months.
• The only one available is York's Fieldhouse and if you aren't Team Elmhurst you cannot use - much like most of the outdoor facilities.
• They are limited and lack up to date resources in comparison to other surrounding communities. Glen Ellyn's Rec center is unbelievable
• Beyond just the workout facilities, Courts Plus is pretty much limited to racquet sports and swimming. There aren't any options for indoor soccer.
• Non existent
• There are virtually none, and I would very much appreciate one. Especially for basketball.
• need more free open gym basketball
• They are older and lacking in quality and space
• They are mostly school gyms, not sports facilities. Scheduling is very difficult because of the amount of groups, teams and programs that request to use them.
• Yes! We would enthusiastically support an indoor facility, especially during the colder months.
• They are old and of poor quality
• Need more
• Elmhurst's indoor sports facilities are completely inadequate to the present-day needs of the community. Our indoor facilities (The Courts, Wagner Center, and various public school gymnasiums) cannot satisfy the present (much less the growing) demand among various kids' sports (basketball, volleyball, swimming, soccer, baseball, football, cheer, hockey), or the desire among adults to engage in similar indoor sports. The community's present indoor facilities appear to have been designed decades ago for a community demographic that is different than the one Elmhurst has evolved into over the past 8-10 years. It is past time for Elmhurst to replace or supplement the facilities it presently has.
• It's great! Would bring income to Elmhurst that residents are bringing to other towns
• Lacking for soccer specifically.
• Generally, they are fine, but probably don't qualify as state-of-the-art. It would be nice to have a large indoor space with multi-purpose fields that could be used for soccer and flag football in the winter months. There are sufficient fields in and around Elmhurst, so I wouldn't
be supportive of the expense for a permanent building for indoor fields, but would be supportive of a collapsible dome that could come down in the warmer months.

- Outdated and terrible.
- Inadequate
- Lacking
- the city of Elmhurst is in dire need of an all-purpose sports facility.
- Not adequate - always driving to other towns' community centers and sports facilities
- Inadequate. Kids play indoor soccer in Hillside or Westmont
- Didn't realize they were open for public use?
- I think that open space with turf could really be utilized well by many of the travel baseball and softball teams during their winter workouts from January through April. Most of them currently use the York High School gymnasium and it would be 100% better being able to train on turf. Same goes for kids working up towards High School tryouts. You can go to a training facility to rent a pitching or hitting cage but, unless you are coming with a full team, you can't get the space to do any other type of work. If the new facility also had some hitting and batting cages, you could probably get all four travel organizations just in Elmhurst to use the space.
- They are ok but surrounding suburbs are better
- It depends on which sports are included, but we definitely have a need for aquatic sports in other areas. Hopefully year round, indoor-outdoor. Possibly Berens park?
- pretty lame place to fence
- Lacking indoor pool, soccer fields
- Adequate, but not great. York Fieldhouse is nice. YMCA is okay
- I think it is needed
- I think it is needed
- All I am currently aware of is Courts Plus, and I think it is a great facility. But not everyone can pay for it.
- Ok for our stage in life, but understanding it would be good for younger families
- Besides gyms we really don't have any that I know of
- There is great demand for an indoor sports facility (basketball courts, ice sheets, swimming pool, turf, etc. that is all under the same roof) in Elmhurst. Many other suburbs have one; Elmhurst should as well.
- Needs to be updated
- We pay enough taxes I don't want to pay for something that we will not use. Just like the fields at Berens park with that special turf on it I never use it but I always see visitors from other towns using it. If the rich want it than raise taxes for the rich with their McMansions. I have a three bedroom one bath house I more than pay my fair share.
- They are great. Currently not using them but when we did in the past they met our needs.
- We have enough already: Courts, YMCA, 2 pools, all school gyms, yoga studios, private gyms, private exercise facilities and two new exercise facilities opening soon that are very big!
- Most facilities are school owned while the park district facility is dated and does not service indoor team sports.
- They are run down and not good.
- Yes, we believe an indoor sports facility is needed in Elmhurst. But it should be funded by the users, not by raising taxes.
- too expensive
- We have not used any indoor facilities but might be open to using them in the future.
- They are way too small and need to be much larger to accommodate volleyball, indoor baseball, indoor soccer and other summer sports that need winter practice facilities. Hugely lacking--spend hours driving to other municipal facilities out of Elmhurst
• Yes, there should be an indoor facility. It stinks to have to go all over DuPage County to find indoor field space.
• This is much needed. There are several youth sports teams in Elmhurst that need an indoor facility to practice and/or host games. Currently I rent Oak Brook Park District when I need a workout court for my Airborne team - which is usually in the Fall and Spring but I could see using a facility like this in the Winter when York HS isn't available. Other sports clubs such as soccer and baseball would use a facility like this for rainy season workouts.
• I think it would be good Elmhurst, but wouldn't want it to interfere with the business of any existing company like the new business company that teaches kids to swim.
• Not enough space for multiple activities. Swimming at Courts Plus is only for adults. No indoor soccer venue - Elmhurst is a big soccer town. Elmhurst park district gymnastics center at Wagner Center is overcrowded.
• Nice, clean
• crowded
• It is needed
• We are a bit limited
• That it needs to be updated. We live in the most beautiful town; our facilities should feel the same way. It will only drive more business and people wanting to live in Elmhurst.
• The Courts and the Y are excellent facilities and are currently threatened by the great increase in new fitness centers opening in downtown and near downtown. Fitness Formula, Orange Theory, and the building at the former Hotel site will threaten both existing facilities while not offering the community aspects of either
• I think it will be an asset to the young people in town. A place to encourage them to play sports.
• They are fine but I have 5 grandchildren in Elmhurst
• We use local schools the Wagner center and even the Courts. They are only available depending on the school usage. The Wagner center only has 1 small gym and a gymnastic gym. If you have more than one child in a program, you could be driving across town trying to get from one gym to another
• Very inadequate. Not enough basketball gyms, sometimes Airborne can't even practice. The HS is the only place to play in the entire city. Other schools' gyms are too small. Also, when we travel to other towns, it's embarrassing to see how nice their facility is and all we have is courts plus, which is landlocked and too small. We need to keep it, especially since HS kids can walk to it from York, but we need a bigger, better facility.
• There are none except school gyms and private enterprises
• Unnecessary and expensive
• need more indoor basketball courts
• It is without a doubt that Elmhurst needs an indoor facility in this community. Sports for youth and adults is an ever expanding industry. From my knowledge, every community west of us has a one or several indoor facilities to accommodate the year around demand for access to sports. Elmhurst is deprived because our YMCA is the worst in the western suburbs, the high school can relieve this burden, but is overpriced and over booked and many community members believe we are paying twice (taxes and rental) for use of the facility. If you build it, they will use it.
• Not needed. Let's make better use of the facilities we already pay for such as those in elementary schools, high schools, middle schools, and The Courts.
• I think we've been lacking in terms of indoor turf for sports like soccer and La Crosse, etc. Other towns like Glen Ellyn have added a lot to their community through their indoor facilities.
• I'd like to see a dedicated sports facility.
• Not applicable
I think it's a fantastic idea and one that should have been done a long time ago.
They are inadequate. Our kids play travel basketball out of Oak Brook because Elmhurst does not have a good place for them to play. My daughter does travel volleyball out of River Forest. We visit a lot of facilities in other cities and Elmhurst needs comparable facilities. There is definitely a strong demand for a facility.
More than adequate
Don't need it. We need a Community Center were all of Elmhurst can participate in various activities.
No good and too expensive for what they offer
it would add to the appeal of the community
Terrific as the high school should be used for HS events
N/A
I think Elmhurst can share facilities with the public schools. I’ve been playing park district volleyball for years in Naperville, and all our games are in junior high schools or elementary schools. Taxpayer dollars would be better spent somewhere else. There is a need for a better fitness facility. The Courts is small and outdated, which is why we cancelled our membership. If you combined a fitness facility with an indoor sports area, that would make sense.
Fairly good. Could this concept be tethered to existing facilities such as York High School or Wagner?
I think it is a must and strongly support it
Long overdue
I think they are fine but I would like to see an indoor facility for indoor soccer maybe another indoor pool with lap lanes.
We absolutely need one. There is no comprehensive sports facility near us. We sometimes go to oak brook to use their indoor pool or basketball courts. As our kids were growing up we always wished there was something bigger and better than the courts plus facility that has no basketball and a pool that's really geared for adults. There is also nowhere for the kids to play volleyball. We would have used a sports facility constantly if we had had one. We would still use it with our younger kids and when the older ones come home from college. We definitely need this in our community!
ok. Nothing for kids wanting indoor soccer or year around hockey. Nothing to draw people from out of the immediate area to Elmhurst.
Would be nice to have something like the Westmont facility in Elmhurst. There's nothing like it here.
I would love it
They are mediocre.
There are not many options
Can't handle the needs of the residents and the space required. Residents must go outside of Elmhurst for facilities. Groups are fighting for the space at the gyms.
I grew up in Elmhurst and played park district sports and until recently, was a member of courts plus. Before going away to college, I played indoor basketball at both at the Wagner Community Center (Washington & Madison) and also at the YMCA. After moving back to Elmhurst with my family, I played organized basketball at the Oak Brook park district. Since graduating from York, a new indoor fieldhouse was built, a new community center was built at Berens Park, and a variety of outdoor skate parks were built. With all of the facilities at the grade schools, junior high schools, high school, and existing park district facilities both in Elmhurst and Oak Brook, I do not see a need for another indoor sports facility. What I do see a need for is better access to the facilities within Elmhurst for residents. When looking at Elmhurst versus other communities, there could be an improvement in paths along the Salt
Creek Trail, across York over Rt. 38/88 & under 290. Resources could be better allocated in other places rather than putting them into a facility that seems redundant.

- we need more space - too crowded which is why we rarely use these spaces
- There isn't a really good indoor facility in Elmhurst. We are constantly going to sporting events in other towns.
- None
- They are numerous and sufficient to support the community.
- The Courts are underutilized by the majority of the residents and overpriced. The high school has too many groups that utilize its facilities.
- We used to utilize The Courts and The YMCA when our children were young. I was glad we had them in the community. Very nice. Don't know of any other sports facilities. The Y is pretty old though.
- Not enough facilities
- There are not enough, the high school is what is primarily used
- This has actually been an embarrassing void in Elmhurst forever. What indoor sports facilities? Not for the sports just mentioned...basketball, volleyball, wrestling and gymnastics. Especially basketball. Elmhurst Dist. 205 supports these sports for indoor facilities here in town. My children are older now but the youth in Elmhurst DESPERATELY NEEDS an indoor sports facility!!
- There are not enough. The school district has the most facilities, but outside use is incredibly expensive and greatly limited.
- Would love to have more near us!
- They are disjointed and individual and sometimes cost prohibitive. Having one for all would be a great asset to the whole community, even if divided into adjacent buildings on the same campus.
- Fine for in-house sports. We go outside Elmhurst for travel sports in-door facilities, other than airborne basketball.
- While there are a number of facilities demand exceeds available space.
- The facilities are nice. But I think it is necessary to have an indoor facility so that sports can practice year around
- Probably could use more, but don't want to use tax money to subsidize it
- they are acceptable, but dated
- Yes, the gymnastic program is very successful and kids come from other suburbs to our program. We can use more space and a pit.
- As a long time basketball player, the need for indoor basketball courts is acute. None at the Courts. Limited at the YMCA. That would be my first priority. Courts and Y have good pools. Also open up York during none use time.
- I think it would be highly used and valued if Elmhurst built an indoor sports facility.
- We love the courts for work out and water aerobics. The water could be warmer.
- They are just Ok-Courts too crowded.
- Yes, I think that we need an indoor sports facility because for my indoor soccer, we had to drive over 30 minutes to Romeoville for the indoor sports facility. Also for lots of other sports like volleyball, my sister had to go to La Grange.
- Since we do not use any of them we do not have an opinion.
- would love basketball courts for teens, hockey rink, or better indoor practice center for sports
- Limited as far as Ice related activities.
- I think it would be a great addition.
- Good but could use another indoor pool and indoor ice rink
- I being an elite gymnast at the facility in the Wagner Center, find the facility to be far too small for the team programs, only to add many unexperienced youth classes and camps to the mix.
Not only is the facility far too small, but it also does not have the necessities I need to further myself in my gymnastics career (such as pits, events, spotting belts, etc.)

- Poor- inconsistent quality of space, inadequate access to bathrooms/water in the schools, poor viewing areas, building access creates problems for some schools (vandalism) when kids roam away from gym, at times school facilities are not unlocked when they should be creating problems for our group to access when reserved/needed
- Too spread out. Pity that there is not an aquatic indoor facility for all. Oak brook has a great facility to model after. Courts is fine just not the all-encompassing facility it needs to be to compete with others.
- I think it would be a great asset for all ages in the community. Possibly bringing more people to Elmhurst.
- Courts plus has narrow stairs to locker rooms. Track too short at Courts Plus
- They are not nearly as good as other communities in nearby suburbs. The school gyms are dated and can't handle the events being held. We lag behind communities who have better facilities either in middle schools or park district facilities.
- We need a better facility to serve the community.
- I think the existing facilities are limited and a bit small.
- They seem to be outdated and limited in their offering.
- They are just okay. Not really close enough to my house to be useful.
- The indoor sports facilities in Elmhurst are significantly inferior compared with other comparable communities. Many competing suburbs have both indoor field houses and indoor gyms. Each year, at least 1,000 families, and probably many more, participate in indoor sports in other communities because Elmhurst does not have such facilities here. The athletes using other facilities play soccer, lacrosse, basketball, baseball, softball, hockey, and more. I am aware of no indoor field houses with turf in Elmhurst. While we have several gyms, most are outdated and inefficient. Furthermore, most of the gyms are difficult to efficiently rent and too costly, because of the way D 205 handles such rentals. Finally, while there is a fieldhouse at York, it does not have turf, and have as inferior basketball surface. Additionally, it is not really "available" to the community given existing uses by YHS and its "partners."
- They are good
- They are fine
- They are outdated. The Courts for tennis and fitness is good. Other indoor facilities do not exist except for school gyms which are difficult to schedule and use.
- The Courts is a great place. I’ve taken tennis lessons, played on leagues, enjoyed water aerobics as well as swimming laps. I’ve also used the fitness floor.
- Not impressed. Cost too much money. Viewed as a work out facility not a sports complex.
- We are in need of an indoor baseball facility.
- Limited activities in winter.
- Not enough
- They are old-school and out of step with the needs of modern athletes.
- Facilities are too spread out. It’s difficult to know what is happening where
- They are lacking.
- They are outdated.
• School specific or need to pay to use (Courts Plus, Y). Would be great to have something like Oak Brook has.
• There are not enough indoor facilities in Elmhurst. We need to go to Oak Brook or other cities to use there’s often.
• Great idea…. long time coming
• There is no place to go for basketball or volleyball as you can't use York gym unless you sneak into the facility. The YMCA has one small court- always unavailable and you have to be a member.
• Old, small, not what I expected from the amount we pay in taxes.
• None existent for the most part. YMCA is overpopulated and very old. Courts Plus is the same.
• Dated, limited sports, expensive for what it is
• Need bigger/better gymnastics center with modern, up to date equipment and a practice pit.
• I think it is a fantastic idea and will be utilized by most everyone in town.
• Fine but outdated
• They are ok, but small and a little dated. I would love something closer for the North side.
• They are outdated and not easily accessible during after work hours.
• gymnastics center is nice. not good bball or dance facilities
• Great facility
• Over spending
• It would be wonderful as I find we are driving my son for to indoor baseball facilities outside of Elmhurst during the fall and winter months on a weekly basis.
• it would be amazing. currently we drive all over Elmhurst for a variety of practices at odd times because there isn't enough space during the seasons. there is not one facility that works for all of these - York hs being the best, but very over scheduled with everything going on. we even drive to hillside for winter soccer league - this could be done here in Elmhurst.
• There is also a need for another pool in Elmhurst with the influx of new families moving north of north for the past 10-15 years...east end is way over crowded and berens is the perfect spot for this.
• We could use a good facility that can be flexible and used for many activities and built and used wisely.
• Not enough facilities available
• Need more convenient indoor courts that are accessible for open play
• They are great for what they offer.
• I don't think that the Courts Plus facilities are worth the fee.
• Rather dated
• There's a definite need for one
• Limited availability, overused and outdated.
• An indoor sports facility would be a great addition for the city and eliminate the need to travel so far out. Could also make Elmhurst even more of a destination for club teams, semi-pro athletes. Indoor swimming would be very nice to use as well. Many cities have large recreation centers that make them more inviting to younger families, like Palatine, Lincolnwood.
• Good
• YMCA and Wagner Center are substandard to what was available in Edina, MN where we moved from (I grew up in Elmhurst). I am seeking other places for swim, gymnastics, workout, etc. Also, having an indoor ice arena in town would be fantastic. We were going to Addison, and Bensenville but takes too much time to commute over during the week and have since dropped our weekly lessons.
• More available space is needed
• I think it would be a good thing, and would worth it even if property taxes need to go up.
- We need more. We travel to Bensenville, Hillside, LaGrange, Lisle and Glen Ellyn frequently to use indoor sports facilities—not to mention other towns for birthday party type events, etc.
- They are limited. I think it is because certain groups (Elmhurst Airborne, ICCP, sign up for more dates than they use or need for certain indoor facilities (like the school's gyms) and then cancel at the last minute.
- For many years I have thought an indoor facility in Elmhurst would be a great idea. I am jealous of other communities such as Glen Ellyn who have an indoor and outdoor facility for many activities and classrooms all in one location.
- They are inadequate and very poor in comparison to facilities in every other town to which we travel (and we frequent many other indoor facilities). It is also extremely difficult to get gym time at the Elmhurst facilities because they are so small and in such high demand.
- Between schools, YMCA, Courts Plus and various private gym/workout facilities, there are ample options for indoor sports activities.
- The courts are somewhat limited, and the YMCA is not up to standard. Other Park District facilities are overwhelmed with the current demand of patrons utilizing them. The schools are also providing updated accommodations for demand usage.
- Lacking basketball courts. Courts Plus does little for me due to no basketball courts. The local YMCA does have one basketball court but it is often a zoo and is hard to find room to play.
- The number of available indoor facilities is inadequate. For individuals, it may be sufficient (i.e.: Courts Plus), but for teams and/or groups essentially non-existent.
- Bad because all our family of 5 in our household cares about is ice hockey. Since there is none in Elmhurst, we have to travel to other towns.
- pleased with courts plus and use regularly
- Compared to other communities, the facilities are basically non-existent. Our 3 children all play travel sports and in every case they either practice and/or play in facilities outside of Elmhurst. This is in spite of the fact that each of these teams is named as Elmhurst teams (Elmhurst Knights, Elmhurst FC, Elmhurst Lacrosse).
- Would like more indoor swimming, expanded fitness center(s), specific indoor play/activity center for young children
- They are inadequate, both in structure and the ability to find open time to use them. Communities around us have facilities that encompass much more for both children and adults. Many of my children's teams have utilized these spaces but I would much rather be able to stay in Elmhurst.
- Like the Y and Courts Plus but would like to see large indoor facility for ice hockey and other indoor sports
- Inadequate for a town our size with the number of kids and active adults that would use it and have to travel to other towns to do so
- They are a bit outdated and old. The space is limited as well.
- I feel Elmhurst could benefit from an indoor sports facility, especially something that appeals to teens and young adults. I would especially like to see an indoor ice rink. We currently don't have any reliable year round ice in town.
- Courts Plus is inadequate. The YMCA is less adequate than Courts. I don't know of any other facilities available in Elmhurst that are available to the public.
- Very poor relative to surrounding communities.
- Inadequate and/or too restrictive
- Average - the gymnasium at Wagner is small vs. the amount of programs/kids.
- Our facilities are very poor compared to other towns.
- Very limited in what is offered
- Very limited options, we use hockey rinks outside of Elmhurst
• Not adequate. Needs updating. They need a locker facility for changing from one activity to another or coming straight from school. Not enough lockers during winter with large coats.
• Lacking compared other nearby cities
• They are lacking compared to other facilities in the area. No large turf area for soccer/lacrosse, baseball for indoor games/practice
• We need more indoor open play opportunities for winter months. It is important for kids to exercise, but it can be hard in inclement weather. The existing class options are very limited. We need more open play, drop in options.
• The facilities are out of date, old and small. They offer little conveniences for families. We are forced to drive to out of the way suburbs for indoor soccer, basketball and LAX. We are in need of a larger sports complex and a gym such as Lifetime Fitness.
• We do not have a place for indoor soccer, baseball, basketball for kid’s programs.
• I would think it would be beneficial to the community
• Seems they are crowded and class/activity availability is reduced (as evidence from constantly being wait listed) due to space.
• There is a great need. We have spent many years in travel basketball and Elmhurst does not have the facilities that other towns have in terms of indoor courts.
• Pool is often crowded and has an awkward combination of recreational swimmers, triathletes and competitive adult swimmers, and water walkers. The pool is not suitable for teaching and is difficult to use for lap swimming or training when water classes are underway. Disabled lift renders one lane of the pool unusable by more than one person at a time, while the steps and hot tub access on the other side makes that outside lane unusable for lap swimming most of the time. Water walkers often take up some of the three inside lanes (the ones that should be used by lap swimmers). Pool size and configuration is inadequate for swim training programs (stroke clinics, masters swimming, etc.), swim lessons, triathlete clinics and training, water polo, synchronized swimming, etc. Pool depth is unsuitable for deep water aerobics or deep water safety and rescue training. Pool temperature is a compromise at best that leaves it too warm for any serious interval swimming and too cold for any therapy-type programs. Fitness floor is poorly designed, has inadequate stretching area, and a track that is too short for serious training with way too much cross traffic to be safe. Children are sometimes inadequately supervised, and are allowed to use the fitness floor when it is crowded with adults. This facility was originally "sold" to the community as an "adult" facility and it has become disproportionately about kids (just walk through the facility and count the signs and posters about kid programs versus adult programs to get an idea).
• Would like larger gymnastics space.
• We really don't have a true indoor sports facility.
• It would be well used by many, many groups. We have a great need for one in Elmhurst!
• They aren't many options
• Very limited in places to use, times open and availability. For basketball and softball/baseball Elmhurst does not have adequate facilities available.
• N/A
• The Wagner Center needs to be updated. The Courts was great when we used to go there. Adequate but nothing special. I would think we could do much better given our tax base.
• They are lacking in a few areas. mainly indoor aquatics and sports fields. A field house with track would be great for winter months!
• they are just ok. meet the basic needs
• They're good.
• Sufficient for toddler sports but lacking for older children and adults. Other nearby towns offer better facilities.
• My children enjoy basketball and as far as I know the only basketball options are Bensenville park district and the YMCA.
• We need a place for basketball leagues for kids and adults. Courts Plus is great for working out but we need a place for league sports to be played.
• Haven't used courts in years, patriot boxing for team Elmhurst soccer, horrible facilities for what they pay in taxes and for what the community should offer.
• We don't have adequate space to handle tournaments or one facility where families can go for all activities.
• Good gym and tennis courts at Courts. Limited experience with gym for children gymnastics at Wagner.
• Average. Would love an option on the south side of town?
• I believe the current indoor sports facilities work well for the community, however there are sports or events that we leave the community for due to availability or lack of facility; such as, Bensenville basketball and hockey programs or out of town indoor Lacrosse or Soccer.
• Courts is okay but is old and does not have basketball courts. YMCA is old, small weight area, and the 1 basketball court is always over crowded. We need more indoor basketball courts.
• The ymca could be modernized and expanded to maybe become a community hub with more adult and senior offerings; indoor sports offerings for children are very nice at Wagner and some at Courts plus. For people who move to the community new (like we did) an easier to navigate course brochures (through the community website????) that includes all classes and facilities (incl. Library) would be nice. - when we came, it took me some time to understand how ymca, courts plus, library and park district interlink.
• Must have to keep Elmhurst competitive with other Western Suburbs.
• We have plenty of Gyms in Elmhurst in the schools. You need to partner with them more.
• Very limited.
• One location would be ideal but having at different locations is good because you can find something closer to your home.
• Would like to see an indoor family pool.
• Good options, and indoor facility with turf would be nice.
• We would love an indoor sports facility. Soccer is a huge all-year-round sport, and right now, we are either crammed into Patriot Boxing, or have to travel to Grasshopper in Hillside or Westmont yards. There are so many basketball and swimming programs at the Oakbrook Park district. We would love to be able to do those sports indoors in Elmhurst.
• Beautiful facility but the swimming facilities are lacking.
• The sports facilities in Elmhurst are nice and are convenient for many. I do believe that a new sports facility would really be useful for the town of Elmhurst and really draw in a crowd of all different ages.
• Between the high school gyms, LA Fitness in Oakbrook, and soon to be in Elmhurst, the Courts Plus, YMCA, and many other outlets such as grade school, middle school gyms, yoga studios, personal training facilities. I think building a sports facility is a not a good investment, unless it will be large enough to attract outside competitive intramural sports at an affordable cost.
• Our indoor sports facility needs are met.
• There are some nice ones that offer and variety of sporting options.
• I would very much like to see an indoor sports facility.
• Inadequate.
• Lacking, extremely inadequate.
• There is not enough. We use Bensenville and Oak Brook for organized basketball and drive to Lisle for indoor baseball practice. There are no indoor facilities for my daughter to train in volleyball.
• Want it.
- I think it would be a great asset to the town
- There are none! A sports facility should be a free standing facility that houses turf fields, courts, ice rink, and/or a pool.
- We have plenty now. Every school in Elmhurst has one or more gyms, there is Courts Plus, YMCA, Wagner, the trampoline facility, many private buildings have gyms/pools. Do not spend money on more facilities. It is a shame the outdoor facilities are being turned into flood retention swamps that are going to be pretty much useless for any activities.
- Not great.
- Love the idea
- Used to belong to Courts for over 30 years. Cancelled membership. Too crowded. Inadequate facilities for cost. Poor staff supervision. Not in favor of any new facility. Not willing to pay more taxes because younger parents want more. Demand is insufficient. Existing school and other facilities are sufficient. Many more needs than a new facility. Never support new facility.
- Gym time is very limited and difficult to procure on a repetitive basis. The surrounding communities offer much better alternatives for gym space.
- I support the indoor sports facility in Elmhurst.
- They are pretty good.
- Need more facilities
- Fine, no need to expand
- Good
- I would love a multipurpose facility for volleyball, basketball, soccer
- Not needed
- They are pretty good
- Great!
- Not sure what all is available, but doesn't seem like much
- Very limited. I coach Elmhurst Airborne and see many other cities with nice, large indoor facilities. Wish we had one.
- I think we have what we need already
- They are fine
- Besides the YMCA I'm really not aware of any - which is a problem in itself.
- They are lacking. A facility akin to the Oak Brook Park District and Aquatic Center would be pretty awesome (indoor courts, indoor pool, gym) and something the entire community could use/benefit from.
- Sorely needed.
- Definitely needed in order to meet the needs of all ages of users, but particularly those between the ages of 18 and 45. All three of our children moved back home after college and would have loved to have volleyball and basketball facilities available. Now that they have moved out, such facilities would be a draw for them to come back to Elmhurst when they are ready to purchase a home.
- Probably good idea depending on costs involved and ongoing maintenance needs. Should be centrally located in Elmhurst, possibly downtown to continue growth in city center.
- I'm new to the area (moved to Elmhurst in August 2015), but I think that they seem sufficient between the YMCA, Courts Plus, etc. However, I am not aware of any indoor sports facilities owned by the Park District though I could easily be wrong given the fact that I am new.
- It's a bit of a hodge podge. And we don't belong to the Courts because I don't think it's a good value.
- Don't need a money losing ice skating surface but the rest of the proposal is ok
- Are there any?! I would love a community gymnasium for basketball and tennis and indoor activity and running around in winter months.
- Nothing really available aside from the courts. Need a bigger venue for team sports.
• Dated and small  
• good  
• They are just okay.  
• We need indoor soccer fields  
• YMCA and Courts Plus are great options. I would like to see more options for swimming at Courts Plus for younger kids to swim.  
• Mimic Des Plains or Glendale Heights as both offer fabulous opportunities, especially for alternate weather plans for the kids. Indoor soccer, indoor playgrounds, indoor walking/running track. It would be absolutely fabulous if 24/7 access to a gym could be acquired, especially with the modern security options now available.  
• I think the indoor sports facilities are good. I have used them in the past and if I was going to go to one I wouldn't hesitate going again.  
• Fine with what's offered by the park district and private sector  
• Not adequate  
• We really need an indoor facility, our school gyms are overused by basketball, soccer, and other sports organizations. It is very difficult to reserve space. Elmhurst needs an indoor facility for basketball/volleyball courts and indoor soccer on turf. Surrounding towns have beautiful indoor community facilities such as the Ackerman Sports Complex in Glen Ellyn and the Oakbrook Park District facility and I'm always surprised that Elmhurst does not have a comparable facility.  
• I believe we are lacking in an indoor facility like Grasshopper or Westmont Yard where soccer and basketball can be played with appropriate space. My husband stopped playing basketball at the YMCA as the court was too small - difficult for family to watch as limited sideline viewing spots. We go to Grasshopper often as our kids are in soccer leagues. Would be great to have something in town.  
• Good but lacking indoor ice rink which could be very beneficial to the community with such a big interest in hockey. The only issue with the school gyms is size.  
• Lack of available space, limited time. Not enough space. We use Hillside, Oakbrook, and Westmont more because Elmhurst is never available.  
• My kids figure skate, so we use facilities outside of Elmhurst in the surrounding communities (Bensenville, Oak Park, Addison, Downers Grove, Woodridge).  
• The schools that are used do not fit the needs of the sport being played. The gyms are too small and not safe.  
• Not enough space  
• no opinion  
• Old equipment, not enough equipment. Slow at getting the new, latest equipment.  
• They're minimally adequate compared to towns such as Elk Grove, Darien, Rolling Meadows and Hoffman Estates. Elmhurst lacks a centralized facility that offers 3-4 sports such as swimming, soccer, hockey and basketball. I would also add that with Elmhurst being a hockey town, there is a need for a roller hockey court/rink complete with boards and glass like a real ice arena. This is more of an outdoor idea but still a need.  
• We have very little. Wagner center is not enough for this community. Public schools are fine for team events, but there needs an open gym for basketball, volleyball or other indoor sports. An indoor swimming pool other than Courts would be nice.  
• They are limited and a bit dated but at least they are available.  
• We need more indoor tennis courts. We have found it very difficult to schedule private lessons with pros at courts plus, which has caused us to move to Oak Brook park district for lessons. We also don't have an indoor soccer facility which means most folks drive to other cities for winter practices. The pool at courts plus is great for lap swimming and rarely seems filled to maximum during the hours we use it.
• We have excellent new private facilities coming on line soon. The PUBLIC facilities should be phased out so as not to compete with the private facilities.
• All for it but would want to see what it does to my property taxes first.
• Would be nice for the youth of Elmhurst but only if it makes financial sense.
• they're ok
• Garbage
• Would be nice to have 1 large facility that the entire community could use including ice rinks. There is a large amount of hockey players that spent large amounts of money out side of Elmhurst.
• Waiting for indoor soccer, I have to go Melrose park to play
• they seem nice to do activities in.
• there is no indoor space available for soccer in town. We go to hillside, Westmont and Schaumburg for indoor facilities. Space needs to be available for that.
• We already have some wonderful indoor sports facilities. What I'm aching for is a building devoted to fine arts. It would be nice to balance the sports facilities with at least one building where kids could get their creativity on (and adults!) to use for theater, dance, comedy, performance, etc. We have so many talented people in our city, and our community theaters and dance troupes and singing groups mostly meet in church basements or ill-suited school auditoriums. It would be a great reflection on Elmhurst to show that we value kids taking part in performance and fine arts as well as team sports and athletics.
• YMCA pool has too much chlorine; Courts plus pool is not family friendly So We joined oak brook Rec center
• Balanced. See a need for larger indoor aquatics, basketball, and potential soccer / ice. Also could expand gymnastics with additional space.
• no strong opinion
• It is very needed for hockey. Our family belongs to the Chiefs Hockey Club which is predominately Elmhurst residents, but we play in Bensenville as there is no regulation rink in Elmhurst.
• Courts Plus is geared to a very elderly crowd. Pool is too small and very few tennis courts. Class rooms are too small. Wagner center gymnasium is small and overcrowded and needs additional equipment. Dance classes are way too small. And there isn't an indoor soccer facility anywhere. YMCA is old and decrepit, very disjointed. Deforest is overpriced.
• I have lived in Elmhurst my entire life, raised 3 children and have always been very disappointed in our facilities compared to other communities.
• Great idea - the high school is getting beat up with all the rentals
• An indoor aquatics facility for lessons and free swim would be fabulous! We travel to Oakbrook for swim lessons and have to pay non-resident fees. Also, we travel to Bensenville for indoor hockey and figure skating and lessons. An indoor ice rink would be great!
• They are small and do not have a lot of activities for all ages.
• Indoor playground for kids (e.g., like the one in La Grange)
Q11: What are your thoughts on the indoor sports facilities currently available outside of Elmhurst?

(OPEN ENDED)

- little exposure
- Westmont Yard is GREAT. Elmhurst could totally use something like it.
- Nice facilities
- I am impressed with Oak Brook and its facilities. I am not currently a member at either right now, but use OBPD in the winters. Not as big a Fan of LA Fitness
- Bensenville and oak brook park districts offer nice clean facilities with a great assortment of programs.
- We are in particular need of an ice facility and the surrounding ice facilities, while they provide ice, they are lacking a diverse offering to support other indoor sports and are not of the quality needed to fully support the high demand of our ice sports, namely hockey.
- They are nice
- Very nice, to bad Elmhurst is 10 years behind our neighbors.
- Pretty well utilized and could use some more open gym time
- Ice rinks are the only sports venues outside of Elmhurst that I use.
- Veterans Park District has a walking track at the Leoni Center. You can't beat the price.
- They have more of the exercise classes I like. None of the Les Mills stuff.
- They are adequate and are useful for basketball, lacrosse, and soccer
- Oak brook is a really nice facility. not familiar w/others
- The oak brook pool is fantastic. We cool use a facility like that.
- Very nice but would like to stay local
- There are a lot of great options, but quite a drive. I feel that an indoor sports complex with turf fields, play area, maybe a pool would be a huge success here. We know so many people that are willing to drive to Naperville, Westmont, McHenry for indoor soccer venues, and they would be so happy to have one here. Oak Park has a new gymnastics facility that is quite amazing as well with a lot of open play times.
- Much better options
- Prefer that the facilities host all types of sports under one roof. Great basketball courts at other facilities. Triple Play Academy in Antioch is an excellent example of something that could be useful in Elmhurst -- indoor, with availability to train during cold, rainy or winter months. Owner (Mark McQueen) is willing to consult with the park district. Would be surprised if someone doesn't enter the Elmhurst market with this type of facility before the city/park district have the chance to act.
- They are better and offer greater programs than those in Elmhurst
- There are several in the area, however they are not of the best quality, often being old and worn down. Franklin Park has recently spent several million upgrading their ice rink to great effect. The ice is of a better and more consistent quality, as well as the boards, glass, and benches. Unfortunately, the rest of their facility is still in somewhat disrepair, with leaks from the roof putting holes in the ice and rendering it dangerous.
- Generally nicer, better maintained
- they are good
- Below average
- Nice, but far!!!
• Most are very nice and updated, but are too far or difficult to get to in a decent amount of time.
• They are nice, big, able to hold big events.
• I think it is a terrible idea. We currently have a Park Dist. that is able to handle the needs of our community. Our town has larger issues it should be directing its attention towards. Flooded homes due to poor infrastructure, schools in Elmhurst in desperate need of updating/repair and empty store fronts are just a few of the more urgent issues that come to my mind.
• Naperville is just built (or is building?) an indoor space. Two things that I was impressed with was their focus on serving seniors with an indoor walking track as well as dedicated space for their SRA and their participants with special needs.
• We love Westmont yard!
• Downers is amazing
• Fully dedicated, better equipped
• I am very impressed with the ice skating facilities in both Bensenville and Addison, and I wish there was an option closer for indoor soccer.
• Newer and meet the needs. Would love an indoor pool, indoor track, ice rink
• Often grander in scale and serve as nice community centers
• The Edge is Ice specific, and we’re not too into any ice activities. But it’s great to have around should ice specific activities come up. We use McCook for dance competitions my daughter is involved in. It’s great for that, but they have horrible traffic control
• Positive
• Like them
• Significantly better in physical quality, size and programming
• Seems like other cities have bigger, more comprehensive facilities
• Most of the facilities we’ve used to date have been very nice, well-kept and seem to offer a lot, in addition to Elmhurst’s already wonderful park district programs and sports options. But getting to facilities outside town is almost always a hassle. And I’d much rather spend my money IN Elmhurst. Why can’t there be a facility (with similarities to the York HS field house) that houses more?
• Schaumburg and Glen Ellyn have great indoor facilities
• More inclusive,
• I would probably use Courts Plus, but my health insurance gives me a discount at Life Start through Silver Sneakers. I’m satisfied there.
• Much nicer: newer, larger spaces, more courts, exclusive use to sports teams and rec leagues, offer food/beverages regularly (not just when teams want to staff the concession stand at York)
• They have better facilities.
• We are way behind. So many of the surrounding areas have nice indoor facilities. Airborne has to play at York hs or middle schools, Knights basketball moved to Oakbrook. We must improve.
• limited
• Many have newer facilities or their staff/coaches are more experienced and welcoming
• Gottlieb has a beautiful health facility
• They’re fine.
• There are many facilities offered by other communities that allow my child to pursue his sporting interest’s year round. Many of those communities have less financial ability than Elmhurst, yet they are doing a better job of providing facilities for their communities.
• A lot of other towns have sports facilities- Elk Grove has an awesome one, swimming at oak brook park district is great too.
• Unsure
• Way better than ours
• Many surrounding towns have built larger multi-plex facilities which can service many different sports. We especially love the Darien sports plex- with facilities for ice, lacrosse, soccer and karate!
• It seems many of the other park districts have a facility superior to our options. But they also don’t have all the fitness center we do for adults. Our main concern is the options for our young kids, which are limited near home. Especially with indoor swim year round
• I use those facilities for birthday parties and for indoor sports. I feel they are better than what we have to offer in Elmhurst and I would rather spend my money in Elmhurst.
• More options
• Different towns hold different things, like Bensenville has a great hockey rink.
• Beautiful facilities but so far to drive kids everywhere!
• The only thing Elmhurst doesn't have is an ice rink but there are so many surrounding Elmhurst (also the YMCA in Elmhurst in the winter) that it's not a very big deal there isn't an indoor rink in Elmhurst.
• The ice rinks are old
• Much better programs, and Elmhurst would benefit from a multipurpose indoor facility with a turf and ice rink.
• Indoor swimming other than the YMCA would be good
• I have no use for indoor sports facility...only fitness clubs
• they are adequate
• Max McCook is terrific and so is Ackerman in Glen Ellyn. New gym in Romeoville is great too
• Decent, full service, we play ice hockey and there is nowhere in Elmhurst to play until the winter at the YMCA
• I think they are excellent.
• Glen Ellyn's Ackerman is phenomenal. It's a shame that Elmhurst doesn’t have something like this.
• we need one with everything
• They are limited as well as they are designed for their own towns and then take on the overflow from others.
• Too far
• They are great - love the multi-use aspect of them. Always busy (highly used)
• We have very few options
• Way better then Elmhurst. Could be improved upon.
• Otis why we leave Elmhurst
• Some are very nice- e.g. the new facility that was built in Naperville- Naperville Yards. It is multi-function and large. Grasshopper in Hillside is not a nice facility but is PACKED all weekend with indoor soccer. Westmont Yards is also a nice facility but only has 3 fields. Odeum in Villa Park is also run down/ not a nice facility but functional.
• They are in adequate for the families in Elmhurst. It's ridiculous
• Bensenville in particular is amazing. Clean, up to date, well organized.
• good
• I feel like there are better options outside of Elmhurst. For example, Oak Brook aquatics center has a great set up for both recreational and athletic swimming. In addition, it has indoor basketball courts that can be used for pickup games, etc. There is nowhere in Elmhurst to do those things right now. In addition, I think Elmhurst would benefit greatly from a facility with indoor ice. Ice skating and hockey are growing in popularity and it would be beneficial to the community to be able to have its own ice program.
• It would be nice to have these types of facilities in Elmhurst to help ease travel and keep revenue in Elmhurst
• Some are nicer than others. The Edge and Darien Sportsplex are some of the nicer facilities.
• The facilities are adequate. We are at the Edge in Bensenville 3 days a week. When we are there, the majority of people we see are from Elmhurst. I would imagine our time spent at the Edge will increase as our other 2 kids start playing hockey.
• They are good, but not real convenient to get to.
• I think they can be improved on.
• Ice time is very hard to come by
• much better ice offerings.
• We really like the Edge but would love something closer to home and to know that we were supporting our town when we used the ice facility
• Community centers such as those found in Glen Ellyn with indoor fields and ice rinks are great!
• It is nice but over crowded
• We do not have good choices here for inside sports use. I have traveled around the close suburbs and have watched my children play on in very nice sports facilities. Elmhurst needs one.
• They are great, would be nice to have one in Elmhurst.
• It is fine, but a pain to travel to multiple times per week.
• The best facilities offer space for soccer, basketball & hockey. Also should consider adding a restaurant / bar.
• Would love to keep my money in town and cut down on travel. Would probably use facility more if it was well planned building with great hours, parking. Would love it to be for Elmhurst residents only.
• Bensenville has very good indoor ice rink facilities.
• Edge in Bensenville is very good. Other hockey facilities are old and not impressive. Oak Brook park district is good for basketball.
• Na
• Elmhurst can build a start of the art facility and Elmhurst residents can cease leaving town to play hockey. Bensenville, Addison & Darien have decent facilities but a mix of all three would be ideal. Two sheets of ice, restaurant, workout facilities, etc.
• Overall we lack good indoor facilities. We have wonderful outdoor facilities, but critical, popular facilities such as a year-round indoor hockey rink are needed. Most other similar towns (demographically) have indoor ice rinks (i.e. Park Ridge - Oakton Ice Arena). We would support building such a facility to support youth hockey programs, such as the Elmhurst-based Chiefs Hockey Club.
• Addison could use major improvements; Edge is an overall nice facility. Challenge is ice time because of very high demand in the area
• There are more available than in Elmhurst.
• other communities have far superior inside training/sports facilities. We should be able to host basketball tournaments, and provide training facilities for our athletic teams. We pay a lot of taxes and I don't feel we have adequate park district facilities to support our community's sporting teams.
• They give the members of their respective communities the ability to participate in a far wider variety of sports yearlong. They also host tournaments and special events that attract families from other communities and out of state, which gives them and other local business an opportunity to increase revenues.
• Most of these facilities are of good quality, I just wish we didn't have to drive so far to get them. I would really like to see a facility that combines ice and turf facilities in Elmhurst.
• Too long of a drive to get to them.
Ok
Oak Park has built a great new facility with one sheet of ices inside and one outside. Most of the other facilities for indoor practice are private space in industrial parks.

they work but I wish they were closer to Elmhurst
I am confused by this question. We currently travel outside of Elmhurst to play indoor hockey, soccer and lacrosse.
Addison Ice Rink is depressing and smells terrible. Especially the locker rooms. The Edge and Aquatic center are nice The Wheaton Sports Complex is beautiful - love their sports courts.

They are nice but too far to drive
Solid
Need updating.

Like them a lot. Farther drive but we use them because we need them.

There are not many, so we have to use other facilities for indoor sports.

They are bigger and better equipped

Better than ours

Very nice! Romeoville and the new Naperville building on Quincy St. are great examples of multi-use complexes that are missing in Elmhurst.

They are adequate for our needs, but could be more modern.

The Edge in Bensenville has more demand than availability. The Addison Ice facility is a dump.

More offerings than here

No opinion.

Lack of available ice
The Oak brook aquatic facility is great in the winter. The edge ice arena is nice but the ice time is often booked full. The Addison Ice arena is old and out dated.

They are adequate. Addison is quite run down and only the ice itself seems to be worthy of use. I would rate this as 4 out of 10. The locker room facilities are poor. The Edge is nicer, but also showing its age. This would be 5 or 6 out of 10.

There are some great multiplexes in other communities that certainly bring in a lot of people from other areas. Through the food portion, and rental fees, a lot of Elmhurst money is getting spent elsewhere.

Always busy
The treatment that our team gets from indoor sports facilities in other towns is poor. We are limited in options, the expense is very high and our young drivers are required to travel after curfew hours to drive to more distant facilities.

Much more competitive. Glen Ellyn Ackerman Facility is great comparison for what Elmhurst should have (+ rink, + pool)

They are nice and well done but too far away

There isn't a single facility in the Western suburbs that serves the needs of the communities with baseball, soccer, basketball, volleyball, lacrosse, gymnastics, aquatics and hockey.

The Edge is a much better facility than Addison Ice but at both facilities ice is at a premium. If there was an indoor facility with other alternatives or additional opportunities to Courts Plus I feel it would be used.

Many of the Chicagoland ice rinks are getting old. There are not enough ice surfaces for the demand in the area.

Good, cover more options

Surround towns have way better facilities. The "gym" at Wagner is useless, even for Biddy Sports.
• nice
• They are 100 better than Elmhurst
• Tired of the drive. Would prefer something closer that also provides some tax revenue to the city.
• As a swimmer, I think that pool time is much like ice time for hockey - hard to have a lot of open time since there aren't a lot of facilities.
• There are so many fantastic facilities outside of Elmhurst that I utilize. I'd prefer to spend my money in my own community.
• Some other surrounding communities have very nice community facilities. Oak Brook, Carol stream, Schaumburg, Orland park are ones that are impressive. We have been to many for basketball tournaments.
• There are many more options. Would like to use Elmhurst but the facilities are not there for hockey, soccer, baseball, etc.
• No good
• They are nice. If Elmhurst does this, I want it to be big with a lot of openings for multiple sports.
• Some are better than others, we should look to be one of the best
• They provide a good option for sports during the winter season.
• Naperville Yard and Westmont Yard are very nice and well utilized.
• Useful
• would be nice to have something in town like The Max or Edge
• They are superior to what Wagner offers.
• We go there because they provide what we need and Elmhurst does not. My son plays hockey and my daughter figure skates, but Elmhurst doesn't have an ice rink. My kids take swim lessons year-round, but Elmhurst doesn't have an indoor pool.
• I like Oak Brook the best. Bensenville is well organized and my son enjoyed playing basketball. I'd love to be able to stay in town.
• Far
• Every time I walk into one, I think, why does Elmhurst not have something like this...WE ARE FALLING BEHIND...
• It's what Elmhurst needs. A place for teams to go and use the facilities - not just all registered park district classes.
• They serve our needs
• My son plays basketball for The Knights and we travel all over the western suburbs. We are always amazed at the great sports facilities in all the other towns and feel embarrassed that our great city of Elmhurst has nothing like it. Instead we chose to build an indoor tennis facility. I only know one family who plays tennis and they go to Oak Brook.
• Just average -- nothing special. They're not the nicest places but they're functional
• I love the support for ice hockey and facilities in other towns
• They are wonderful. Will continue to spend our money there.
• Fairly available
• They have indoor ice, nothing like that in Elmhurst.
• We feel there is a need for a sports facility for the children.
• The Edge is nice. I hear Oak Brook has a nice waterpark
• good variety, large, allow for indoor play despite weather
• They are old ice rinks and are not in good shape. The ice is bad because it is so overused.
• let's try and keep it in house. It will attract needed business around the complex and inside
• They are older and at capacity.
• I use them because that is all that is available
• Much nicer, newer, larger, more programs offered.
• Towns of comparable size and wealth with less demand have better facilities or have them in the works.
• Many are much larger which means they can offer many more opportunities for sports.
• Bensenville has a great park district run indoor facility for figure skating, ice hockey and swimming. And the facility also houses a minor league team to generate revenue
• Fantastic
• Nice
• Lots of great options
• Schaumburg is amazing. My son plays indoor baseball GAMES there. They have space to host gymnastics competitions and basketball tournaments. Multiple games playing at once. Their indoor aquatic center is great for winter indoor pool parties! We also like Elk Grove indoor aquatic center.
• They are fine. Want it closer
• Great complexes that Elmhurst needs!
• Oakbrook Aquatic Center offers great options for year round aquatics programs. The exercise facility is also modern, clean and enjoyable to use.
• Bensenville has a great park district run indoor facility for figure skating, ice hockey and swimming. And the facility also houses a minor league team to generate revenue
• They are much better than what we currently have in Elmhurst. Which is nothing.
• Great facilities but hate driving so far
• They provide an indoor pool that we utilize for swim lessons.
• The Bensenville water park unfortunately is way better and nicer than the one in Elmhurst. The ice rinks in Bensenville are beautiful too
• I wish they were closer. I think it’s great how they are large enough to hold tournaments, rent out for parties etc.
• Don’t really have any
• I have to pay money outside of Elmhurst and travel outside of Elmhurst.
• Westmont Yard is the most multipurpose facility that many sports can use.
• Nice well maintained cost effective
• They are well utilized and an asset to their communities. Most are well appointed with lots of space, parking and concession services. It just stinks to have to travel outside of our community to play sports.
• Much better than in Elmhurst
• Many offer amazing facilities that we don’t have
• They too are sufficient.
• None.
• Addison & Bensenville are superior in size and cost even to non- residence users.
• They’re fine
• Great
• They are too far away yet multiple teams have their home field in one of these far-away facilities.
• Less expensive
• I’m glad those tax payers are funding them. They’re empty a lot, facilities with Astro turf fields.
• I think they are sufficient and good alternatives to what Elmhurst offers.
• I would like to be able to stay closer to home
• They are much better than Elmhurst's.
• Elk Grove and Lagrange have fantastic facilities. It's disappointing that we can't provide the same for children here.
• Many are very nice and have a variety of options. They are far however.
• They have more space and activities for older children
• Poorly located with less than adequate parking
• The ice skating is nice but really because of the quality of instructors and programming. Similarly, we have done swimming lessons at the YMCA because it is year round and indoors.
• Much better and higher end outside of Elmhurst
• They are okay but would be nice not to have to drive to these places
• None
• They offer nice benefits not available in Elmhurst.
• They are very good and serve their communities.
• Softball field
• seems the need nothing more needed
• There are many larger spaces for winter practices.
• The Edge is nice but limited to skating.
• They have better basketball gyms.
• I believe the Oak Brook Complex is very nice although the pool gets extremely crowded. It is nice to have a place to go for with the family to participate in different programs.
• They are really nice and large and way better than Elmhurst
• They are fine, but would prefer one within our town and closer to home.
• Much better than what we have here. Grasshopper is just ok but it serves the purpose. Westmont Yard is a bit cleaner and brighter. We have used the Addison facility for dance competitions and the Bensenville for ice skating and their indoor pool for swim lessons.
• They are really nice and large and way better than Elmhurst
• Other communities have facilities that support the activities that our family participates in. Most of these facilities don't have a wide range of activities that they can support within their facility or a holistic approach to support the community. The Yard in Naperville which recently opened be would one of the closer examples of a facility that can support multiple sporting activities / events. With a few enhancements to support additional activities that facility could be a model for Elmhurst.
• There are some decent options, but none that are very close
• They're nice, we would use them more if they were closer.
• Some really nice facilities. But have to travel to get there.
• Having kids that played travel soccer and travel basketball, I have seen a bunch of facilities over the years. The facilities are great. Oak Brook, Schaumburg, Bartlett, Romeoville, Barrington all have great multi-purpose facilities off the top of my head.
• Some of the y's have great facilities. Not sure why we can't.
• see prior answer -- neighboring towns all have great indoor basketball and/or turf facilities that Elmhurst teams are forced to use because Elmhurst has NOTHING! and those facilities are at full us all of the time -- building this type of facility in Elmhurst would easily pay for itself just from basketball and soccer teams.
• Much better
• Westmont Yard is very new and offers the opportunity for a variety of activities and programs
• Like them as an option but would love to stay local
• Much nicer
Many other towns have MUCH better indoor aquatics options. Considering our weather 3/4 of the year, an indoor aquatic facility with other sports options would be great.

Very nice, always busy.
Hoffman and Hanover Park have great indoor tennis facilities and are geared for family. Same with the rinks.
Great especially when the weather doesn't want to cooperate. Also nice sometimes to do sports indoors when it's scorching hot outside.
Gym facilities outside of the park district are not that well maintained and not very clean. Fees to use these facilities can be steep and in many cases have little to no supervision.
Happy to have them but would prefer Elmhurst
no opinion.
Great open gyms
better
The facilities are much better than anything Elmhurst has to offer. It's embarrassing to go to other less affluent towns and they have much better facilities than us.
Ice rink in Bensenville provides ice for Elmhurst Chiefs Hockey but the facility is two buildings - would love to have ice rinks and indoor turf here in Elmhurst
Crowded
There are many great facilities
The Oak Brook indoor pool is very, very nice.
Outside of McCook, they are generally run-down and unwelcoming.
Overall, good quality. Not large enough on grand scale.
Always busy
More community friendly
Oak Brook seems to be most accessible. Glen Ellyn (or Wheaton?) complex off of St Charles/Geneva Road is amazing.
Some are good, some are not
nice facilities, great selection of activities and modern amenities
Ackerman is a great facility! Great turf field (!!!), basketball, indoor running track (!!!), baseball training facility (partnership with Bulls/Sox Academy). No ice, but meets the needs of so many other sports/teams.

They are much larger so many more events can be held there.
They are adequate.
Westmont yard is great
Much better
Superior to anything we have in Elmhurst.
Satisfactory for hockey
They are fine and appropriate for their communities.
More options, more competition, decently accessible
More options, more competition, decently accessible
Oak Brook's facilities are very nice and clean. Staff are always very nice and knowledgeable.
It is shocking we don't have something like these available to our children. 2 of the nicest are Fountain in Carol Stream and Ackerman in Glen Ellen.

Very nice
Wheaton Sports Center is much larger and better maintained. I do not believe it is a park district facility.
Would love to have something for indoor soccer. I would think it would bring in revenue dollars for Elmhurst. Would love to not have to travel 30 minutes to use an indoor facility.
• They need to be professionally run to maximize usage. You cannot have an attitude of if you build it they will come. You need to actively market the facility and have a very experienced person run the facility.
• Tons of options, most are great facilities.
• Mostly located in office/industrial areas. Have to drive to get "extras" - coffee, lunch etc. Far from Elmhurst.
• Wish they were closer
• Adequate for the area
• Still need hockey
• they are also good but has more activities
• They are better than most of Elmhurst's places but the availability is scarce.
• better than us
• They are nice but need more space
• They are generally pretty nice. The basketball courts in Oakbrook are quite nice and are well kept
• Some are in good conditions, but most are poorly taken care of.
• Seems like other towns have some newer facilities. Elmhurst facilities other than York are typically small.
• Westmont Yard is fantastic, and has a variety of uses for different age kids, from childcare, playroom, fields for sports games and camps, birthday parties, etc.
• Very nice, my kids okay bball at oak room and swim there too. It's a shame we have to leave our town to access these things. It would be nice to have not only space for kids enrolled in organized sports but also the opportunity for open gym as well.
• Much nicer and encompass many sports
• They are what we need, we live in a great town, we should not have to travel all over the Western Suburbs for our recreational activities sitting in traffic and giving these other towns our had earned money. In my humble opinion I believe we are missing the boat, we should 1) keep our tax paying families in Elmhurst at our own facilities and 2) get the people from our neighboring towns to pay to come to our facilities.
• Some are great and offer state of the art facilities for many sports in one place.
• Some are too far away
• They are nice and state of the art - normally with nice indoor swimming pools.
• ok but the commute is horrible and the fees are high for nonresidents.
• Limited
• We love them!
• That they should be in Elmhurst. As a gymnastics patent, I feel that Elmhurst needs to renew and expand a facility to support this very popular and rapidly growing sport
• Very nice, more variety and larger than Elmhurst facilities.
• I think they're great and wish we had something similar here in Elmhurst!
• The facilities satisfy our sport needs, it is just a hustle to drive the kids on a bad weather day.
• Lakeshore Fitness is a great facility. I should use it more often.
• Bensenville facilities are great
• They are clean and well run, but I wish they were closer.
• junky and too expensive
• some towns like Darien have nice facilities for soccer and tennis
• I would not support a facility outside of Elmhurst. I would prefer it be in my town.
• They are fine
• Oak Brook Pool is awesome
  • Bigger! Spread out from one another.
  • They provide just basic areas to play specific sports. Villa park provides their schools for youth basketball, and are dated. Addison and Bensenville provide Hockey and some basketball and are adequate. Oak brook has a great facility to play basketball and swim.
  • There are some incredible facilities in other towns. Elmhurst is missing out on a huge opportunity. Families that use large indoor facilities spend a large amount of money in those towns and just at the indoor location... pro shop, concession, parties
  • They do the job, in the sense that there is indoor ice for skating and hockey. They are not fancy. You can skate there for 1.5 hours for between $7-10.
  • ambivalent. It’s a 3-minute drive. Shared facility so who cares if it falls inside one community or another.
  • Most facilities are satisfactory but crowded and difficult to get to,
  • The ones we attend have ice skating and hockey year around.
  • Westmont is a great location
  • They are nice but something closer to home would be much better and easier to use.
  • Much better with availability and much nicer facilities
  • The Max in McCook would be the model for a facility that I’d like to see in Elmhurst. Many available uses for soccer, baseball, basketball, and volleyball.
  • Dumpy and dated, need to be maintained better.
  • Too far and far too few, and not high quality.
  • Older, lacking in space
  • Nice, but they are mostly specialized for single sports, exception would Oak Brook PD
  • They're great. Kids love them.
  • Better than Elmhurst
  • Good
  • The Ackerman facility in Glen Ellyn contains a good mix of indoor facilities: it provides ample personal fitness space for group and individual training, indoor baseball and soccer facilities, basketball and volleyball facilities. It lacks the indoor aquatics facilities that Elmhurst lacks (the lap pool at The Courts is small and nearly always crowded) would need to have. Westmont Yards is a very good indoor soccer facility. The Grasshopper facility is just barely good enough - small and the quality of the turf and other facilities get the job done but it caters to those who want/need a place to play soccer near Elmhurst and don't care much about the amenities. The same is true for The Odeum.
  • They are lacking
  • The Odeum is bad, smelly, bad crowd. The Westmont yard is good, flexibility for different sports, good crowd and clean.
  • It's great. They are expensive leagues to play in, though, but that is probably a result of the quality of the facility.
  • way better than Elmhurst
  • Ok but location is problematic. Prefer an Elmhurst based facility
  • They are too far away
  • The only facilities we use are Grasshopper indoor soccer facility and Westmont yard. I think they both serve a purpose and attract from the surrounding areas but Grasshopper isn’t located in the best area and it’s not well maintained. The turf there is poor. Westmont yard is a nice facility but it’s too far from us and it’s not structured correctly to make use of all the space they have.
  • Downers Grove and Glen Ellyn have very nice facilities that serve a wide number of interests and needs
Better
The facilities at York HS are fantastic. The YMCA needs an upgrade!
Most are old, dark and outdated. Something new with lots of natural light would be a lot more welcoming.
I like the facility at Oakbrook as a model, it’s not super large but has a spa, lazy river and slides. We’ve attended many birthday parties there, but I’d rather see the money spent in Elmhurst!
Love that OB Park District has year round indoor pool for free swim, lessons, swim team, as well as tennis center
Some Towns have really nice facilities, others not so much. We’re kind of in the middle.
They are good. Very needed in Elmhurst
My family and I only use these facilities because we don’t have a facility such as these in Elmhurst. I’d rather spend my time and money in Elmhurst.
well kept, very organized
They seem more modern and more accommodating for team sports
They are much more modern and larger.
The facility in Glen Ellyn is the best one.
Awful
Some are good, some are bad.
A lot of travel basketball teams we play during season host their games at an indoor park district sports facilities. We also play tournaments that host their games at a place like this. I think rentals would become a big business for this facility. Currently Breakaway Basketball and Elmhurst Knights rent out the Oak Brook Park District and getting court time over there is becoming harder and harder. I think this would invite opportunities to hold camps, practices and tournaments as well as allow open gym sessions where residents can play basketball.
They are nice. I live in North Elmhurst and would continue to go where I go now depending on where this facility is located.
every town should have one….so we don't have to travel out of town
Westmont yard is great for soccer
We typically use the indoor soccer facilities outside of Elmhurst. Would be very convenient to have something local and also have a facility that can host tournaments.
They are extremely nice!!! They bring people in from all over as well.
The Edge in Bensenville is a great facility.
None
they are nice
The indoor facilities are amazing. Everywhere I go to take my children, I mention how great it would be for Elmhurst to have its own facility and keep the money and people in Elmhurst. People travel so far for access to sports facilities and Elmhurst needs its own.
Much better than The Courts.
Greatly enhance sports opportunities in the community. I would think that they generate a decent amount of revenue as well since they’re always at capacity in afternoons, evenings, and weekends.
Not sure
The facilities are great. Glen Ellyn's facilities is top notch. Every basketball camp my kids attend is in Oak Brook. It’s a shame that Elmhurst didn't have the hindsight to invest in something like this. Unfortunately, Elmhurst leaders have chosen to build parking decks, apartment buildings and water fountains.
Oak Brook, Carol Stream have really nice facilities.
Way better
• Need one in town. Too many kids
• Nice
• It doesn't bother me that other cities utilize public school gyms.
• They are nice but would live to have one closer to home.
• Good for the residents
• Some of them are great but they are not in our community and they cost more for Elmhurst residents. We need something for the kids. It keeps them out of trouble if they have a facility where they can play
• Lots of options
• Good
• Better options are available outside Elmhurst
• Better space and facilities to handle the needs of many different groups at the same time.
• It appears that an indoor sports facility would be a suboptimal use of taxpayer dollars because there is a host of indoor facilities nearby that serve the same purpose. The sports mentioned in previous questions require a coach, and likely already have their own facilities (Aerial Gymnastics, True Prodigy & Patriot for wrestling, each District 205 school has a volleyball court & basketball court, Edge ice arena, pools at York and Courts Plus, etc.). There are facilities either in Elmhurst or very nearby that would meet the needs of an indoor facility. Elmhurst needs to do a better job at publicizing the existing facilities and also them accessible.
• love the Wellness Center in Downers Grove. I was disappointed something similar was not built into the massive Elmhurst Hospital
• We are using facilities outside of Elmhurst every week. There are no decent facilities here.
• There are numerous facilities available.
• It is a great facility. We have the whole team traveling to another town because Elmhurst does not offer something we can use.
• They offer more then what Elmhurst does
• They are all very nice facilities...each having something that makes them unique. I just wish we had one in Elmhurst.
• They are fantastic facilities that provide community and surrounding community members with fantastic opportunities for training and competing.
• Insufficient to support the volume of travel sport activity practice times.
• I feel there is a shortage of space available for demand.
• I think the facilities are good but I would I prefer having one in Elmhurst. I think that it’s a great because they allow kids to play certain sports year around, where they normally would be limited to only playing them seasonally due to weather.
• No opinion
• better than Elmhurst
• great for the individual sport it provides but far!
• A facility like Ackerman in Glen Ellyn would be wonderful.
• I don't like that I have to drive far away in the winter time, especially when I have a lot of homework to do and then I end up staying up late.
• They are nice to have - all we have is what York high school can fit in
• They meet our needs die indoor swimming and indoor lacrosse
• I’ve only dealt with oak brook, but like their indoor aquatic facility and ability to have swim lessons year round. Many families there are Elmhurst families anyway! Sad that $$ is going out for lessons during the school year
• Glen Ellyn, Downers Grove and Oak Brook have good facilities that allow for multi-functional use including Exercise, Court Sports (Basketball, Volleyball, Racquet Ball, Field Sports (Lacrosse, Soccer etc.) and other activities. The key is making the facilities
• Other towns seem to have more modern indoor and outdoor facilities. It doesn't seem like upgrading the facilities in Elmhurst has been a priority.
• Addison Ice Arena= terrible. Edge Ice Arena= very nice. Center Ice= old and moldy.
• Good but could be better maintained.
• Existing facilities are significantly subpar. The facilities that we do have are inefficiently managed for public use, and not really effectively available for organized use by the community. As a community, this is an area where we significantly underperform our peer communities.
• There is a good variety available nearby
• They are fine
• Many good ones with turf
• Good
• Some of them are great. They welcome out of town users. They are reasonably priced.
• We don't have a current indoor facility to hit and field for baseball.
• I'm glad they exist.
• At least they have them
• There are a wide range for many needs.
• State of the art.
• Oak Brook facility is awesome.
• They are good but I wish we had more in our own city. No place to play indoor soccer and other sports. Oak Brook has a very nice facility.
• Very good- but expensive and inconvenient for non-residents
• They are quite nice. Better than what's available here.
• Many are much larger, newer and more available to customers. We would rather travel than use existing EPD facilities.
• Oakbrook is nice. The edge ice arena is nice but needs some updating.
• they are much better equipped but far to go.
• I would rather have one here.
• Much better
• the Ice Rinks are outdated with Poor rental equipment. The gymnasiums are typical with limited equipment to use/borrow.
• Better and less spending
• They are exactly what is needed in Elmhurst
• I’ve heard the one in Westmont is amazing. we use hillside for winter soccer and it's not a great place, but it's the only facility available for this.
• provide access to recreational options that aren't available in Elmhurst
• Much higher quality and the inclusion of an indoor soccer facility is very useful
• They're great. Westmont yard is ideal for all ages
• Not a fan of having to travel to use another city's facilities or paying them money to do so. Would rather keep that in my community
• Plenty available and reasonable
• They are OK but too far for weekly lessons, etc... traffic is horrible here and it takes too much time during the week with school, etc.
• No comment
• Nice but would rather support our own town and not have to drive so far away due to traffic, etc.
• We are limited. Courts Plus not attractive & does not meet needs.
• Beautiful, spacious, accommodating. We spend a significant amount of money to utilize these facilities.
• Very good from what they provide to out of district customers. Specially the mature group of people who need facilities to live a better life style in activities and sports.
• They are very nice. It's a shame that I have to drive outside of Elmhurst to be able to play basketball.
• The best indoor facility is Max McCook due to its size (allows for indoor lacrosse, soccer, even football in addition to basketball and volleyball courts). Wheaton Park District also has indoor turf. Oakbrook has nice courts for basketball and volleyball however no indoor turf space - which is increasingly in demand.
• Bensenville is nice, however, their rinks are aging and it would be nice to have a rink in Elmhurst.
• this facility is only for tennis so Elmhurst facility meets my needs better. friends I play tennis with in Oakbrook do not want to pay the outside park district fee.
• There are a lot of very good facilities outside of Elmhurst. The shame of the current situation is that all of the Elmhurst teams that utilize facilities outside Elmhurst and thus support other communities other than our own.
• They are beautiful and great for the community but too far away.
• They are nice and much better than what Elmhurst has to offer
• Again, most are fine, but slightly outdated and far to drive to.
• The facilities are very busy supporting the athletic endeavors of Elmhurst residents. I believe that Elmhurst would provide the support and usage to justify a facility like the Oak Brook facility, especially if at least of full sheet of ice were included.
• They are much better than ours
• OBPD is very nice, but it's not in Elmhurst
• The facilities outside of Elmhurst are significantly better
• Prefer to not have to travel outside Elmhurst!!!
• There aren't many indoor sports facilities around that are of high quality. There seems to be a lack of ice availability in Elmhurst (e.g. the high school hockey team has to use an Addison Ice facility and the Elmhurst Chiefs needs to use the Bensenville ice facility). For indoor soccer (i.e. winter teams & training) teams utilize a facility in Worth, 20 - 30 mins away.
• Much better quality and space.
• Many have indoor recreational pools
• They are very nice especially Schaumburg and Ackerman for multiple sport usage. They attract teams for all over the Western suburbs for their use.
• They are far away.
• We love it but would like to see one like it in Elmhurst
• Travel distance is long but it supports the teams our children play with
• They usually have availability for different activities and seem well run by staff
• They are better designed, and do a much better job serving adults who wish to work out at times and places that are free of children and/or where the adult-to-child mix is better managed.
• Nice, but not close to home.
• Oakbrook has a wonderful park district sports complex. When my kids were younger we drove there for indoor swim lessons. They have great basketball courts.
• Seems like they are far away. Some more well run than others.
• They are nice for year round sports and birthday parties
• They have facilities to accommodate the sports in their towns. We play travel sports and surrounding towns have excellent indoor facilities. Our teams are constantly fighting for time.
on poorly maintained fields outside and York gym times available since there are no indoor facilities.

- Facilities are adequate, but would prefer closer to home.
- Good.
- The oak brook aquatic center is awesome! We go there all the time in the colder months. We live the pool and splash area and indoor slide.
- vary based on place
- Better facilities - indoor pool offered, indoor track and updated classrooms/play areas.
  Elmhurst offers a wide array of programming - the facilities used are dated or lacking compared to several surrounding towns
- At least they have some even if they aren't top notch

Q13. Why do you feel this way?

- my child is getting older and I think she would use those as she grows up
- Options for indoor sports is very limited in Elmhurst. Would be nice for residents, especially children, to have the opportunity to play year round.
- I have two boys that are very active and love sports. I'd love to have an option in Elmhurst for birthday parties other than Pump It Up.
- Elmhurst would benefit tremendously from an indoor facility that has a pool, track, ice rink, etc., that's NOT associated with a gym, i.e., Courts or the Y.
- Active community.
- We already have two pools, but I think play space to utilize in the winter would be great.
- I would like to see more indoor sports options in Elmhurst
- Save the money and lower my property taxes which increased 38% from 2014 to 2015.
- I don't utilize gym space (nor does my hubby). However, we both run and it would be nice to have an indoor alternative besides treadmills, especially in the winter months
- The Courts provides, exercise, pool, and many other places for games such as tennis, space for dancing.... The only sports which can't be enjoyed in that facility would be ice skating indoors. All the rest can be accommodated if there is a need or strong support for it.
- It's needed
- Ice hockey is growing in demand, year over year, and local clubs are currently unable to meet demand. Kids are turned away yearly due to the lack of ice facilities in Elmhurst and the immediate area.
- we have numerous resources already available; not wisest use of limited financial resources
- We already have many hockey rinks in the area.
- It would be nice to shorten our travels and keep our money in Elmhurst.
- We do not travel to the nearby ice arenas but would be more inclined to go if there was one in Elmhurst. Same goes for an indoor pool outside of Courts Plus, that would be open year round.
- Always nice to have options without needing to travel when you have small children
- there is no public indoor turf field in Elmhurst
- It would give our family more ways to be active and stay within the community
- It offers a broad base of physical activities
- Those would be the facilities we would use most likely
- It would only make Elmhurst more attractive
- I think ice skating would be an asset and I would use the rink.
- Basketball and Lacrosse are becoming or have become huge in this area. With the upper middle class of Elmhurst, we would take advantage of these programs.
- We don't use ice skating right now. YMCA & Park District classes are always full for soccer, swim lessons, basketball, etc. If all in same facility (bonus if childcare available), I think our family would frequent this facility
• It would be great to have an indoor pool (where you don't have to be a member to attend - i.e. Courts Plus) to swim all year long - swim lessons, swim classes, exercise classes, open swim, tot time, etc. Too many of my friends go to the Oakbrook Pool for their indoor facility.
• Winter is long here, and better indoor facilities would be great.
• Want to stay local
• We personally do not use ice rinks very often, and I feel that there is a greater demand and need for indoor aquatics, turf and gymnastics.
• For a town this size with a sizable tax base, facilities are lacking. I love that the YMCA has an outdoor rink! Getting fields or practice space is sooooo hard.
• We are active with all of the aforementioned -- swimming, baseball, basketball, hockey -- and would love indoor facilities.
• Swim lessons are only held for 8 weeks in the summer and they are outside. If there is bad weather, it is canceled and not always made up. Need swim lessons in the winter as well.
• It is a shame that our family and many others in Elmhurst have to travel outside of our town. It is even worse that the significant money spent supports communities that we do not live in.
• I love all of the options, anything athletic that we can do as a family would be wonderful. I am a huge proponent of this idea and hope it can be done.
• I think it would be a tremendous asset to the community and provide additional recreation options.
• The park district already has gymnasia facilities at the Wagner Center, as well as there being a gymnasium for high school use at York High School. There is an indoor pool at both Courts Plus and the YMCA. There is no current indoor turf or ice rink in the city that I am aware of. There is an ice rink at the YMCA, but it is outdoors and at the mercy of the weather, as well as having very poor facilities. I am not aware of any locker rooms available and there is extremely limited viewing for spectators, in addition to seemingly being priced to dissuade non-members from using the ice.
• Indoor sports facilities are helpful in winter.
• Great recreational and athletic opportunities, offseason training opportunities. Added value for Elmhurst residents. Better training/preparation for young athletes.
• well, there is no indoor ice rink
• It’s what my family and myself might utilize.
• Why do we need more of what we already have?
• Our family has always enjoyed the facilities at the courts and outdoor pools but it seems like more and more people are using them and it would be nice to have more space.
• Tons of families, want to stay in town to enjoy activities with people we go to school with etc...
• positive for all
• I think Elmhurst should have a real, indoor ice rink, not just the outdoor one located at the YMCA.
• Elmhurst doesn't lack park/athletic facilities, and lacking additional information it's impossible to evaluate what other alternative uses are.
• An indoor pool facility similar to Oakbrook would be great for kids for swim lessons. We stopped taking park district swim lessons because it was often too cold for my kids. It'd be nice to also have indoor turf. Perhaps games wouldn't have to be cancelled as often. Although I wonder with the state of finding for our schools and the flooding issues if the City of Elmhurst has their priorities in the right order.
• Other issues in Elmhurst should be a bigger priority. A Sports Facility isn't going to stop homes from flooding, prevent classroom size from growing and fill empty store fronts downtown. Our town needs to focus on the issues at hand.
• Just based on my needs and needs of community vs costs and increased taxes.
• We love sports and would love to enjoy all year long!
• When I compare what is available in Elmhurst compared to other communities, I find it doesn't measure up.
• My family is very interested in volleyball, basketball, and soccer.
• Would keep $ and players in town. Would provide for more optionality....
- We have a very active and young community, and I think the facilities would be well utilized.
- In a town this great, our park district sucks!! Needs more offerings
- I support communities providing places for students to be active.
- The only basketball court is the YMCA in town and getting free time on that is impossible.
- I would swim more often if there was a good indoor swimming location in Elmhurst. Gym space could be useful, maybe thin out some of the crowd at the courts. But I haven't used those facilities in a long time. Indoor turf and ice space are not things that I (or my family) would ever really use
- We do not need to compete against the YMCA Ice Rink. 2. Prove there is enough Business to cover itself and not need taxpayers paying for it? Look at Oakbrook and how they are forced to rent out rooms for stupid non-related Financial Rip off events. If it is for Sports/exercise, make it only if the users of it pay for it. Do Not Raise my Taxes, or I will vote you out.
- Would provide a good space for exercise and sporting activities
- Current Courts Plus Facility is small and antiquated
- As I stated previously, I am not likely to use any of the facilities.
- Growth and age of residents
- We don't need an indoor ice rink. You can just drive a mile and go to the edge ice arena. We need basketball courts. There are gymnastics facilities also around
- Because I like being able to use a singular location for all.
- Huge benefit to be able to use a local facility and keep not only our money in the city but attract new families.
- I feel differently about different attributes. Difficult to sum up in one stmt.
- Convenience!!! Ability to carpool with neighbors. Ability to participate in programs that I'm not willing to drive far, for. I'd much rather spend locally. Residential rates. Minimize the downtime.... for us, that means minimizing the possibility of being stuck on field somewhere in Rockford with a four-hour layover, between sports games. BRUTAL!
- no available turf areas.
- Our family would utilize indoor basketball / soccer and aquatic center.
- I doubt I would use any of the previously mentioned facilities if new ones were built in Elmhurst. However, this is a kid-friendly town and I would like it to continue to be one. New indoor facilities would be great for the kids in Elmhurst, and so for that reason I would be in favor of them being built.
- Ice rinks and pools already exist in Elmhurst or nearby and much more expensive than turf or gym space to build and maintain. We do NOT have any indoor turf and have very little gym space so there is a greater need for this space.
- I have three kids that would do use it for years.
- Firsthand experience.
- The current facilities are too old and run down. They don't reflect the type of community this town really has.
- Daughter plays soccer. So do many of her friends
- Because as an active person I feel it's important for people to remain fit and healthy this is the perfect place for people to practice a healthy lifestyle
- We need it. We are an active community
- I like using the pool. Don't care about another gym. There are multiple gyms in Elmhurst
- Elmhurst is a very family orientated community and I believe it would also add to the location property values.
- Because I have 3 boys
- We moved to Elmhurst because it's an outdoor community with great outdoor amenities. Kids spend way too much time indoors, it's not healthy. Plus, I'm very concerned about the very high property taxes we already pay, I don't want to see an increase.
- Because we have poor facilities, causing community members to leave the community in order to pursue their interests.
We sometimes go to Addison for indoor ice skating. I would love to stay in Elmhurst if we had an indoor rink. Similarly, the aquatic center in oak brook is amazing and there is not even close to it in Elmhurst.

Na

Don't need it, higher taxes

We need more options for our kids during the winter

I have seen the sports facilities utilized by grandchildren in Wheaton, Glen Ellyn, and Naperville, they far surpass what Elmhurst has to offer.

Because we need something in Elmhurst for our children's sports instead of driving to other towns for their facilities... and spending our money there instead of in our own town!

Because the current class offerings either leave us on waiting lists, taking classes at inconvenient times or leaving the area to find something that works for our kids.

Swim family; many other indoor facilities, especially turf in neighboring communities. Unsure if needed here at this time.

I feel our facilities need updating. I am tired of spending my money in other towns or having to drive outside of Elmhurst for facilities. I would rather my kids be able to ice skate indoors in Elmhurst and use a fun indoor pool for birthday parties. The Courts pool is boring.

These are activities my family likes to do.

I have never grown up getting into hockey or swimming because Elmhurst did not have the facilities

It would be great to have a local space for our teams and leagues to be able to use! Would bring the community together and make families lives much easier!

There are many gymnasiums that can be utilized but the city is lacking ice rinks, indoor pool / swimming facilities. I know many people that travel outside of the city for these amenities. I plan on enrolling my kids at Goldfish due to the short EPD swim lesson availability.

If we have to spend an unnecessary several million dollars, the logic of what will get used the most is an ice rink. Hockey is the #4 most popular sport in America, there is an abundance of beautiful for all and baseball fields in Elmhurst already. An indoor ice rink is the only thing that makes sense.

My son plays hockey and LAX

People have been going elsewhere, because of nicer, newer, updated facilities.

Woodridge is too far to go for swimming

Few options during winter months

I have been in Elmhurst 23 years and have not encountered any groups looking for a "indoor sports complex". The Odeum in Villa Park tried to be used as an indoor sports facility and has no real success.

I think we need as many options as possible for all children.

We need more local space for the kid’s activities and to host practices and games, with ample seating to watch

I would love to keep My money in Elmhurst, just not able to

There is a definite demand for additional facilities for the long winter months.

My kids are in a ton of these activities and it's unfortunate that we have to leave Elmhurst to find these services.

it is needed

There are no public gyms in Elmhurst aside from outdoor basketball courts. As a coach there is no place to go unless you approach a school or a facility that requires membership. The need for an indoor gym is apparent. Indoor turf pool and ice rink would be great but I am not sure the cost vs the usage.

Need these closer to home

Based on the area of interest (sports) our family participates in.

There isn't enough gym space in town with all the other user group needs.

We have enough fitness facilities in this area. (Between the park district, Y and private fitness clubs)
• Dislike my money going to other towns. It's sad how bad the athletic facilities are in such a great town.
• We are lacking in indoor options. My son is in the gymnastics program and it is ridiculously crowded. Facilities needed for advanced gymnastics are lacking tremendously.
• We would use this facility all of the time. We have kids in sports that require turf fields as well as competitive swimming as well as indoor gymnasium spaces (wrestling). We do not have hockey player's/ ice skaters so this is not as important to us.
• Number of people with potential to utilized these offerings could provide much needed space
• I consistently travel to other municipalities and I am ashamed that the Elmhurst facilities are subpar compared to Downers Grove, Carol Stream, Bensenville, Schaumburg & etc.
• All 3 of my sons play hockey and an indoor facility in Elmhurst would be more convenient.
• Childhood (and adult) obesity is on the rise. It is recommended that children get 1 hour of physical activity per day. Currently the elementary schools have 30 minutes of Physical Education twice per week. Additional facilities and programs (competitive and non-competitive) would help to provide opportunities that are convenient for the public and available at a greater extent than they are at the current time.
• Elmhurst needs an ice rink for the community
• I know that my kids would utilize all aspects of an indoor facility as described in the previous question. My daughter does gymnastics, dance and soccer, my son participates on the Chiefs Hockey team and they both have been on the swim team in the summers.
• I have older children who have not been able to use an Elmhurst based facility and it would be nice if my younger child had this opportunity.
• All are needed, but indoor pool, ice rink and indoor turf would be especially nice. Indoor turf would be good for winter soccer practice and training.
• Elmhurst is a world class city with a lot of wonderful attributes. It would round off the city nicely to have these facilities.
• I have two boys who play many different sports including hockey, swimming, baseball and soccer. A new facility closer to home for my boys’ sports would be amazing. Especially with turf for winter baseball/soccer practice and ice for hockey.
• I think it would be a great benefit to our community. It would be a logistical improvement (don't need to drive to other communities to participate in sports).
• There are many Elmhurst residents who are very involved in hockey. It's growing by leaps and bounds and ice time is very difficult to get
• activities
• Our family would definitely use an ice rink, pool and turf. It seems that their school gymnasiums could be used as gym space.
• The York pool seems sufficient for swim team use, however we have no ice rink and not enough indoor turf fields or gym space for volleyball and basketball teams.
• Think an ice rink(s) would be very beneficial to the Elmhurst community.
• We don't have year round ice in Elmhurst. We are very active community. This type of facilities would be used.
• Would be a great addition to our community.
• I would love to have a skating rink close by and a facility for basketball.
• Every one of those items would be fully utilized by our community.
• We, kids and adults, spend many hours each week practicing and playing hockey. Swimming is also a great activity for all.
• Our kids practice multiple sports including hockey and gymnastics. For hockey we always have to go outside Elmhurst. This is disappointing especially given the strong participation and support for the Elmhurst Chiefs Hockey clubs.
• Shortage of hockey facilities in Chicago is a major problem and limits the opportunity for people to play the sport.
• Feels like we have enough pools at York, courts, ymca. Only one outdoor ice rink.
• I have been deeply involved with hockey for 45 years as a player, coach and administrator. Elmhurst is a fabulous town that lacks one thing - an ICE RINK. I know you will do the math . . . and math wins. The amount of revenue a rink would bring is enormous - people flocking here for games, etc. Hockey is only on the upswing and we need to give our residents a couple sheets of ice at a state of the art facility. I could go on and on .)
• Dire need for ice rink to support the popularity of boys/girls youth hockey, figure skating, learn to skate, open skate, etc.
• Outdoor pools are strong, have Y and Courts plus for indoor pools. While we could use more turf and gym space, ice rink is the big gap. Can always play turf sports outdoors year round, can't play ice sports outdoors year round
• I think there is a need for more Ice time, based on the growth of hockey in Elmhurst over the past year. We need the support of the city to make sure ice time isn't taken away from Elmhurst residents. By traveling to other townships, hockey families are beholden to other communities.
• I would like somewhere nearby to take my family to ice skate any time of year. I would like somewhere to try lap swimming for fitness any time of year.
• My kids play baseball, basketball, lacrosse, tennis, golf and hockey. We routinely see limited practice time because we don't have facilities available to support all of these teams. We could host tournaments etc. if we had more/better facilities. In addition to that our youth hockey programs are growing and are in need of more sheets of ice for practice.
• Currently, Elmhurst only offers the YMCA as a very limited option for hockey. Local hockey organizations can't find enough ice to support growth in their programs. There are only 2 outdoor turf fields in Elmhurst that can be used for soccer and lacrosse. Having an indoor facility would allow programs in these sports to continue to grow. Having a facility that can host tournaments and special events year round would also have a positive financial impact for Elmhurst businesses. An indoor facility would be an additional feather in the city's cap to attract home buyers to Elmhurst as well.
• Elmhurst has no indoor ice or turf facilities so we have to go to neighboring (and not so neighboring) towns to get these facilities. There are a number of gymnasiuums already (every school, the Y) but more space could certainly be utilized. An indoor pool facility would be nice, but only if it is done right, not just so-so like The Hub's splash park and mini-golf.
• We have pools throughout Elmhurst but no ice rink.
• Hockey player
• There is no good private option for ice hockey. A city needs to be behind it and the demand is there for one sheet for sure. It would be booked up by the Chiefs men's leagues etc. The demand would be there. The indoor turf would attract multiple teams, soccer lacrosse. There are private options for the gymnasiuums and there are already pools, so those got lower marks.
• We currently use or know people who use all of these options. We are often short on time slots and have been in clubs where enrollment has been limited due to lack of ability to get into these sorts of facilities in other towns.
• Our town needs an ice rink. Between my children and myself, we play out of Addison or the Edge. Not only is it a 15-20-minute drive, but ice time is limited.
• our family loves to play all sports!
• 4 of the 5 members in my family play hockey
• Many Elmhurst residents go elsewhere to play hockey, swim, or join clubs that have gyms. The town could really use more places locally and I know families and residents would use the new facilities if installed.
• We give all his money to other communities - it is crazy. We can absolutely afford to have this in our own town!
• We play hockey, gymnastics, lacrosse and baseball. Both my kids swim too and right now they go to Oakbrook.
• We travel a lot to other cities that offer these facilities. It would be nice for Elmhurst to have one.
• We keep giving and supporting other communities. We need to keep the money in Elmhurst
• It makes our town competitive with neighboring communities & gives our families reasonable ways to explore various activities & sports w/o driving all over or paying for private facilities.

• I think a field or turf can be utilized by many more different sports - football, soccer, lacrosse, baseball to name a few. If you combined participants in these sports it would be many more athletes to provide a complex to use than hockey players. If the sports complex included a gym this would incorporate basketball, volleyball, tennis and a place to do conditioning exercises for all sports. My family enjoys ice skating and watching hockey, but I don't think this represents the entire community's need.

• We do a lot of skating and would like to do it closer to home. A pool would be nice also.

• Elmhurst needs an indoor facility that can accommodate ice hockey, baseball, soccer, lacrosse, and gymnastics

• I have three young kids, and I exercise, too. I would love to go to one centrally located facility, instead of needing memberships to Courts, YMCA, and personal fitness facilities, while fitting in trips to Wagner.

• This is where I see the most need for additional space to meet needs.

• Continued growth of youth hockey and lacrosse, importance of team athletics to Elmhurst youths and importance of high quality facilities. Community pride

• Elmhurst is a very active community and with cold weather for half the year it's very attractive to have some indoor options. The Chiefs and Blues youth hockey programs are growing and some young athletes are being turned away due to not enough ice time to support all the teams. The York HS hockey team uses the Addison Ice rink and it's in bad shape.

• Currently, there are only facilities in neighboring communities and neither are adequate. Having a facility that can be used year round (unlike the ice at the YMCA) and incorporates all of the proposed options, would be a benefit to our community.

• Commented previously on availability of indoor rinks nearby. As to pools, we do have the Y in town, and there are pools near to south Elmhurst already, Oak Brook and the Glass Court and pool on Roosevelt.

• Because of late nights with my son at other rinks

• With the YMCA and Courts Plus facilities, I feel that there are plenty of aquatic facilities and there for a new facility would not/should not have them. Indoor turf would be helpful for York High School teams who practice in cold weather. However, I strongly support the inclusion of one or more indoor ice rinks for use by Elmhurst hockey clubs.

• We currently need these facilities! We are traveling outside our towns to facilities that meet our needs yet our kids demand them in Elmhurst.

• Our family would get the most use out of an indoor ice rink as there is currently no other indoor ice rink in the immediate area. Hockey is also becoming an increasingly popular sport every year and the rate of participation is quickly outpacing the amount of currently available ice time.

• As previously shared, there aren't other single facilities that provide access to all these sports/activities.

• Both of my teenagers' ice skate and they would utilize the ice. I would like to ice skate more but we are limited in Elmhurst by just having access to the outdoor rink at the YMCA. I feel the pool at Courts Plus and the outdoor park pools are adequate to serve the pool needs.

• There is far more action needed for storm water mitigation before the City spends more time and money on new projects. Too many homes have been damaged by sewer back-up, and the City continues to try to pass the blame on the homeowners, and expects other city entities to accept part of the cost of correcting the issue. As long as the city allows overbuilding on lots, this problem will only get worse. city entities to

• There is a shortage of ice sheets in Chicago and there is a tremendous amount of growth in hockey and lacrosse in our area.

• It is important for a city the size of Elmhurst to provide a larger variety of options regarding different sport facilities. Also, my son is young and interested in hockey and we are finding that the increase interest in ice hockey is making it more and more difficult to obtain sufficient ice time.
I have two boys that would use a gym or turf field. My kids don't play hockey so no indoor ice arena does not bother me and we live close to the Oak Brook park district and like their swim lessons.

We use our facilities, they are adequate.

Feel we should have better facilities. So many families are leaving the area to use facilities in surrounding communities which is disappointing given how much property tax we pay.

As previously mentioned, pool and ice times seem to be at a premium.

I want to keep the money I spend in my community.

Our kids have gravitated to sports that use gym space versus turf fields. We have been members of the YMCA for years because of pool, ice rink and gym. Courts Plus just doesn't offer enough various things that our family has been interested in.

Just too many health and sports facilities now. Several have pools and many are cheaper than the park facility such as the Courts.

We pay good money to live here and should have more, nicer facilities. Why spend our money outside of Elmhurst? There are already multiple indoor pools within Elmhurst so think we can use the space for other facilities.

I love sports.

I want to keep the money I spend in my community.

Elmhurst needs to be current. Sports are growing and we shouldn't have to leave our town to go to sporting events. Keep the income in Elmhurst!!

There is no full sized ice in Elmhurst, Addison is some of the most expensive - could easily take those clients (one of which is the York hockey club). There needs to be more basketball courts. Has there been any consideration to partnering with the schools - adding on to those spaces.

Our family enjoys skating, swimming and sports. An indoor facility would provide year-long opportunities.

Great opportunities to keep young people positively engaged and healthy!

It's an asset for Elmhurst to have more facilities to accommodate our growing sports community.

Beneficial to our residents and for our property value.

because

The YMCA offers ice and indoor swimming, but I find their programming and customer service to be SEVERELY lacking. I would MUCH rather spend my money at the EPD. I would also love an indoor pool that doesn't require a Courts Plus membership. More classes could be offered, more kids and adults could be serviced, leagues could occur, the space could be rented out, etc.

If Elmhurst had those things, I would be more tempted to go there instead of other towns. The exception might be hockey -- we have to go where my son's team has home ice -- right now, that is Bensenville.

I think the Pool should be first on the list. With so many water accidents it is important for families to be able to have swim lessons all year round. I think our town is very athletic, a turf field as well as basketball court would be great. If there is space an ice rink would be terrific as well! I'd like to add that if you have all of this in one building please consider a coffee shop for parents who are waiting for their children. Thanks!

Many park districts have nice indoor pool options and ice rinks. Would like to see Elmhurst have similar amenities.

Just because my family interests

Basketball courts are lacking here.

Ice rink would be a nice addition.

Other nearby towns have these facilities, why not Elmhurst? It is much needed for the kids in this town and sports! It WILL be used!!!!!!! Support the kids of Elmhurst...Our park district has the money, support our community, it's not just about the outdoor parks anymore. Get with the times!
• I think we have plenty of outdoor pools. It's inside stuff that we could use without being forced to buy a membership.
• Elmhurst is a top notch city, but we are lacking a facility like this to serve our activity-minded residents. Reference the Libertyville Sports Complex as an example of a facility that would thrive in Elmhurst.
• There are so many basketball, lacrosse, baseball & soccer teams in this city that would hugely benefit from indoor turf & court space. While our kids do not play hockey, there are plenty of kids who do and would benefit from an ice rink. I do not believe there is enough kids who swim to justify the cost of a pool. They can continue to use York HS.
• Overall, I'm very enthusiastic about this. Especially the ice sheets. There is an acute shortage of ice throughout the region as hockey keeps growing in popularity. But in general, athletics are extremely important to so many kids (and adults) in this neighborhood and we don't really have a decent facility to support that in this community.
• Again, the facilities for ice hockey are limited to the YMCA in the winter season only. For anyone that plays hockey they put the year and even in winter, would benefit immensely from an indoor facility for hockey.
• I am concerned my already VERY HIGH TAXES are going to go even higher. Also, when I visit Berens park, most of the patrons are not from Elmhurst. My taxes are paying for nice parks for other communities to use.
• Because we use those facilities that are not in Elmhurst
• Hockey will continue to be the fastest growing sport in the country
• We don't have an indoor ice facility in Elmhurst
• The YMCA where I attend water aerobics classes seems to be limited in space especially in the ice rinks.
• Elmhurst had needed an indoor ice rink for many years as the parks do not flood ice rinks anymore. An indoor waterpark would be great for the winter.
• I think there are enough swimming options in Elmhurst both indoor and outdoor
• The pool at Courts is very small
• We have many pool options. We have no indoor ice rink options in Elmhurst. Indoor turf would be good for indoor soccer.
• I would use an indoor gymnasium for sports like basketball, but I don't have a need for indoor turf. I'm not much of a swimmer.
• Hockey is becoming popular more than ever!
• We need more ice time to meet growing demand. Gymnastics is also increasing
• We are lacking a decent indoor turf field. We have to travel to Westmont or use the small, undesirable turf field connected to Patriot boxing...not ideal for kids
• If we offer more options I, Elmhurst, there will be more business in our town and less people traveling elsewhere to get the services they are looking for.
• I don't think indoor ice is needed because of recreational, beginning and advanced opportunities. On soccer, I'm at a bit of a loss on why we would add unless there is a clear lack of opportunity using other facilities in the area.
• My children play sports and having a better indoor facility may allow us to actually play in an Elmhurst league.
• There are SO many kids in Elmhurst that are so into sports it could only be a welcome addition to Elmhurst!
• We'd use
• I would not want our taxes to go up due to an indoor sports arena
• Too expensive
• Property appeal
• Indoor aquatic center will be great for all year round swimming lessons for the kids
• We have so many kids participating in travel sports. We visit many areas. Elmhurst is seriously lacking. We need space for our high school hockey team to call home IN ELMHURST. So many kids are playing hockey and basketball in Bensenville because Elmhurst lacks space. Gymnastics is all moving to specialty gyms because Elmhurst is too crowed OR unavailable.
• Elmhurst is a growing community with lots of kids in activities. It is needed for us to stay local.
• Want to be able to stay in town and not utilize other town facilities.
• We use pools now.
• The two items I am very positive about are the facilities we go out of Elmhurst to use now. I believe indoor turf would be used by the community since soccer is very popular here.
• There are SO many kids in Elmhurst that are so into sports it could only be a welcome addition to Elmhurst!
• Not sure
• I don't have enough information to assess supply and demand for the specified uses.
• I feel like more gymnasium space and a pool facility would benefit the entire community. Toddlers to seniors can enjoy time in an indoor pool- from swim lessons to water aerobics to swimming laps and therapy. And a gymnasium can be also be utilized by people of all ages- all different sports and activities. An ice arena has very limited use for a small subset of the community (hockey players).
• Need indoor soccer facility close.
• As my children get older we would likely utilize it!
• We live in Elmhurst. It would be nice to have all these facilities closer. And it would be better for the city
• Our gymnastics space is ok as is. What is missing is large multipurpose space (e.g. volleyball, basketball, soccer space) that can be used year round. An indoor aquatic space for winter use
• Indoor pool and ice skating seem like they’d be used a lot by residents, especially an ice rink. More ability to keep people active, especially during the winter, would be a huge positive.
• Again to keep money here and convenience.
• I have two young very active kids that would absolutely love to utilize this. I am a single mom so my options are limited and I would prefer to utilize local amenities that are affordable
• Personal preferences and sports family participates in.
• Would be nice to have variety near by
• We have played travel baseball, and now play travel volleyball. We have used practice and training facilities outside of Elmhurst which has taken a toll on our family because of time spent driving to and from. It is ridiculous that a town like Elmhurst does not have an indoor facility given the amount of youth sports our kids play.
• We would just love it!!
• These are things I would use
• The people who will make the money on this, besides the consultants, are the developers. Seems to be a pre-determined outcome.
• At times there is a lack of ice space at the other arenas.
• We do not need more structures that eat up ground space. Part of this is a flooding issue
• I would use the very positive facilities and know many people who would use the others.
• Would love to swim year round.
• This is what is missing in Elmhurst a decent indoor pool and playing fields. Ice rinks are available at the y and gymnasium are available at Wagner already.
• Because we need it.
• I would love an indoor pool
• There are too many ice rinks nearby. They are very, very expensive to run/maintain.
• We currently don't have a use for additional indoor space.
• Not needed
• I feel a pool for kids would be nice in winter
• I don't see the need to spend money on ice rink or indoor pool. There are more than enough alternatives close to Elmhurst already. We need more space in the schools, the schools are getting crowded and there is a ton of new residences going up, homes, condos, apartments!
• I feel there is indoor pool, at courts plus and YMCA but other facilities are needed
• My family would use those things but what we really need is dance studio space. We would feel VERY positive about larger dance studios. Wagner center is too small.
• Pool space, hours and offerings could be expanded to include fluid running.
• It would be nice to provide indoor opportunities for children to engage in active play within our community, especially during the winter. It is frustrating to have to drive to other communities to find indoor play facilities.
• Flood issues more important.
• We have many sports venues.
• I think there is enough pools, gym and outdoor turf here in Elmhurst
• Not sure if the gymnasium means a gym for basketball and volleyball or a gymnasium for gymnastics. We already have a gymnastics one, so I would be all for a basketball or several. Pools and ice rinks can't be used for multiple purposes and sports, while turf and gyms can be used for a variety of activities. So I think money is better spent on the indoor turf and gym courts.
• It would be nice to have a space for indoor activities for older children, leagues, camps, etc.
• Elmhurst has a big population of hockey players that have to go to Addison or Bensenville
• I think the current facilities are adequate. I do not think this is a good reason for a property tax increase.
• Haven't got a good answer. The activity that's proposed is not one that fits my needs. I'm sure the appeal would suit younger families more.
• Need indoor swimming lessons. Also an indoor track would be good. Indoor ice skating also. We live in IL and we need to have weather independent facilities.
• My kids and husband all play hockey. the pools here are old and nothing is a destination we don't have these today; we have a gymnasium but it's old and smelly
• Elmhurst has the YMCA and Courts Plus already.
• Personal experience with the sports my kids chose to play
• I do not think we need an ice rink because it would not seem to have a wide benefit.
• We need indoor soccer facilities. We have the others.
• These are the most commonly used facilities
• cost to taxpayers
• It's a chance for the park district to make money and have local facilities all season long
• Because I feel we could use most of those amenities beside the gymnasium we have a miss gymnasium at the Wagner center
• There is such need for our kids and adult clubs would benefit too. We want to be one of the premier cities in the Chicagoland area. We need a facility like this to elevate our offerings.
• Because we need gymnastics space and options such as ice skating. Our facilities are full and don't have open gym hours. Especially need basketball space, gymnastics space and indoor ice rink.
• I believe it would be nice to have a place to go to run indoors if the weather is bad. An ice hockey rink could be added to the outside of the structure similar to the YMCA if necessary. I would like to see a facility with a nice track, weight equipment, and weight loss programs.
• I feel like Elmhurst at the moment just doesn't have a lot of things to do and is small so I think that those adjustments would be nice so I wouldn't have to go to another town to use their ice rink or indoor pool in the winter
• My son is in hockey and we have to go elsewhere and the Y is too expensive since we aren't members and the facility is dated and small.
• Based on need of the community and supply.
• Soccer is huge in Elmhurst and it would benefit the community to have an indoor facility. Also, having a decent size pool would be fantastic. Courts Plus overall is just old and outdated. The pool is dark and only used by the elderly.
• I would like my son to be able to practice baseball, football, and hockey year round
• I feel like Elmhurst at the moment just doesn't have a lot of things to do and is small so I think that those adjustments would be nice so I wouldn't have to go to another town to use their ice rink or indoor pool in the winter
• We drive too much revenue to the neighboring communities and spend all of our dollars outside the community. We could use a multi-use facility that provides benefits to our community (physical, mental, etc.) as well as drives revenue back into our community.
Additionally, Elmhurst has a very strong sense of community. This type of facility would continue to strengthen our community as more residents become involved in local activities.

- Don't use them at all.
- Improve attractiveness of Elmhurst, property values
- I am really looking for a place for basketball and volleyball in Elmhurst that is not shared with the high schools because that provides limited time options to play. An indoor turf field would be great to for indoor soccer leagues in the winter time and other athletic competitions for the youth in Elmhurst.
- We have great facilities more would be better but the costs must be weighed against the benefits
- I'd like a closer place to ice skate without hauling the family up to Bensenville.
- Need an adult rec soccer space. Also a place for kids to encourage them to participate in a multitude of sports at a recreational level.
- Recreation options in the winter time especially get more difficult to find, and it would be great to have more options close to home.
- Ice rinks are incredibly expensive to build and maintain. Don't think the community should take on that debt. Turf fields can be used for multiple sports such as soccer, football, lacrosse and the like. Swimming has York High School but another pool might be good in winter.
- There is enough hockey space in the area in addition to the fact that they Elmhurst YMCA has a great ice rink already. Same with the pool.
- Elmhurst needs a better community sports complex.
- Having an indoor pool would be wonderful for swim lessons & swim team experiences.
- see prior answers. Elmhurst needs new gym and indoor turf space immediately! would greatly increase quality of life and property values in Elmhurst
- The only thing that I might participate in is the pool.
- I do not want a real estate tax increase, perhaps the park district can cooperate with the YMCA to offer what they think may be missing in the community... a gymnasium, dance studio and such...
- We don't have it
- I think it would be great to have a central location for indoor sports but feel that there are enough indoor options for pools and ice in close towns
- Would love more options to keep kids busy and not drive so far
- More choices to keep us a healthy community.
- Don't think we need turf or gymnastics. The gymnastics area at Wagner is fine.
- Elmhurst does not have the money for this!
- We need an indoor pool for kids, indoor is rink, a place the community and go to.
- Already said
- This will allow us to have indoor training for activities year round.
- I think that outdoors sports should be seasonal and an indoor turf is not necessary. An aquatic center would be nice.
- Because of my kids' interests, and because I think there'd be significant participation in venues that offer these features.
- Lots of Elmhurst residents are going out of town to use these types of facilities. We would be more likely to use them if they were in town.
- I think they would be useful and would be an asset to the community.
- I am not likely to use the facility as my needs are met by existing facilities.
- Skating and gymnastics is a growing field. Right now though the numbers may be down in hockey.... Numbers are fluctuating right now between the AAA vs Central States Regions there is so many discrepancies....
- Great for rainy days, hot days, when allergies are bad. Allows everyone to still stay active just indoors instead of outdoors
- I have seen the gymnastics program grow over the last 7 years. There are residents who wish to participate in the program, but are unable to due to space/time restrictions at the Wagner Center. If the gymnastics facility were expanded, it could allow for Cheer and Coed Cheer
programs as well. Elmhurst has no indoor swimming facility with exception of the Courts and an aquatic center would be welcomed. Currently no indoor ice facility (hockey and figure skating would be a wonderful addition to the district’s programs.

- My kids would use the ice and turf
- at capacity
- More to do in Winter Time!
- Preference would be for large open space for courts, fields, and running lanes for training
- such facilities aren't satisfactory
- A salt water pool
- Good gym space will be a great addition to the town. You can also use it for tournaments/events to bring a lot of outside people into Elmhurst to spend money. There isn't any indoor turf space in Elmhurst at all. I feel a pool and ice space would provide less opportunity for this as less people competitively swim or skate.

- I feel that I really lack sports for my kids during the off seasons. I would love for my son to play soccer, swim, and ice skate year round. I know I could go to other towns but I am more inclined to register my kids for sports that are within Elmhurst.
- We need to go out of Elmhurst for these facilities and would love to have them here in town.
- Great for families and the local community
- Don’t really use them and the Odeum is so close for indoor sports. How does this effect our already high taxes?
- I just answered this question.
- Seems like there are plenty of indoor pools.
- Good for the area to attract new tournaments. However, do need feasibility studies to support developments.

- This spring for baseball, Lacrosse explains it all. No fields for practice. York Hockey pays above market value to owner of Addison Ice which is not compliant to fire codes and is run on shoestring budget. Unsafe boards, run down Zambonis and filthy locker rooms with non-functioning (but full) toilets.
- I feel it would bring in more revenue.
- My children swim and play soccer. It would be nice to be more local. That said, if more "capacity" simply meant it too was crowded, my interest would diminish. Chicken and egg dilemma... 

- We need indoor turf for off season lacrosse, soccer. we need volleyball facilities, and a nice competitive pool would be good. Our gymnastics facility needs to be much better - with separated space for the little kids and competitive teams.
- it’s much needed

- There are so few options for indoor turf, yet so many youth soccer clubs in the area that need that space for training, indoor leagues, etc. Would also love to see a two-level gymnasium like they have at Ackerman - basketball courts with an elevated running/walking track around the perimeter. Elmhurst is such a huge running community, but we have no indoor facilities to support this beyond the hamster wheel at Courts. I feel that the Bensenville, Addison, and Y ice are likely sufficient (as a non-hockey family). An indoor pool would be a huge asset for serious swimmers and youth lessons year round - as there are so few lanes at courts and outdoor lessons for kids (even in the summer) are less than ideal (based on fluctuating weather conditions).

- I think the more there is to offer the more people will do their sports in Elmhurst.
- My children will use the indoor track, gymnastic center and pool.
- The y is very small can't accommodate large crowds also kids want to play all year around to help develop their skills

- We have an outstanding community in Elmhurst and we NEED to have a top notch facility like the communities I previously mentioned. If there is the opportunity to make a multi-use facility a reality, our Park District and other governing bodies would be remiss to let the opportunity pass by. Build it and they will come. This would be a positive for our community and make an already very desirable city even more so, and along with it, likely increased
property values. Our reality is that children are specializing in sports at younger ages and they should have an awesome facility to further their athletic talents in. All community members’ fitness will benefit too. Who wouldn’t like a new, modern facility to go to? A partnership with Elmhurst Hospital would also bring in the therapeutic lens, Healthy Driven, lens. The potential of this is very exciting to me. I hope this happens.

- Tired of using subpar facilities here in Elmhurst, tired of driving and spending money at facilities in other villages.
- Asset to community. Wish we had a facility when my three kids were growing up. Healthy recreation is a positive choice for all residents.
- It would get tons of use
- Like hockey.
- Taxes are already too high in Elmhurst
- Because Elmhurst is a town where people should be coming to Elmhurst for an indoor sports complex. Elmhurst residents should not have to go to surrounding towns for indoor sports
- I don't really want my taxes to go up...
- Redundant to some degree. We already have access to indoor pools (YMCA, York, Courts), indoor gymnasium (Wagner), ice rink (Edge, which is close and Y outdoors). As for indoor turf, we use McCook and Westmont Yard, which are easy to get to, but more importantly, there are health concerns with artificial turf. I prefer outdoor natural grass fields.
- The kids if Elmhurst should have facilities equal to the communities around us. Oak brook, oak park, Hillsdale, Lyons, all have options similar to this for their children, it would be another great asset for Elmhurst.
- Most options benefit few people and not all the members of the community.
- I think it would be great to have facilities that would encourage our Elmhurst families to be more active and enjoy certain sports that we used to have to go outside of our town to participate in.
- There is a real need
- The kids need somewhere to go and sports is very big in Elmhurst
- If we are world class city then we should act as one and have such facilities, not parking lots, smoke shops et al.
- There is gymnasium space in the schools. Not the other types of space.
- I have not seen attractive Elmhurst facilities in any of these categories. Sports are important to our family and we would like to go to a facility within our community.
- Would like more opportunity to use facilities like these, especially ice time and pools.
- Elmhurst already has two facilities with an indoor pool. I can think of three facilities that could be used as a gymnasium. An indoor ice rink could be good since we only have one outdoor facility, however, that being said, there are relatively close, nearby indoor facilities for ice rinks. Definitely need a space with indoor turf for soccer and lacrosse type sports.
- I see the demand. The fact our kids need to go to other communities to play sports is wrong
- We would utilize the turf, gymnasium and ice more than the pool I believe
- I think the Wagner Center space is already sufficient for gymnastics.
- Soccer/volleyball is on the increase - new clubs are popping up all over. Big tournament plays for both sports. Year round play with both genders. Both genders play these sports. Equipment needs are low making the players and their families mobile and able to run out to get extras from our retailers. (food, shopping etc.).
- bringing family positive business to Elmhurst
- Already have pools. Need Paddle Tennis
- I have kids who play basketball, Lacrosse, football and some still taking swim lessons and would love to have something in town for these activities. We don't do a lot of ice skating so I am neutral.
- There are plenty of facilities in area for people to utilize. Why spend tax-payer's dollars on a facility that will be underutilized?
- I like basketball
- I feel as if we need more dance studios, but indoor ice skating would be nice for recreation
• I know I use those facilities in Elmhurst, but they aren't all located in the same place
• N/A
• Because Hockey is life
• I love to swim and practice and it would be nice to do it somewhere other than at the y during short free swim hours
• I feel like many people in Elmhurst would use these and they just sound like a lot of fun since there isn't much else to do in Elmhurst, indoors at least
• I think these things pose as many advantages towards people on sports teams and availability to them and other places
• WE NEED INDOOR TURF we are behind everyone else
• I hate the smell of chlorine and just passing it would make me feel nauseas and I don't play hockey and I would use the gymnasium for basketball and fields for soccer
• I feel we already have two pools that are already. Basketball or football would be fun
• I would love to have a place to go that is nearby that allows me to enjoy myself and exercise
• I play tennis, basketball, and soccer with my friends
• It is not clear to me why there is a need for additional athletics facilities at the public's expense. We have a very nice community center, an enclosed workout facility on West Ave, a YMCA, and numerous private workout facilities and exercise studios, with more planned for private development. A new facility would require staffing and maintenance costs into the future, increasing the burden on taxpayers. There would need to be a VERY compelling reason for additional facilities to garner any support from me.
• I can't feel "positive" without having some idea of where it would be located. Elmhurst is landlocked and putting in in any industrial area would not be useful.
• I really like the idea of an ice rink. There's nothing close by.
• Good for the kids.
• Seems like ice rinks and pools are very targeted versus gyms and fields cover more people
• We are missing an indoor sports facility like Westmont Yard, with fields and multi-use areas. An Ice Skating rink is nice, but is single purpose, and not as necessary with the YMCA ice rink and nearby Addison and Bensenville Ice Arenas. An indoor pool is nice but also single purpose, and unnecessary with York High School pool and Courts Plus Pool in town. An indoor waterpark like Schaumburg Waterworks, Oakbrook Aquatic Center or Glenview Splash Landings would be nice, but probably too expensive, and underused in the summer months. Probably not the best use of capital expenditure.
• I think soccer is one of the most popular sports and York high school doesn't have the availability to offer is space to play in the winter. Gym space would accommodate a variety of sports so makes sense to create this. It's my belief that swim is being accommodated well at the high school. Not sure about hockey and have no interest there. But getting ice time seems to be a challenge across all towns. Again limited kids play the sport.
• It is necessary to have these options as the majority of the year due to weather the kids and people are indoors
• I have given my reasons in other answers
• We have ice in Bensenville not too far, we have turf on outdoor parks so at least that's decent, we have courts at YMCA so kids get accommodated, however we have no public access full time pool year round!!
• We already have indoor pools - need an indoor Ice rink and/or basketball court
• Funny - we have an awesome community. Great schools, very nice neighborhoods but are park are below par compared to other communities. Our amenities compared to other GREAT communities are way below par. We really need to revisit out Park District board and management. Seems like they don't have a clue what the average Elmhurst resident would like nor do they care. I was surprised to receive this survey but I was forwarded it by another resident - wish the park district would reach out to ALL residence not a handful. Keep in mind - Elmhurst is known for being a wealthy community, with nice houses, low crime, awesome schools but NO one ever talks about our parks / recreational facilities or amenities. They are below par and the park district and board should be embarrassed but our residents should be
more for NOT Voting in people who actually care and want to improve our community (need people they don't want to continue as status quo from the 60's.

- I think this would be a huge benefit to Elmhurst residents.
- I don't think any are a necessity, and I'm skeptical this can be done without raising taxes.
- Because I like that there is some of the stuff combined however what about volleyball and basketball? Or track? I don't think I would use this because there isn't anything I would use in here such as volleyball and basketball. And I feel somewhat positive about the other things because kids will enjoy it, but teens won't be able to practice or hang out there. I want volleyball and basketball and I know lots of tens who would too! Also, will there be an exercise room or an area to hang out and eat lunch? I hope you take this into consideration!
- I am concerned about costs. Will it raise taxes?
- Because with the increase of families and a community of our magnitude the City of Elmhurst would be able to support an indoor facility that was describe.
- Not needed.
- Because alternatives in close proximity are limited
- Cause I have to drive to franklin park for hockey, Oakbrook for basketball, dq for ninja class
- Neither Wagner center nor York high school have an updated facility to host this rapidly growing sport. Elmhurst also lacks an indoor turf facility to host said cover/ football games/practice. Every other sport has a facility very near or something in Elmhurst
- We would use facilities like this if they were in Elmhurst
- I have lived in several states and had the opportunity to use several indoor sports facilities. In addition, I have waited online for extended periods of time just to be informed that gymnastics classes through the Elmhurst Park District are full. There is definitely interest in a larger gymnastic facility. Along the same lines, a family-friendly indoor pool would be a great year-round amenity for our area. Numerous residents bring their children to Oak Brook or the British Swim School for swim lessons, although we would prefer to stay local. Elmhurst residents are involved in many sports and a year-round, indoor, multi-sport facility would be a welcome addition to our city!
- The facilities already in Elmhurst are very nice, so I don't think they need replacing. The only thing we don't already have is an indoor ice rink, but I personally wouldn't get much use out of it
- would love an indoor pool for winter use!
- I think there are plenty of gyms in Elmhurst. And regarding Hockey, I am not a fan of the sport. Very much soccer and tennis family. And current swimming pools are not design for indoor classes for children
- I would not utilize them, so neutral.
- I would rather keep the kids in Elmhurst for programs
- I feel it would greatly benefit the community.
- we need an ice rink that accommodates our hockey players, revenue should be going to Elmhurst not Bensenville and Addison
- I think Elmhurst needs a better indoor pool than the YMCA provides and indoor tennis that is affordable
- Swimming and gymnastics are very popular in Elmhurst. Look at the numbers involved in the programs.
- It would be nice to have more opportunities for indoor athletic activities during the winter months.
- I have no gymnasts but do have a hockey player and I think an indoor aquatic center would be great and we wouldn't have to go to Oakbrook. Basketball courts would be great too
- Need pool
- The gymnastics center is far too small. Indoor turf could be used for many different types of sports during the long winter months
- We need gym space for kids, Elmhurst should not have to rely on other suburbs for gyms. Hockey is a big part Elmhurst culture and a rink would help more kids and adults play a great
game at reasonable time, due to other rinks being constantly booked during prime time. Swimming is an activity all ages can partake in.

- Elmhurst is missing the boat by not having a big multifunction indoor facility.
- Elmhurst has no indoor ice rinks.
- I think that gym space and a larger indoor pool would be well used by the community.
- My Grandchildren have to go to other communities for their practice and sports they are involved in.
- I am old and beyond use of most amenities. I want longer track for walking, pool and ice for grandchildren. Our kids swam, hockey, football & baseball. Soccer has probably replaced football as grandkids parents don't promote football. Indoor turf is good idea for soccer.
- I feel these are the areas where they are lacking. We will need to go outside of Elmhurst for these services very soon.
- I think it would be a waste to build something and then limit usage by not including a turfed space. The lack of gym space and indoor practice space for spring sports is pronounced.
- Most surrounding communities have had indoor hockey rinks for a long time. It's time to give Elmhurst's hockey community-including the Dukes. Chiefs and their supporters-a high quality and accessible place to play and spectate the game.
- We need a facility that has different activities than the Y or the Courts. The Y has a rink, but it is outdoors and usually only used evenings and weekends during the winter. Does not have the capabilities of hosting tournaments which would draw families from all over that would have to stay in our hotels and hopefully eat at our restaurants and shop in our stores. We currently have NO DRAW to out of town guests to our town. Hockey is so big right now and will be for years. Ice is so limited. You have a High School that has to turn kids away from their hockey program. The YMCA hockey program is unique and in my opinion would not be affected at all by another rink in our town.
- Ice - there already is an outdoor facility and the facility in Bensenville. Pool - single use and not enough land to support this Gym and turf - can get the most usage and number of sports
- We should have an indoor soccer, perhaps pool, basketball, track (a lot longer than the tiny thing at Courts) . . . facility. Winters are so long.
- I think it would be nice for the community to have something to use close to home that would not require additional fees for living outside the city. Our residents are forced to go elsewhere for good ice skating/hockey programs and we have very limited opportunity for swimming in the winter months. Something like this makes our community more desirable.
- Indoor turf fields offer a multitude of sports an opportunity for space and time. Ice arenas and pools are expensive to maintain and offer fewer people at a time access. The more turf fields the better as far as indoor sports And offer a high end fitness center because courts plus are garbage.
- There is a huge need for indoor soccer in this area
- Soccer is tremendously popular in Elmhurst, but for indoor, we have to travel to Villa Park, Hillside, Westmont, or McCook.
- I play both soccer and hockey and anticipate my kids might as well. My kids would enjoy the aquatic and possibly gymnastics facilities.
- We have rec centers that have pools, but we lack gym space (for basketball, etc.), ice space (besides the Y), and turf.
- gym memberships are so expensive; it would be nice to have access to all of this through the park district
- Because there is very little available to Elmhurst. An ice rink would be beneficial to many of the local club teams
- Gymnasium and turf space can be multifunctional for many sports and is badly needed for a number of teams and programs. it would help with practices, games and hosting tournaments.
- We don't need an ice rink. There are lots of local options available. Besides the ice rink will take up too much space. Kids need an indoor option for those cold months for basketball, baseball, soccer, football, swimming, gymnastics, etc.
- We need these facilities
- I like soccer and ice skating
- My answer is the same as my answer to the previous question about what I think of Elmhurst's current indoor facilities. Elmhurst's indoor sports facilities are completely inadequate to the present-day needs of the community. Our indoor facilities (The Courts, Wagner Center, and various public school gymnasiums) cannot satisfy the present (much less the growing) demand among various kids' sports (basketball, volleyball, swimming, soccer, baseball, football, cheer, hockey), or the desire among adults to engage in similar indoor sports. The community's present indoor facilities appear to have been designed decades ago for a community demographic that is different than the one Elmhurst has evolved into over the past 8-10 years. It is past time for Elmhurst to replace or supplement the facilities it presently has.
- They are very successful at other locations.
- My whole family plays soccer and we usually lay outside Elmhurst!
- I have concerns regarding the cost to build and maintain the facilities. I'm not sure they can be self-supportive. If they are, I would be very supportive.
- Our indoor facilities are terrible compared to other nearby towns... especially for the taxes we are paying.
- Would utilize for soccer and little else
- Indoor sports activities are very beneficial for kids, especially in the winter time.
- I am biased because I have 3 kids who play soccer and I grew up on the sport. I believe the town of Elmhurst needs better kept outdoor playing fields but understand that might not be possible. It always seems we are scrambling just to find a space to play and or train. The idea of building an indoor facility that would have combination of turf fields and rubberized floors would be a no brainer. There is a huge demand for space and I think you can draw enough attention from the surrounding areas to be profitable.
- We're tired of driving to other towns for indoor soccer practices, etc.!
- Would open up options for our kids and keep everyone in Elmhurst
- It would benefit the kids, thus benefiting the community.
- If would get more kids out of their houses and into sports.
- We need a large gym for rec play and leagues. Multi use pools for competitive swim programs
- Because Elmhurst doesn't currently have an indoor water park (like Oakbrook or Niles) and we have the population to support it. Ice wouldn't be a bad thing; we go to Bensenville or the Y for that now.
- senior center is poor place to hold class
- My family would use these daily.
- I would be excited for another turf location to play indoor soccer and practice baseball in the winter. I would like more and better gyms for basketball and potentially volleyball. Ice would be great, but expensive. Same with a pool.
- The kids need good faculties
- The kids need good faculties
- My likes and dislikes personally.
- I feel like indoor gym facilities are a good idea but ice skating isn't as necessary since the Y has a rink and so does Bensenville.
- the more places for people to be active and healthy the better
- There is great demand for an indoor sports facility (basketball courts, ice sheets, swimming pool, turf, etc. that is all under the same roof) in Elmhurst. Many other suburbs have one; Elmhurst should as well. I'd rather spend my time and money in Elmhurst.
- Very beneficial for kids to be more activity & part of the community. Also is a way to bond w/ friends
- Because we don't need it. I will never use it and I don't want my taxes raised for building it.
- We have very good facilities currently that provide a wide variety of sports not every last opportunity that is out there but more than we ever needed for our 4 kids 18 and under that have lived in Elmhurst their whole lives. Our property taxes are already too high and park
districts taxes are already a burden on us. I would rather be able to live in Elmhurst with the current facilities then be forced to move out because our taxes keep increasing.

- There are enough facilities already. The town planners have a tendency to allow the same types of businesses to open in close proximity to each other. (Think ice cream stores, and yoga studios in town!) This almost certainly guarantees one or more will fail. We have enough of third type of business and facilities in this town already.
- It seems right based upon the number of people interested in these sports
- I am likely to use those. What I would like most is better park district dance studios.
- Ice rinks are too expensive to maintain.
- we already have facilities like this in Elmhurst.
- I would not use most of those except the pool, possibly.
- Because I am sick of paying other municipalities and facilities outside our town
- turf fields are most important.
- Already explained this in my other answers. I have also spoken to so many youth parents whose kids are involved in various travel sports. Elmhurst is one of the towns that is severely behind other communities in this area. Basketball and probably hockey are two sports that suffer from lack of local indoor facilities.
- Elmhurst needs to compete with the surrounding communities.
- Lots of residents go to other towns for turf field and aquatic space (i.e. McCook and Oakbrook). Would be nice to have these spaces closer to home.
- It's needed. The park district is outdated and so it Courts.
- I have a child and don't much care for courts plus and the Y is too much to money
- They are needed
- I feel like soccer and basketball are some of the biggest sports for children in Elmhurst
- We need it as well rounded as possible to generate as much money as possible for the village and to bring as many people as possible. You should also have had one or two lacrosse fields that is the new and upcoming sport!
- If you continue to create competition for existing facilities, you will destroy those that exist. Why partner only with the park district? Why not also include the YMCA in the discussion so that the facilities serve families, daycare needs, youth fitness, etc. Currently families are really only welcome at the Y and the Y has a great outdoor ice rink. Why not bring all of that together in one facility where everyone is welcome?!
- So the young people today can learn and enjoy sports, sportsmanship, teamwork, etc.
- Grandchildren in Elmhurst and this is a family town and I like that
- My children grew up here in Elmhurst. We often had to run all over trying to get to practice and games/competition. I would have loved having 1 place to go to for my children's many activities
- I, and all the other travel sports parents, have talked about this for years. Finally, someone is listening. Elmhurst parents will pay for this, and travel teams and party groups will pay to rent it out, which will help pay for it. If you decide to do this, poll parents about what type of facility the park district folks should visit for inspiration. Some towns went overboard, like Romeoville, and had to sell it. We need to be smart about it.
- Elmhurst is behind the curve for indoor sports facilities
- Expensive and unnecessary
- I play a lot of sports and I have to go outside of Elmhurst
- We need to make sure that this facility includes places for basketball and volleyball. The amount of tournaments you can host on the national scene would be endless. The tourism and people that can be brought into Elmhurst would be wonderful for an increase of taxable income.
- It's just not needed. We have enough here and in surrounding areas. If this is in demand (such as ice skating facility), let a private co. fund it, not our already too high property taxes
- I believe that the opportunities offered in the winter months are slim and those children who do spring sports are at a disadvantage once the weather improves and activities are moved outside. Many who do ice-related sports would benefit from year-round access to a rink. It
would also increase the "fun" in the community and the "weekend warrior" adults would have an outlet for increased fitness, too.

- My kids would take advantage of all aspects of an indoor sports facility.
- We have pool facilities.
- Baseball, basketball, lacrosse and soccer need facilities in Elmhurst. The demand is too great. There are already plenty of ice skating facilities in the area.
- I think the Wagner center is good for gymnastics. York High School pool is good for the swim team. I think there's a strong need for indoor basketball, volleyball, baseball, and soccer.
- Downtown Elmhurst's business district needs shopping alternatives more than offices, banks and a fitness center.
- What is needed is a Community Center so all of Elmhurst can enjoy various activities
- Great township horrible park district
- all positive improvements keep people moving
- Again have a place to go other than the HS. Kids should look forward to playing in their HS facility when they get to HS. It should be exciting to final play there not I've been coming here for years. No respect for facility or excitement.
- Simply basing it on what my family would use. Not crazy about indoor ice arena due to excessive costs of any sport associated with it. I feel that space could be better used to be accessible to more residents
- It's an unnecessary expense.
- We lack facilities that are present in other communities.
- The sports my kids play utilize a gymnasium and indoor turf which there are none of in Elmhurst. There is a pool at the Courts.
- Still a huge need for lacrosse and soccer facilities
- We would love another place to swim. We would like somewhere to play soccer. We used to play soccer at the sports complex in Darien. If we had somewhere closer to play we would love to join an indoor league. We would also like to ice skate so we could get some good exercise.
- We would use a pool and gym space for volleyball and basketball. We are not skaters so while we may use this is not a priority for us. Open turf places are easier to find than gyms/courts
- I think that spaces that will draw from other areas may bring more business to Elmhurst and fill up some of our empty storefronts.
- I think it enhances the experience of living here because we don't have to travel to go to a place like that
- I think turf fields would get used the most
- My kids are a bit older now and participating in high school sports so we wouldn't use the facility as much anymore. However, I think it would be good for Elmhurst.
- It would be nice to have indoor sports options in Elmhurst.
- It would be great to keep the residents in Elmhurst for activities. We traveled all over the area for indoor soccer for many years.
- There is so much indoor gym space with District 205 and the Park District going unused that building more gym space seems redundant and a suboptimal use of resources and taxpayer dollars.
- this is what I would use
- We are driving to other suburbs, literally, every day of the week. We eat out after games, we are spending money in other towns.
- Bring business
- It is very extravagant when there are numerous facilities already available and taxpayers cannot afford it.
- I would use an indoor pool and walking track that were free to use and not overly costly.
- We have so many young people in Elmhurst and sports are positive way to keep children healthy and on the right track in life. I feel young families would really like a new facility in Elmhurst.
• When parents sign kids up for an activity they always take the facility into consideration. Because of the lack of indoor space, many families choose to go elsewhere. Keep the families in Elmhurst and strengthen our programs.
• They would be a huge boost to the economy and would allow the high schools to keep from over using their spaces which cause extensive wear and tear
• I’m neutral towards an indoor Ice rink because that’s an amenity not every town has and we have several very close to us. We also have the outdoor one at The YMCA that could easily be enclosed. We also have indoor and outdoor pool facilities. What we don't have is a first class indoor sports facility. Not to say that if we did that it couldn't include a pool or a rink if it was feasible for them.
• Communities should provide space for the needs of the community. There is a tremendous demand for gym/pool/rink/turf use by the young and adult population of our community.
• Would love to have a place in the neighborhood to use year round. Would actually really like to have an outdoor pool as well.
• Currently, there’s the seasonal ice rink at the Y, the pool, gym and the track at the Courts, the district pools, gym at the Y. I do know Elmhurst people who use Bensenville’s park district facilities, because it’s cheaper, but still timely and nice enough to service their needs.
• I would be more positive if teams using the facilities could host leagues at the facilities. If just for practices, the total costs may be too much.
• I see other facilities in communities pulling many Elmhurst residents out of town for tournaments and practice. I would prefer to see those dollars spent locally and for Elmhurst pull from surrounding communities to help support local businesses.
• I feel like a greater number of kids and adults would use the indoor turf rather than a new pool or ice arena
• There might be a need but York has extensive facilities
• would help the community
• we don’t have this offered here
• Have enough pools. Never played hockey and grandkids don’t play. Indoor turf?? Why not outdoors for Lacrosse, baseball etc.
• More youth and adult club teams would have additional local space.
• courts plus are satisfactory for everything but aquatics
• It would be a great addition to the town.
• I feel this way because there is already a pool at York High School and there is an ice rink in Bensenville.
• We currently have most of these types of facilities between the Courts, the “Y” and District 205. I question if these are fully utilized or more might be spent on upgrading these facilities rather than build a competing facility.
• All 4 of my children have been in travel sports and indoor practice space is limited. Would also like a place that teenager could hang out and play basketball.
• The availability of more activities for family and or individuals is a great marketing tool for the City.
• I belong to courts plus and I feel having another facility for sports would help relieve some of the pressure on the facilities at courts plus.
• More activities for kids, especially for early spring training for baseball and lacrosse
• There are so many people who are not able to register for the gymnastics classes do to the size of our current facility. Also in order for the gymnasts to improve, they will require a bigger and better working space.
• These are the amenities we use and I welcome the opportunity to use something I our own town and keep our money on Elmhurst. I would just want to ensure fair access for groups to reeve the spaces.
• We need this for our active community, so people may be active year round. Let us have the flagship facilities and draw people in. We absolutely have the children and families to patronize the facility.
• Because recreation is important, and the residents could use it year-round.
• Lavish York facilities unavailable to taxpayers.
• My kids would utilize the courts and possibly the pool. Hockey is not something my kids participate in. I think the facility use should be maximized for usage. A Hockey only or Swimming Facility only captures a small percentage of use. Plus, I think the existing Courts Plus structure could be redone for swimming or another subset of what is needed.
• Compared to other communities, Elmhurst seems behind in having a large multipurpose sports facility for the community.
• I have school aged children and it would certainly be more convenient to stay in town more for practices and games. I think the city also needs more indoor tennis courts. The tennis courts at the Courts are always full. While my kids don't play hockey, I know it is hugely popular and ice time is in great demand. I would think an indoor ice rink could be a revenue generator for the city.
• The most popular and fastest growing sport in the area is hockey with growth of over 37% from 2007 to 2015. Elmhurst does not offer a true hockey rink. The outdoor rink at the YMCA is a great way to introduce kids to the sport and offer skating activities to residents, but these are limited due to the small rink size and limited season for an outdoor rink in Illinois. Ice skaters and hockey players must go to other towns for practices, games, and events where those facilities are very dilapidated, for the exception of the Edge Arena. All Elmhurst youth hockey players play for teams in other cities. Even the York high school team calls Addison ice area their “home” rink. Of any facility to be considered, there is a strong need for an ice rink in Elmhurst to accommodate the growth of hockey. I feel that it is less important for the other sports because Elmhurst already offers those facilities such as fields, gymnasiums, and pools. Ultimately, a multi-sport complex such as the Darien Sportsplex could accommodate almost all of the needs for Elmhurst.
• Great for adults and kids.
• See prior responses.
• I’m worried about taxes going up as they did in Glen Ellyn when they built a similar facility.
• Ice rink won’t be used by as many people as indoor turf and pool. Also include indoor running track! Elmhurst is a town of runners. Winter is hard. A track is better than treadmill and takes very little sq. footage as it can go around the upper deck of a pool or around the indoor turf.
• Our grandchildren, who live in Elmhurst, have to travel to other communities such as Villa Park and Bensenville to play basketball. I swim regularly at the pool at the Courts and it is often crowded. There are few opportunities for children to swim at the Courts because of restricted times. Our son has joined a health club in Oakbrook because the running trace at the Courts is inadequate.
• Taxes are already skyrocketing. Soon we will be like Glen Ellyn with taxes so high you needed another job to pay for. Skip it and move on.
• Elmhurst has to put money into its flooding issues not a sports facility. Our real estate taxes are too high already without accountability
• Need more facilities to keep kids and adults active and able to practice in town for turf activities
• My kids and I would love additional facilities
• Lots of options
• Our grandchildren have to go to other communities for these facilities.
• I feel that we already have several opportunities for indoor aquatics with the Courts and YMCA. The Y also has an ice rink.
• I love going to Oak Brook for indoor and outdoor swimming. Elmhurst pools are low class facilities that are not maintained. The pools lost their appeal when they were remodeled years ago. They were redesigned by politically motivated people and not for what the customer base demanded at the time.
• Most other towns have indoor baseball/softball facilities. All Elmhurst residents must go to Villa Park, Lombard, Broadview, etc. We would rather the money come to our town.
• We enjoy being active year around and would like to be able to do this in our community.
• Because it would be used and we don't have it.
• A great ice rink and great indoor turf fields would be used all the time. It's a no brainer
• These opportunities need to be available to all inside of the Elmhurst city limits where they can partake in these activities without having to commute long distances
• There are several pool options to choose from already, but not many indoor gyms/fields.
• Fitness equipment and free weights are most important, an indoor track, like the one at Oak Brook's facility is a good idea, a turf field would be great along with an aquatic facility.
• Would be a great resource for all the kids team sports for kids in Elmhurst. Currently practicing and playing in other towns.
• This would give my children an ability to participate in sports in the winter that they can't now. There are not a lot of facilities for the fall/winter.
• the turf field and ice rink would be a nice addition to the pools and gym resources already available
• My kids would probably only utilize the gym
• I would use these spaces. Elmhurst park should have a gym for basketball league. And, a real dance studio (at least one larger than the ones we have).
• Based on what we would actually use year round. If we had a decent facility in town, we would use it.
• Why use other towns facilities? Having a facility like this close to home would be awesome to have and use
• sports/exercise are an important part of life and development. The option should be available.
• We would utilize all of the proposed activities and not have to travel so far.
• It is needed!!
• I feel for the reputation of Elmhurst and the residents that reside here with the taxes we pay, I am shocked at the poor conditions and limited use of facilities that there is to offer to the community.
• indoor pool space would be awesome for kids in the winter months (and perhaps all year round). Courts plus is dated and not a pool for recreation. York pool isn't open enough to public.
• The more activity space available the better
• You spend too much for very little community benefit. Much like COD
• Less driving
• We need this facility because there is Nothing like it remotely close to us that works with all schedules. Other communities much smaller have similar facilities - Elmhurst needs this!
• If it's done right, I am very in favor of it.
• More options to recreational activities should be provided for year-round access. This is especially important given winter conditions and the fact that some of the grass fields currently owned by Elmhurst Park District may be more limited in wet spring weather if they are used for drainage detention facilities (more likely chance for cancellations).
• The weather is bad half the year, would be nice for the kids to be able to practice in the winter
• These would be a good addition to Elmhurst to bring surrounding communities in and to keep Elmhurst residents from needing to travel elsewhere.
• An indoor ice rink would be a great addition!
• I think gym space for basketball and volleyball courts would be a big benefit since that space dedicated to that only exists at York and the YMCA. Adding more courts would allow for more teams. Indoor turf fields would greatly benefit soccer and could lead to winter flag football, ultimate Frisbee or other leagues that are currently limited by the weather. Ice skating needs can be served by the Edge in Bensenville.
• The demand for ice hockey is huge in Elmhurst. The demand for soccer is not as huge, but an indoor area for soccer could and probably would be utilized greatly. There are enough basketball courts at the schools and outdoors. We don't need another pool, especially with Lifetime Fitness opening.
• Private business could provide any of these. It is not the role of government to compete with private business. Do not spend tax dollars on this. Just take better care of the parks. THAT is why you get the tax dollars you receive.
• We would focus more on skate/swim throughout the year if we had adequate locker room/shower facilities for weekly swimming with a young child and ice skating regularly indoors if available. Visit Braemar in Edina and Southdale YMCA in Edina for ideas or contact them for info.
• Kids do not have activities for those uses
• I think we need more space. I know that at times it gets limited on what can be available for these things.
• Those are the types of activities we would use--I also think we need more indoor volleyball and basketball space in Elmhurst
• I would be VERY positive if these spaces were similar to Courts Plus - self-sustaining.
• We have to travel to other locations outside of Elmhurst. Would be nice to have the gym space right here in our community.
• Turf can be used for a variety of different sports. People from other towns would pay Elmhurst to use this indoor space. It would be in very high demand. Ice rinks are in Bensenville and at the ymca (both close). We do not have any large, indoor turf facility near us.
• It would seem that the city of Elmhurst has so many other high priority issues (like flooding, replacing water mains, updating infrastructures, etc.) that indoor sports facilities rank very low priority for public spending. There is limited open space in Elmhurst for the facilities.
• Because it will provide a year round option to enjoy exercise activities no matter what the season is.
• I want to be able to play basketball first and foremost. A pool for my kids would be an added bonus.
• I think swimming pools are very specialized and limited in overall demand. Gym space is needed and is small in square footage compared to ice & turf. Ice would likely be able to generate enough revenue to support its existence. In my opinion, indoor turf would absolutely be in demand (football, lacrosse, soccer - even baseball) by schools and club teams.
• There are already pools in Elmhurst (like YMCA) and gymnastics too. What we need is a sheet of ice.
• many children play soccer and need great for indoor facility. this greatest need. need for gymnasium space, also. indoor pools currently at York, ymca, and courts plus so not as great a need no indoor ice rink for hockey, etc. but available in Bensenville and Addison
• Gym space and turf has the potential for many uses and would serve the community in many ways. There is no indoor pool that is family friendly so again, residents have to go outside Elmhurst to use these type of facilities. While an ice rink would be nice, I would wonder if it would be a cost effective use of the space given the YMCA and the Edge in Bensenville.
• Only thinking of personal use...any indoor facilities, particularly those that would benefit young people, would be supported.
• Having more opportunities to keep my kids and my money in Elmhurst is important to me. Adding an hour or more to practice times in order to get to and from practices takes away from time they could be doing other things.
• need the larger indoor sports areas Y and courts plus and York HS already provide indoor pools
• Soccer is very popular but there are no indoor locations in our town. An indoor pool would also be great especially in the winter. Indoor baseball training facilities would be nice and are offered in other towns
• A new indoor facility would be great for the city and families of Elmhurst. Would help attract more young families as well as provide an updated, state of the art facility for us to use and create additional classes/services.
• Seems to me we have indoor gymnastic space already. Indoor turf and a pool would be nice but I’d most like to see an ice rink. I think the demand is there and ice time could easily be rented out - especially in the evenings - to mitigate the cost.
• After 20 years of chauffeuring our now college, high school, and middle school children out of town to participate in sports, I believe that Elmhurst would embrace having a comprehensive facility.
Elmhurst needs courts for volleyball, basketball. The Y has one small court it is not enough. Tired of driving to Oak Brook just for gym space.  
It would be great to have gym and turf space in town. All my boys would use the facilities and I would really enjoy less time in the car.  
More space and is needed as more families move into town and children become involved in activities.  
Our kids need better places to practice. We are forced to drive to other communities because Elmhurst does not have adequate facilities.  
Limited space for indoor activities  
Outside of the YMCA, we don't have any other options like that in Elmhurst. Elmhurst has fantastic outdoor park facilities; but, nothing indoors . . . given the long winters, it would be helpful to have a facility for kids sports.  
We would use these facilities and it would create better activities/facilities for my kids and for family time together.  
Elmhurst does not currently have these facilities - would provide youth with more options for winter time activities.  
My kids and I play basketball and soccer so would get the most use. Youth soccer and basketball seem to be the most popular sports in the area and you could use it for volleyball baseball, lacrosse and other sports. I believe the cost of maintaining and ice rink and pool would be very expensive.  
Kids need variety, so I am happy with all of the options.  
Elmhurst is in need of an indoor sports facility!!!  
Because I would like to see programs like "Lil' kickers" and "British Swim School" both have a facility to run their programs in.  
York has an indoor pool to use. The schools have gymnasium space. Indoor turf field would benefit kids playing outdoor sports year round. Ice rinks are always in need and can be a good revenue boost to the facility.  
It is a shame that Elmhurst does not have an indoor facility already. It is a nice town yet most of the residents bring their "business" to the other towns as there is no availability here.  
I am neutral as my children would not use an ice rink or pool and I am wondering the cost of a pool. As for the indoor courts and turf, my children are in 8th and 11th grades so they may not benefit from this at all but I would have loved to have had an indoor court and turf when they were younger.  
I would like to learn speed skating, and I would be a heavy user of a well-designed natatorium.  
These are spaces that my children would utilize.  
It would be great to have an indoor facility like Oakbrook.  
I think turf and fields are more versatile and less expensive to maintain.  
Because we lack these amenities in Elmhurst while neighboring towns who play less in taxes offer these facilities  
We have an indoor gymnastics facility and really need to focus on other sports.  
Enough activities and people in Elmhurst to support it  
We would love to have an indoor soccer facility.  
We use the River Forest Country Club pool.  
We would use the pool the most. Families have to travel or use private companies for swim lessons. A park district such as Elmhurst should rise to higher levels as far as aquatics is concerned. Our indoor aquatic options are really pathetic. An indoor turf area would also get a lot of use.  
Because we mostly use baseball fields and the current fields in Elmhurst are very bad. Fields poorly taken care of and cannot handle rain.  
Participants in outdoor sports such as soccer and lacrosse would be able to play in the off-season.  
These selections will benefit a wider population of the Elmhurst community.
• Many people swim at the Y, court plus, Oakbrook or a private gym. A new indoor pool would be a waste in my opinion. We don't currently play hockey or ice skate. We find the Wagner Center gymnastics adequate for our family. We'd like to see a gym space in Elmhurst that had youth 5-12 basketball teams.

• I don't think we need indoor pools and there's lots of ice rinks around. Gyms would be great because then families could stay local for many league sports

Q15: What are your thoughts on these and other potential mechanisms to support the development and ongoing operations of a potential new indoor sports facility? (OPEN ENDED)

• Let the people that use the facilities pay for the facilities. Do not increase taxes to cover the cost of these types of facilities.

• I think most Elmhurst residents would be willing to support this.

• User fees and rental fees make the most sense -- people that use them are paying for them.

• Hopefully something like this can be built out of existing capital and maintained with user revenues it generates.

• The only option I am not a big fan of is increasing property taxes

• DO NOT USE TAXES TO FUND THESE FACILITIES THAT NOT ALL RESIDENTS WOULD USE

• I am not open to any new taxes. Mine went up $1200 this year for a modest 1100 sq. foot ranch which is crazy. I can't afford any more tax increases or we will have to leave Elmhurst where I have lived most of my life

• I don't see why this is even being studied. There are other facilities in our area as well, north and south of us.... Who is looking for this?

• I would support them.

• if it is built it should be paid for by those who actually use it

• There are many ways to fund it

• If you include other park district kids dance, gymnastics, sports classes and courts plus with this facility it would be a home run

• The City of Elmhurst is always striving to offer its residents the best facilities, parks, initiatives (latest 'green' initiative, etc.). I really appreciate that, and would approve of a property tax increase and/or other fees at facilities to suppose ongoing efforts to improve local offerings.

• Would also like additional spaces for birthday party rentals

• Corporate Sponsorship

• I would rather taxes not go up too much, but user fees and rental fees would help

• none

• Corporate sponsorship should also be considered. No one is going to approve a tax increase.

• Indifferent

• It would be hard to pass a property tax increase but user fees would work. I also believe that a lounge that could view all of the fields would be a big money maker

• I believe it would be supported broadly.

• Property taxes have gone up so much in the last couple of years, I don't think there is much appetite to go up even more.

• Great idea

• Our Park district seems to undercharge for its facilities. The pool passes are a great example. We have fabulous pools, and the pass is only $30. I believe other towns charge significantly more for their residents. Daily Use fees are also low - we pay $10 - $12 per visit to Naperville Yard or the Oak Park Gymnastics facility. If they are nice - most people will have no issue paying for it.

• Work with the travel sports groups in the area to identify needs and price points.
• Fundraising efforts are underway to create some sort of cultural arts facility in Elmhurst. This could be combined with a sports facility -- theater, stage, banquet area, dance studio. Lots of competition out there.
• I am highly in favor
• I think it has to be a mix of property taxes (if it increases everyone property values they should pay for it), user fees (you want for everyone to have a little bit of skin in the game and rentals (this should offset some of the costs). If you combine all 3 it would be extremely reasonable.
• I would like to see what my taxes would go up to before committing to that funding option, and if it was funded by taxes, I would absolutely expect to NOT pay a membership fee
• I think that the return to the city would justify these fundraising methods.
• Please don't raise taxes.
• Any and all of them are likely necessary.
• I’m very glad it’s happening
• Should be self-funded.
• We would not support a new indoor sport facility. Please get more retail and fix our streets instead. Our street is horrible. My brother came from out of town and almost popped a tire. We have original streets and curbs in our area. Only patching is done. So sad.
• Use and rental fees will help nonresidents and non-property support the facilities not just property owners
• fine.
• fine
• I think the people using the facility should be the ones to pay for it through fees charged by that particular facility.
• Let the facility be self-sustaining via fees, do not touch property taxes.
• I would not support a property tax increase for a facility such as this. The City of Elmhurst needs to focus on fixing the flooding issue and school funding issue combined with aging school facilities before they build something like this.
• N/a
• Really don't want taxes going up
• I think it is totally justifiable to have user fees and tournament rental costs. Private parties could also be a potential source of revenue.
• The tough part will be to make it affordable to all residents...when we first moved here 30 some years ago there was a lot of pride that everything is available to all.... now what I hear from young neighbors is that if you are not in top earning brackets you cannot afford to have your kids involved in everything they might want to be...I find this very sad.... we moved here because it was a great mix of people...income, diversity etc...
• If necessary to bring in more gyms/turfs, I will support.
• Elect a new set of government officials with accountable goals
• I think that reasonable increases are a necessary but essential part of building new facilities. However, I also believe that a lot of the funding can be made up by usage by neighboring community members.
• The people who use them should pay for it.
• I support small property tax increase.
• I think the facility needs to be able to pay for itself, or have a real daily use capacity to large portion of the community to be a worthwhile expenditure. I do not think a disproportionate level of tax dollars should be used to develop or maintain the facility. This type of facility needs to run at a surplus in order to be acceptable use of tax dollars and park space.
• No taxes on us the non-users of this Pink Elephant. Try working with District 205, Elmhurst College, Park District, YMCA, and ALL other Non-profit Organizations to see if they would be willing to use it for any of their current/future needs. Is there any Job Training, Boy/Girl Scouts/4H/ organizations that would help support it? Can it be made for multi-purposes: Flood Control and City Services and County Services and State Services and Federal Services and Disaster Planning/Safety Shelters, that would help ALL of the Elmhurst Population, not just the
Athletic Members? Senior Citizens, Preschool, Home Schooled Children, Unemployed/under employed Elmhurst Citizens, etc......

- Property taxes in Elmhurst are already considerably higher than most surrounding towns so I don't think they should be raised further for this facility. Reasonable user fees, monthly/annual passes that vary for residents versus non-residents and tournament fee revenues seem like viable options.
- I have not made use of any of these types of facilities in other communities, so I do not have any thoughts on the matter.
- Corporate and community contributions
- The older people in town arent going to raise taxes for an indoor sports facility. If you're going to raise taxes here in Elmhurst the money should go to the school district which is going to lose quite a bit of their budget due to the sad state of Illinois finances. The indoor sports facility should be supported by the people who are going to use it
- Our taxes just went up 30%. We are already at well over 2% of our home value.
- Facility must be self-sustaining.
- My thoughts are that I want my entire family to have the ability to participate and enjoy sports and teams that were not available to me as a child. And since I'm already spending this money (and then some) OUTSIDE our hometown, I'd obviously be willing to spend it right here in my own backyard.
- already pay an excessive amount in taxes and feel this should be funded in other ways, fees or revenue generated from tournaments that can be hosted
- I would be more inclined to use the space if fees are kept lower
- The development would benefit all of Elmhurst, even those residents that won't directly use it. I would support an increase in property taxes for it, but I would also expect those who actually use it to pay too. Fees for participation in tournaments should also be expected.
- I think a public-private partnership is ideal for this idea: leverage limited public dollars with private investment... there is a continued stream of user-fee and concession revenue for the investor. It's a win-win-win for the community as long as you don't price it like the Chicago Parking Meter deal... see the Skyway for a better model of successful PPP.
- It needs to have some public funding because most public sports facilities cannot support themselves.
- Get the leagues like airborne, Knights, baseball etc. to commit.
- No specific thoughts
- Pass
- Don't have an opinion
- Support it.
- Do not give us more taxes. When a new pool was put in at York high school the public was supposed to be able to use it. Did not happen
- I don't believe tax dollars should be used to support this. People will pay anything to get their kids involved in sports with extra coaching and pay what it takes. Without a local facility they will go to neighboring towns that offer the services.
- I'm very concerned about doing anything that increases our property tax bill and increases the congestion we already experience here in Elmhurst. I'm also concerned about preserving our existing outdoor facilities and parks, I highly value outdoor space.
- You need to do something, and quickly.
- Neutral.
- Do not build!
- Use current taxes
- Municipal bonds. Partner with other organizations, i.e. Edwards/Elmhurst Hospital, District 205
- I believe that it will be favorably accepted and well used and therefore will be able to generate the funds needed to maintain and staff such a facility.
- I would like to see a cavity but it likely would not happen fast enough for our kids to get the most use out of it.
• Possible sponsorship or cooperative facilities with Elmhurst Hospital.
• Let's do some fundraisers or use TIF money.
• All options should be looked at.
• It will be difficult to get it up and running, but the outcomes will surpass that.
• Advertising various companies would help as well
• I do not understand the question...
• Our taxes just went up 13% this year. Yes, I know the parks only get a small portion of that but there isn't a need for any of these things to be honest. I'm against anything being built that could potentially raise our taxes again unless it's going to drain people's properties that flood also.
• I think user fees are a good way to pay for the facility
• Ask other towns what they do. There's a reason why they're so successful.
• Taxes are too high already
• Should be funded by users of the space
• No new tax increases for the Elmhurst taxpayer. Investors should be sought out as the Elmhurst Park District has a large budget for the "parks" that are in Elmhurst.
• I think increasing the property makes sense as this will benefit the entire community but also a small user fee for those who actually use the facilities.
• Our taxes are so high already and should not be increased
• Would be in support of it
• I pay enough in real estate taxes so other means should be employed to support these expenditures.
• Elmhurst has been asleep at the wheel and should have been working on this long ago.
• positive
• I like the mixed income approach. A property tax would be necessary to ensure a steady income for the facility and its success. Memberships and league fees reasonably priced should help supplement the income.
• Nothing
• I think this would be a big draw and would be highly used. We could pull in revenue from outside of Elmhurst with user fees.
• There are many kids in town that use outside facilities throughout the year.
• Taxes in all the suburbs are high enough - they need to be put to better use, such as our school districts, not sports centers.
• Would support
• Whatever needs to happen to make this happen is appropriate
• Our property taxes are already very high. I think that the development could be potentially privately funded with a very small increase in property taxes.
• Can't happen without a tax increase
• need to be sure needs outweigh the costs
• If you want to have a world-class community, then you have to have world-class amenities. I think the lack of opportunity for kids and the focus ultra-competitive travel is what leads to the issues we have with substance abuse among our adolescents. It's a shame that every other community has much more open gym time and opportunity for the residents
• I would expect there to be costs and fees associated with it.
• I think people would pay to use a large, one stop shopping, type of place for activities. For example, while Chile one is at hockey practice, child two could be at a swim lesson and child 3 in the child care room freeing me up to exercise at the work out facility.
• Sports are very important for our you. I support this.
• I can't imagine anyone supporting a property tax increase given what we just experienced this last year.
• Clubs will pay. Tournaments will come. Concessions will be sold
• I'd like to see creative ways to pay for facility without impacting residential property tax.
• Long overdue. Let's do it!
If the facility is open to the public including schools, etc., I think at least some portion should come from property tax. If there will be tournament events and competitions from other surrounding area teams, some portion should come from fees for those tournaments/user fees as non-Elmhurst residents will benefit. I honestly am not sure how other towns structure funding so not sure what norm is.

I hope that the facility could be subsidized by participation/club fees and user feeds, and would hope that a property tax increase would not be a means for funding.

See above.

I don't understand

Our taxes are already quite high so the thought of them increasing is not attractive. I know that the hockey organization that we participate in already pays for ice time outside of Elmhurst. The facility we use also generates revenue through tournaments. Individual participation fees seem to make sense as those that are using the facilities would be helping to pay for them.

User fees and rental income would be an ideal way to support a facility.

None

It is needed.

Already paying too high of taxes.

I don't think people would vote or be happy about another tax increase. User fees are acceptable.

Get it done!

Find the location and let's make it happen. Let's keep Elmhurst great and on the task like so many other towns.

New indoor sports facilities will only enhance the attractiveness of the city of Elmhurst to families with active kids and adults, along with its high quality schools and convenient location. However, increasing the already exorbitant Elmhurst property tax rates should not be a first consideration. Given that non-residents would also use the facilities a combination of user fees and special sales tax increase (county or district) should be considered first.

If the city did a better job of making its budget transparent, I might consider tax dollars. But now, spending is opaque but taxes go up, up, up.

Ice contracts are at a premium. Build it now and you beat out any other village or entity considering building rinks. Ice leases will fund ongoing operations for years to come.

We would support via property tax increases and user fees to support such a facility.

Supportive. Should be a blend of all 3, tax, usage, rental

Find a way to make Elmhurst a complete town, that is on par with Park Ridge, Willamette, Winnetka, Lake Forest.

I would support if fees to use are much less than other commercial venues for residents and if property tax increase is very small.

I believe that we can fully support this development through user fees and by hosting tournaments to offset this cost. Virtually every other community in the Chicagoland area has been able to do this.

I fully support whatever is necessary to bring an indoor facility to Elmhurst

Elmhurst residents are already paying for facilities in other towns, this would just be keeping our dollars in our own town.

I think it's a good idea to have this facility here so residents don't need to travel outside of Elmhurst. Other suburbs could also benefit from the use of this facility.

Neutral

For the initial development, approach the residents paying 20K or more in property taxes every year with a letter and ask them to donate in 1K 5K 10K increments to get their names on a plaque in the entryway. Ongoing maintenance. Don't know.

Fully approve of the idea.

Seek out private investors too. Charge for team/individual usage of the facility

no ideas at the moment.

I support any ways to raise the money aside from raising taxes.
• I think it would be great to raise the funding without using property taxes as the way to do it. We already pay 14k per year which is some of the highest in the country.
• We need to make this happen.
• Generally, there should be enough private revenue to invest in building it and private fees to maintain it as a business. I am against raising taxes for something like this.
• For hockey, I know we rent our ice time, so that would help in cost.
• It will create jobs and revenue, this would be a win for citizens and the city.
• Not sure- need more info.
• The Elmhurst Park District has revenue from other sources throughout the community to use add staff and maintain a new complex. I’m tired of the City of Elmhurst and Park District constantly to increase taxes or usage fees to pay for something. In this day and age, there are many different ways to raise money - fundraising, sponsorships and grants etc. Alternative ways to fund are not attempted to their fullest potential. Instead, the City and Park District fall short with few attempts or none and take the easy way out by looking to residents to fund everything.
• All are applicable and good ways to fund a facility.
• This is a great idea. Should have built this 10 years ago.
• I don’t mind paying more in taxes, since I know I will use the facility.
• Should generate enough revenue on its own to be self-sustaining.
• ok.
• Taxes just increased dramatically this year so the community will not respond well to that mechanism. The families and organizations that utilize the facility should be able to support it.
• All funding options have to be reviewed. User fees for teams for ice fees, soccer etc. would have to be competitive, but not as cheap as neighboring facilities based on their run-down/dated conditions. Corporate sponsors and local business sponsors would have to play a part in funding. If this facility could be built with restaurant/bar service with revenue sharing that could also offset the costs. I’m more interesting in an indoor ice rink, and believe that tournaments could be a big boost for our town and local establishments.
• Through fees to the facility, marketed properly, should have it filled, thus paying for itself.
• I think you can get a lot in fees for tournaments of all kinds.
• I think a modest investment by taxpayers would be reasonable to help build the facility, and that user and tournament fees could be used to maintain the facility. I also believe that users outside of the Elmhurst area would be interested in renting ice space, however, priority should be given to Elmhurst clubs and residents first.
• We need it and it would be used. Taxes, fees, % of fees from sports teams, etc.
• I believe an indoor sports facility would bring tax dollars from other towns through rentals and sales and would help to advertise our great city to visitors.
• I see this as an investment by the City of Elmhurst and EPD as a quality of life and ancillary benefits to commerce in Elmhurst vs. being paid for by increased taxes. User and tournament fees would also help subsidize the investment and operations costs.
• I am strongly for it if it has an ice rink because it should offer something for the community we don’t already have. I think there should be a combination of revenues to support it. For sure there should be user fees but if they would not fully support the facility then I would be supportive of a tax increase depending on the amount. I support this as I see it will benefit the youth in the community and give them a healthy activity and also depending what is offered at the facility also offer adults some more healthy options.
• It must be totally self-supporting. If the city expects the Elmhurst History Museum and Lizzadro Museum to be self-supporting, then any other recreational facility should be as well.
• I believe you could easily support an indoor ice rink with user fees.
• all are necessary.
• Not an increase in property taxes.
• support.
• Not tax based.
• Hope it can come to fruition without a significant tax increase.
• Ongoing operation can support themselves without additional tax levy
• I am in the real estate industry and have seen many private sport facilities fail. Most don't make it because debt/interest is too much without low interest rate bonds. Typically, it takes 2 or 3 bankruptcies/sales/purchases at pennies on the dollar to make one successful without community involvement. I believe that the facility needs to be a destination for community members with workout space, gym courts, pool, etc. This way a family can go and participate in various activities within the same building. Not each family member needs to be doing the same thing.
• I just don't think it's needed. Improve what you already have.
• Avoid tax increases.
• Courts is ridiculous - bad parking, poor design, band aid jobs inside. Build one great facility and people will pay to use it.
• It would be interesting to know how other cities with these indoor amenities funded the facilities.
• Property taxes are already high enough!
• I think the park district should put it in their long term plan, so they don't have to do a tax increase and charge the sports organizations that utilize the facilities.
• Optimistic
• My taxes just went up 35%, the city and school district are close to driving me out of here. Too many public costs already here, don't add any new ones. Would be nice if the public sector pensions were vaguely in line with the private sector which is paying for them.... just saying!
• Ongoing operations should not burden the taxpayers. Programming costs and rental income should cover that.
• I know from experience; hockey tournaments bring in revenue. We went to a tournament in January at the Dells and the Great Wolf Lodge was practically full with hockey families that holiday weekend.
• I think this is something that should've been done a long time ago. If there is a way to get sponsors or other revenue it should be looked into.
• I trust you to make fair and economical decisions when deciding how to pay for this. Would be nice to have such a thing in Elmhurst.
• Should earn money by itself not by tax increase
• Would be beneficial to the community.
• Nothing more to add
• Park District should use funds and rental from Sports clubs will support this alone.
• I don't want to see another tax increase; Elmhurst is killer already. I'm not sure, it's not my job to understand how to properly fund something but I don't think it should affect taxes.
• Property taxes are already very high -- raising them for this may be a difficult sell. Although I will say I have never regretted any of the major enhancements that have been done here whatever the cost was. We have to continue to make investments in the community if we want a nice place to live and property values to remain high. This include the library, Berens Park, downtown renovations, etc. All good ideas and the sports facility is another good idea.
• Any time of support is adequate to enhance our sports offered for youths.
• Support it any way you want. Just don't increase my TAXES.
• None
• None
• Needs to be located for ease of accessibility by ALL Elmhurst residents.
• I have no thoughts at this time
• If homeowner's get a tax increase they should receive free or greatly reduced rates to use it. Just like Bensenville does with its facilities especially white pines.
• fee charges
• Courts Plus is very expensive as compared to other gyms and doesn't offer as many amenities.
• We need to keep our kids active. More facilities mean more sports.
• Seems like an opportunity to generate funds from specific user groups.
• Build it they will come!
• Demand will cover overhead. No new taxes should be required.
• Currently other town are benefitting from Elmhurst sports teams using their facilities to host games/ tournament/etc.
• Would love to see something that brings more revenue to town,
• I’d be happy to pay more taxes as long as the facility served a broad range and included aquatics. Adults hardly use indoor fields and rarely use courts.
• I think it is important to support this possible indoor facility, however, I believe you would need something for all ages -toddlers through elderly.
• With all of the increase in new construction and increase in the tax base the increase revenue for the city and park district there has to be available funds to give this project a healthy head start.
• Good
• Do not use taxpayer monies to fund this venture. We just had a major tax increase.
• Fine
• Ok
• Not practical
• Travel teams are not cheap due to the fees they have to pay for practice facilities. Currently all those fees are going outside of Elmhurst. Organizations will rent these spaces for events.
• It’s fine. Elmhurst has enough middle class and upper class to support the increases.
• You just raised property significantly.
• Not sure about costs or increases. Facility needs to have plan, price tag and outlined impact to community. Has to be affordable for all to use.
• With all of the increase in new construction and increase in the tax base the increase revenue for the city and park district there has to be available funds to give this project a healthy head start.
• The people who will be using the new facility should be paying the majority
• Facility should be self-sustaining.
• I have no idea. But other communities seem to figure it out.
• Do not raise property taxes for park. Need new school buildings first!!
• Supportive ...
• While I'm not opposed to a tax increase, I’d expect a huge push back by residents.
• Would create more jobs.
• This is a great idea and I know there are lots of families that go outside of Elmhurst and will be definitely open to using one inside Elmhurst
• Make it a corporate and private hybrid.
• Increase train station and nearby lots parking fees
• I have a feeling this facility would pay for itself. All of the private youth leagues would finally have a place to host tournaments and have practices. These leagues can bring in a lot of money and they are looking for facilities to rent space.
• Ok
• We should have this facility
• Anything created needs to be self-sustaining. Any forecasts provided should be conservative to realistic. We already have a 3% occupancy parking garage sitting vacant and tons of empty space with more coming. A facility like this will not pay for itself.
• None
• Why do we really need this?
• Work closely with surrounding communities to see how they are able to have facilities that are economical for residents. Partner with the EPD and YMCA to build something great.
• None
• It should be funded by the people using it.
• "We provide experiences for the lifetime enjoyment of people who live and play in Elmhurst." This is your mission. EPD needs to step up to facilitate enjoyment of the pre-teen and teen crowds. “We aspire to be a customer centered organization through innovation and
sustainability," is EPD's vision yet you send your customers outside of Elmhurst more than you keep them here.

- Taxes are too high
- It's not my #1 priority for the park district and Elmhurst community.
- Additional tax seems out of the question for a facility the city doesn't really need
- Who pays for this? Not needed.
- I think Elmhurst is one of the few towns of our caliber without an indoor facility and we need this for families and kids
- I do not want my taxes to go up or those of others that may have no use for it! Those that use it should pay for it, not the people that can't or don't use it!!!
- Not sure
- Centers like this in their towns often have fitness centers in them. It would be great to drop off kids at dance or basketball and then be able to work out in the same place,
- Positive
- Park District should address flood issues first.
- Arts! Let's have some balance!
- NO new taxes for the residents of Elmhurst. This should be fully funded by revenue....
- The community benefits from them and from having people come in to use them and stay in town, so businesses benefit as well. Like a great library or schools, people of the community pay a premium to live in a premium suburb.
- Property taxes in Elmhurst are very high already and would not likely be a good way to raise money for such a facility.
- Elmhurst could generate more revenue for downtown if it could draw in out of town hockey with tournaments and league play
- I think the financial source for such a facility should not be from property taxes, but from those who use the facility.
- Elmhurst, as a whole, has particularly high property taxes. I would definitely not be in favor of using those monies to support a new facility.
- Need to be self-sufficient for future sustainability. This should be revenue generating for the park district.
- Given the influx of 55 million dollar homes in my ward, something should be done with that additional revenue. Also, ice and natatorium should be sustainable with tournament fees, rentals and memberships.
- they're good
- Residents of Elmhurst should not be assessed an increase in their property taxes to fund another indoor sports facility. Those who use such a facility should fund it through their own user fees.
- Naming rights, fund raisers,
- User fees should be reasonable, in contrast to the very high fees charged by Courts Plus.
- None
- against the facilities
- I believe we have a lot of green space at Berens that is not utilized. Also, an indoor walking track would be very beneficial
- No thoughts
- Our taxes are high... Absolutely opposed to an incremental tax increase to fund this project. It should be funded by fees and clubs.
- We are supportive.
- As long as the tax increase was not excessive I would support it. I also believe that user fees for non-residents should be implemented. I have used the Elk Grove Village complex and I have paid to use their equipment.
- I think it would be awesome
- Positive
- Sponsorships
I think the facility would pay for itself in years to come through the use of rental fees and
tournament fees. Trying to increase the taxes here will not be met favorably considering the
school will probably be seeking a referendum soon.
I do not mind paying higher taxes to be able to use such a facility
I think it would be awesome
The facility must be properly managed so that it is operationally self-sufficient.
I do not want any money from property taxes to support the operations. I am sure you will
get a lot of thoughts on that.
Should not be across the board funding. Should be paid for by those who use
Eventually the facility should be able to at least break even, if not provide a profit for the
community, but I am open to all the possibilities and proposals for funding.
It would be great if it can be cost neutral to the taxpayers
A mix of usage fees and property taxes would be a good idea so that the cost is spread out but
there is also a modest user fee.
Please don't increase property taxes, they're high enough already.
I think people would be willing to pay for a quality facility.
Incorporate rental spaces for ancillary services that can pay rent to offset the costs to carry
the facilities. Things such as sports equipment stores, food service, ice cream services, party
rooms, etc.
Again, having gone through the travel soccer and basketball, one and two day tournaments
are big money generators especially if you offer food and beverage. Team entry fees,
spectator admission fees as well as food and beverage generate decent revenue.
We need to pay for it if we want it. Would love to think about some creative funding streams
such as renting to churches.
I support a fee & also renting out for birthday parties/activities
Demand would definitely be there from just basketball and soccer alone. turf could also be
used for football, baseball, lacrosse etc.
Is this really needed or financially feasible? Where would it be located and how much traffic
and congestion will it create?
I believe the park district should cooperate with existing services and amenities offered by other
organization and businesses in the community to offer what it thinks is missing... instead of
duplicating these.
none at this time
Shouldn't be responsibility of people who don't use it
It would be perfect in the north York Road corridor.
Don't want if it raises our taxes.
Do not use tax money
None
Drives, City fairs, support from local organizations, tax money, usage fees - get community
enthusiasm by offering activities at a good rate and you will have plenty of participation.
Request volunteers for some of the jobs.
I think it would be a good thing for Elmhurst youth. I personally don't want to pay for it but it
may make my home more valuable when I HAVE to move.
If I had to prioritize building projects, a new indoor sports facility would be relatively low on
the list, so I'd be reluctant to vote for a property tax to fund it, preferring that any tax increase
support other public projects or District 205.
I think all options have to be evaluated. I would not mind paying a small amount for that type
of facility in Elmhurst.
If we want it, we have to pay for it somehow.
The only viable mechanisms for developing and maintaining an indoor facility on Park District
Land are either a 501C3 Foundation or a for profit business entity taking responsibility for
raising the necessary capital for such an undertaking.
Well travel hockey pays for itself, I can't imagine property tax increases to support this, when
it's run almost like private business. That's the NIHL way....
- I don't think property taxes should increase since not all residence will use the facility however there should be a user fee in order to use the facilities.
- We have participated in sports competitions in other indoor sports facilities locally and in other states (WI, IN, OH). It has been my experience that families will travel with their children to these completions, and the rental of a new indoor gymnasium facilities could bring additional income to the district and community (Shopping/Hotels/Restaurants).
- I don't
- see previous comment
- N/A
- Do not know what that interest may be. Taxation is an avenue but one that may be unpopular.
- rentals for special use
- No tax increase - taxes are forcing seniors and other residents to leave Elmhurst.
- It will be an uphill climb with some people in the community. I feel it's well worth it and would be an economic stimulus to the city.
- I am not open to a property tax increase.
- I believe that the operation expense could be covered by charging rental fees for use of the space - the fee structure could be established like the fee structure used by Elmhurst School District (with additional priority provided).
- I would need to know more
- Why not just let private enterprise do what they do? It always ends up raising our taxes.
- We pay huge taxes already, and do not want to pay even more.
- I would support using some city money to get a facility built.
- I'd recommend really looking at long-term sustainability.
- I think it will pay dividends as mentioned in previous comment. Schools, city services, parks and local commerce should benefit.
- It enhances the community
- My property taxes are very high right now. I cannot imagine writing a check for more taxes. I propose usage fee. You use it, you pay. And I am OK with hosting tournaments for revenue. It also might help the local economy with hotel revenue.
- Elmhurst has a ton of workout facilities. None that I know of have the things you ask about. We need something like the Naperville Yard. There would be a ton of use for indoor facilities off season - we have this for lacrosse, soccer, volleyball, etc. We have to drive quite a distance to get to the places we can rent out to use. Courts Plus is subpar - probably why we have a ridiculous number of workout facility options. I don't know how it can be paid for. Our taxes are going up enough.
- open to ideas
- I think tax payers should shoulder the burden to the least extent possible as ultimately not all will use the facility, but there are a lot of youth sports clubs in and around Elmhurst (and families than sink a lot of $5 into them) to support indoor facilities. Using Ackerman as a model I think it's also smart to use varying fee structures for lease of space by clubs/teams, rental of space for parties, annual membership options for individuals, and day-use fees for drop-in users.
- Can't raise taxes for this, they are already sky high.
- There needs to be a user fee to keep the facility updated for maintenance.
- The fees should apply to the teams or organization that want to use them. But can host birthday parties group summer and school outings.
- We need a full basketball/volleyball court sized multi-use gymnasium and much larger dance studios.
- A project of this magnitude needs to be funded somehow. All the options presented make sense, though the real-estate taxes in Elmhurst are stressful in that they continue to rise. I'm not sure what the “other” option would be. Grant monies? - in Illinois, not likely. Whatever creative ideas the Park Board has, I know community members are happy to listen to them.
-Fine. We need a facility in this town. Courts plus is also a disaster.
• Advertisers from community businesses.
• Great ideas
• It will help the community’s needs
• They won’t be enough to support the operations and taxes will still continue to rise
• It has to be paid somehow, but I would rather see every option used before you went to the tax payers
• No more taxes!
• I don’t think an indoor sports facility is appropriate for Elmhurst. I don’t want to lose any of our outdoor space or fields. An indoor sports facility would bring even more congestion to our already too cramped community. Plus, I would strongly oppose a property tax increase or new/increased fees on residents to pay for this.
• All seem appropriate, food and beverage revenue, special events, club sport team fees could also help.
• All seem appropriate, food and beverage revenue, special events, club sport team fees could also help.
• Those who use the facilities must pay for them.
• It all depends on how much it would cost...
• Elmhurst is a relatively affluent community and most residents have children who would utilize
• Fine with it
• positive
• It should not be funded with property taxes
• I am in favor of it.
• I would definitely not use property tax. We pay enough in property taxes already and the project would not get approved. I would love to have an indoor facility but would not approve it if it means that property taxes will increase. The facility should be self-supportive with its own fees.
• Like I said earlier it needs to be run by a very competent person to maximize usage and the profit loss needs to be monitored closely
• Necessary - would keep revenue in Elmhurst
• No opinion
• If marketed correctly (and find a “home team” or teams for the facility) - would rent and tournament fees be enough?? Increased taxes or a referendum will be a hard sale.
• the city must do what needs to be done to make this happen.
• Stop excessive pensions for city workers. Get the old folks off the park board and give some younger people the opportunity to build Elmhurst’s future.
• I would love to see this happen.
• The facility is NOT needed!
• should do it
• no opinion
• I think that an indoor sports facility would be very helpful in our town
• The more activities to do, the better!
• Don’t care all too much as long as there is a hockey arena
• we should do it. It’s a great idea
• we should do it because it would be beneficial and useful
• I think there are many good ways to fund the place and most of them should be cost friendly
• we need to get a sports court it will greatly help our community
• No comment
• I feel it shouldn’t make an overwhelming difference
• I don’t think everyone’s taxes should increase when not everyone will be using the facility, thus membership fees are a good idea
• Fundraisers
• There should not be any burden on taxpayers.
• The EPD doesn't offer much “for taxpayers” unless they are seniors, or children - or without user fees.
• Rent it to private companies to increase revenue.
• x
• Not willing to fund via higher property taxes.
• Probably needs to be some combination of user fees and taxes with users paying the bulk of the operating costs and property taxes paying for construction
• Given that property taxes for all houses under 20 years old in Elmhurst just increased 5%-30%, I would hope that provided extra funds to build a new facility without raising taxes again
• No way do I support another tax increase. First, it's unfair to those who don't have children or whose children have aged out. Also, our taxes increase constantly, as someone who already pays over 20k, there has to be a better solution.
• Taxes are already too high; we need to be able to find mechanisms to pay for this
• I support all of these mechanisms and am willing to listen to other mechanisms that residents come up with.
• I think we should see what other suburbs are doing and pick the best laid out plan. Why keep reinventing the wheel!
• Think it would be another great asset to Elmhurst
• I love it - should have been done in the 90's but at least someone at the park district has realized we are not in the 60's but now the 21st century. We need a major sports complex, re-do the Baseball, Football and soccer fields build a concession / announcers stand in-between the football fields at Berens Park. Let Elmhurst be known for its great neighborhoods and homes, downtown area, awesome schools and hopefully soon our awesome and state of the art Park District facilities and amenities. People will desire this area even more so then now and we can also make money off of the awesome park district amenities. Be like Chicago - build great destination locations and have people send money in our community!
• People will complain about property taxes but I feel they are worthwhile. The rest you'd have no issues with. Also the Park District has a large reserve to spend, let’s spend it!
• I would be supportive if it can be guaranteed local taxes are not raised. They are already high and many new buyers are being priced out of buying in Elmhurst.
• Well this is great for the community but do we need it? How much is it going to cost? Do we have the space or the money?
• I do not think such a facility is needed.
• I think the community will support this idea.
• There is no green space feasible for this facility. As a taxpayer, I do not wish my taxes to go toward a facility of this kind. All park facilities are embarrassing. Berets is a joke. Total waste of space and poor planning. Soccer fields a disaster. Baseball fields unusable and embarrassing. Spend money to improve and upkeep of these facilities.
• Funds should come from usage based fees.
• Plus, workout area so can utilize when kids are playing
• They are needed
• Put courts plus and this facility together. Use fitness revenues to help fund a true sports center.
• I am very much in favor of a new indoor sports facility and I believe that it should be supported through multiple sources
• If you have to buy a membership, I doubt my family or I would ever use it
• I’m happy to pay a modest usage fee; but it would need to be less than area gyms in order to be competitive
• Elmhurst is in the middle of the Chicago Metropolitan area - this creates an opportunity to sell this facility for Chicago area tournaments. As more people come in, they would then generate more purchases and therefore more taxes for the city. Families could also take the metro and make their way to Elmhurst. Buses could then take these families to the indoor facility for a fee.
• Expecting tax payers to foot the bill for a facility that not all would use is unfair. Best to leave funding to those that use the facility.
• Not sure
• I do not want taxes increased. All available programs should be able to support the complex.
• those who use it should pay for it
• Elmhurst property taxes are already too high so it must be paid for by other means
• I would support it.
• If there won't be enough user fee generated support to build and sustain it, don't build it.
• Fundraisers too
• There needs to be balance. Cannot pay it all with taxes.
• I'd challenge the Park Board to take a long look at how the Wagner center is currently used.... many classrooms spaces are highly underutilized by keeping ALL those pre-school aged classrooms only. Also challenge how the City currently uses ALL taxpayer funds.... we are paying too much for the Library that should go towards making this part of our community more appealing.
• Business advertising, charitable events.
• It would pay for itself.
• Pay as you go or sport team fees should cover these costs.
• I think an indoor facility could generate a lot of foot traffic in our restaurants as well as provide services for a lot of families in town that drive their kids elsewhere for activities.
• Why don't you try balancing your budget and stop raising property taxes?
• Not sure
• Not in favor of a lot of usage by outside city people. Going to end up back where were. Have to keep Elmhurst residence fees low
• I feel it would be worth the cost.
• It is my understanding that TIF funds will be a major portion of the startup funding.
• I am willing to invest tax revenue in a facility which provides Elmhurst athletes with improved opportunities and enhances Elmhurst as a community.
• The great potential to bring revenue to our failing businesses in town! Also the prospect of the amount of jobs this facility would create. We need a draw to our town. Right now we have nothing other than the York Theater. You need to reach out to some of the Hockey, Soccer and lacrosse teams and their parent's.
• support
• Should make it happen, also with some cost cutting elsewhere. Reduce the number of indoor facilities to save some costs, but replace with a large indoor facility.
• Property taxes are already high so increase would need to be very minimal but could be used particularly to develop the facility. Maintenance/operations of facility should remain at a very low cost for tax payers after development, but outside users should pay a greater fee and rentals of facility should be made accessible to help cover the cost of operations.
• Membership fees. Tournament fees. Bringing in professional camps. The opportunity for revenue is endless with turf space.
• N/a
• Hopefully, the facility could be operated mainly on the basis of user fees, but I'd support a modest property tax increase if needed.
• Please no property tax increase. tournament fees and user fees are a very capable source.
• Perhaps we can also do some community fund raising events relating to fitness, such as a 5K and a festival afterwards with an auction.
• stick to the basics and make it affordable
• I support these mechanisms. It's so important for the kids of Elmhurst to have a facility to go to.
• Vendors, restaurants, sports shops
• If the facility is nice, big and widely-available, then make it "great." No ice rink, though.
• None
• good
• It's difficult to say without knowing more about what the potential facility would look like - if it provides space for the community's anticipated needs for the next 20 or so years, I would say a property tax increase and use of bond financing are roughly equal as far as financing the development and construction of a facility. For operations, being able to cover expenses from tournament fees alone would be ideal but probably unrealistic. As for user fees, I would be in favor of charging local organized kids’ sports clubs a nominal fee for use of the facilities and charging organized adults sports groups more. Except for personal fitness training, for the facility to ensure broad-based community use and support, I believe it would have to provide plenty of open use opportunities at no charge. Assuming tournament and user-based fees will not cover operational expenses, I would support a property tax increase to help fund those operations. My feeling is the addition of such a facility will make Elmhurst an even more desirable community and lead to an increase in property values.

• House leagues
  Great!

• Property taxes are already pretty high, so I would not be supportive of increasing property taxes. If the facilities can support themselves, that would be ideal.

• I don't really want our taxes going up since they are already ridiculously high already.

• Could work
• no comment

• I don't think it would warrant a tax increase. Would people be willing to donate? Is there any interest from private investors or would this facility be owned by the city?

• Do not want property taxes to be impacted - they're high enough!!

• The community would benefit for indoor facilities for soccer and softball.

• Usage fees either by membership or daily use would be a way to go. Sponsorships by local businesses or companies in the sports industry may also be a possibility.

• It needs to be financially viable

• I think a membership fee is appropriate. This way folks that want to participate, can. I don't want to force something on everybody if there isn't an interest in that particular sport. I've personally spoke with dozens of parents in the area about this and everyone has shown great interest. I also had a meeting with Christine Ibracio about this as well. The berens are is gentrifying at a faster pace than the rest of Elmhurst, many families are knocking down older, smaller homes and building. There must be 12 new homes on Walnut alone. These families almost all have small children and they will need something in the area.

• no thoughts

• I fully support all of these.

• I'm very interested in an indoor facility. I would be willing to pay slightly higher taxes to support it.

• Fine

• Fine

• Taxes are already sky high; I wouldn't pay more to support.

• Not sure park district fees?

• I can barely afford my property taxes now so if any increase I would hope it would be a small one. I think people should have to pay a fee and for sure teams should have to pay a fee.

• I am in favor of these mechanisms.

• Fundraising, pay for usage etc.

• None

• User fees need to fund 100% of any new development and operations of a new sports facility. Large homes give the impression that everyone in Elmhurst is rich and can afford endless new developments and operations like a new indoor sports facility when in reality many of us are just part of the struggling disappearing middle class. The leadership in our town needs to focus on what the people that currently can afford not create a town that is so expensive that we are forced to move out.

• I do not support this proposition at all. Where will the users park? How much will taxes be raised to fund this project? The town is already overcrowded. I suppose it will be six stories!
• They should be paid for by those that use them
• You should attach the facility to courts plus, or expand the Wagner Center.
• Should not raise taxes.
• don’t even think about raising taxes or using existing taxes
• Users should pay to use facilities.
• I think that the use of these facilities would pay for themselves given the fees neon g charged
  at other facilities that are old, outdated and dumpy--parents and coaches in travel baseball,
  travel soccer, travel swim/polo and travel volleyball are looking for better located, convenient,
  clean as well run facilities--I know there has been a lot of discussion in this area--huge need
  it would be an asset to the community.
• When the York pool referendum was passed 20+ years ago, I was a student at York. At the
  time, Elmhurst residents fought this. They didn't see the value. 20+ years later my kids have
  used the York pool extensively as both are swimmers and have swum for both EST and York
  HS. Yes, this will cost money. But I think the facility will easily make that up via rental income
  over the next 10 years. Oak Brook Park District is pretty much booked on court rentals during
  the winter - I can't get court time over there at all during winter.
• Don't raise taxes for this, make it user supported. Raises taxes for things like police and fire to
  keep our residents safe.
• No property tax increases!!! Taxes are high enough!
• I have no thoughts, that was my opinion.
• I wouldn't raise the property tax.
• Fundraisers.
• I think a new facility is a great idea - but I would not support raising property taxes.
• I think it's a great idea!!! Much needed and over do!
• We cannot afford more property taxes in Elmhurst and the city is adding vast amounts of
  housing without the benefit of residency and property taxes paid by hundreds of residents who
  will tax city assists like schools, roads, parking, etc. User fees must be comparable to current
  fees paid at the Courts and the Y, and hours must accommodate people who work and
  commute. The Y opens currently at 4:45 am
• It would create jobs in Elmhurst and bring others to town for complex events. They may stay
  and eat or shop here. #1 is it would be great to have the Elmhurst youth be able to have a
  complex here and not travel to other towns.
• None
• None
• Don't reinvent the wheel. Find a town that built one successfully and see how they did it. Not
  sure our city folks make the best decisions with all the empty store fronts and we're building
  even more, so we need to do this right. We have smart folks in Elmhurst. The school district is
  utilizing them via focus groups, and that would work here too. The only obstacle is that
  parents of teens won't be passionate about this because it won't come in time to help our kids
  and parents of kids under 10 don't know how badly we need it cause their kids are just getting
  involved in serious sports.
• Explore grants to get started.
• Expensive and unnecessary.
• should be out of existing park district operating revenues.
• I would be a major advocate for having a facility and would love to do whatever to support a
  place being built.
• Let those who demand it pay for it. It cannot be supported by further tax levies for all when
  only a squeaky wheel segment of parents is demanding it. The money put into parks and
  recreation is astonishing here. Not every family in Elmhurst has 4-6 kids and many have zero.
  My two neighbors have no children. Put more $ into making this appealing to single and
  childless folks. Create adult classes/facilities. The choices for adults in the EPD summer
  publication were lame.
• Any way funds can be secured outside of property tax increases should be explored first. Once
  built, if under the governance of the park district, it would likely become a property tax.
function. The park district has always managed its resources well so I would hope it would do the same for the new facility.

- Not sure
- Will not support tax raise
- Every angle should be explored. If done correctly, I think there is a lot of corporate money that could be leveraged for this. The Elmhurst Park District has missed the boat for years. They could have sold sponsorships annually to help offset the costs of additional investments and upkeep of their parks. Unfortunately, they haven't and the parks deteriorate every year, while parks in Lombard are significantly better for every single sport.
- Those that use it should pay for it.
- Keep it a private venture without city funding to see if the business model can survive or needs to fail.
- This proposal is a waste of space
- All good
- Committee
- If it's a nice facility people will have no problem paying a rental fee or dues. Tournaments should charge a tournament fee for teams to play. Have to cover expenses.
- If any cost is backed by property taxes, I would like to see lower rates for Elmhurst residents.
- I do not think property taxes should be increased to support an indoor sports facility. Our property taxes are already embarrassingly high. If the facility can function on the revenues it can generate, then that makes sense.
- Positive
- I think Elmhurst taxes are already too high. This should not be funded by taxes.
- Simple pay to play. Leagues, camps and weekly training opportunities. Especially with the Odium being in such poor shape.
- I would love to not have to pay more money but to be realistic I know that wouldn't happen. I believe those that use the facility should have to pay not so much the city.
- We do not have enough facilities in our area. I think user fees and tournament revenue could go a long way in supporting the facility.
- I guess I'd prefer it be developed by a non-governmental business, rather than by, say, the park district. But I would need to know more about the options.
- Our taxes just went up A LOT this year (28%) so I don't really want to take another tax increase, the facility isn't that important to me if it means my taxes get jacked up again.
- Money would be generated from tournaments and birthday parties
- I believe we already pay enough in property taxes.
- Prefer no tax increase, but if it was minimal, I wouldn't be opposed.
- I think the need is there and it will be used. We are paying fees to all of these outside places right now so let's bring it back into Elmhurst.
- Before building, I would need to see the current usage rates of the existing facilities and long term demand for new types of facilities. I was helping coach basketball in another district at a grade school and do not see existing gym usage rates near 100% in Elmhurst
- Properly managed it would be a city asset.
- I believe our taxes are high enough already. Especially this year after going up 30% for us. I'm sure they could find a little money in the taxes we already pay to help support an indoor facility!?!?
- No tax increase
- It is an extreme extravagance to even consider this proposal when people struggle to pay ever increasing property taxes.
- Sell corporate sponsored anything to keep costs to residents at free or nominal prices.
- If people are charged to use a new facility they will respect it and keep it nice. I would hope taxes would not be raised for this and Town Officials will find another way to fund to build this facility.
- We currently pay a rental fee and would continue to do so. People are very busy and the added travel time is difficult.
They would be good
I'm all for it and have pondered the idea with investors years ago. It is an amenity a town like Elmhurst needs deserves and has been without for much too long. From the many conversations I've personally had over the last 20 years with folks here in town, most people would support a facility such as this even if it was put to referendum!
These are reasonable ways to fund expensive facilities. The entire community benefits, so the entire community should be stakeholders. No one group should be responsible for funding and maintaining.
I think we could pay for it with membership type fees, as we have with the other pool memberships. Local sports teams could also pay to use it for games and/or training.
I think the park district should work with the City and possibly the library combining their abilities for learning and resources to create a whole citizen's center. It would service and be a resource for all ages from newborns and families to the seniors. All citizens.
It needs to be a self-funded venue. Allow space for physical therapy. Outsource private lessons and training space to for profit companies...follow the Glen Ellyn community center model (Ackerman facility).
Pro new indoor sports facility
I feel like it would bring in a lot of revenue to the park district. Most indoor facilities are booked solid
Users should cover costs
fine with it
none
Naming rights.
I think it would add value to Elmhurst as a great community to live.
don't have any
All positive. In favor!
No comment. I'm not old enough to care.
I think they would pull users away from the Courts, the "Y" and the possible use of District 205 facilities.
could make a lot of money by hosting tournaments
Should be a priority for the community. The more recreational opportunities available the more vibrant the community.
I think they should generally be self-funding. I believe courts plus is.
Charge rental fees
I think it's a fantastic idea to move out and expand not only for a gymnastics gym, but also for all the other sports mentioned and included in the survey.
User fee and tournament revenue
They seem reasonable and fair.
It needs to be promoted so the community is educated about it.
The City has used balances to make bond payments to avoid using property taxes but property taxes should be used in conjunction with user fees. Public facilities make property more valuable.
We need to check with towns like Downers Grove and Glen Ellyn to see what support they have done for the ongoing operations. Right now, the management of the Courts Plus and the Wagner Center is less than ideal. People utilize other private gyms because of the management is so poor. We'll increase membership and usage with quality fitness programs and management of youth sports. Right now the park district does a poor job of getting quality instructors.
There seems to be some facilities that could be closed to help fund operations and revenue could be generated for ongoing operation through membership and other revenue.
I didn't see a bond issue listed but that, I would think, would be considered. A property tax increase is not going to be popular.
Increase in property tax: OK, but no more than 3% User Fees: Yes, this should cover the Operating Expenses and maintenance Tournaments: Yes, hockey tournaments (unlike other
sports) draw participants from across the country and international. For example, see Bauer Invite: annually held in Chicago area. This of course brings revenue to hotels, restaurants, and entertainment. Other: explained on previous page.

- I thought an indoor facility would have been great where the old hospital was instead of larger houses on top of one another and issues with congestion and schooling.
- I don't understand this question.
- I am in favor of a new facility if it doesn't lead to tax increases
- We need it.
- Having space available for tournaments would bring in visitors from other places who would contribute to the local economy by going to restaurants, staying in hotels, and shopping in stores.
- Skip it and move on. Let's fix them. Rumbling infrastructure of our aging schools and finally solve the flooding problems. This all sounds great to people and the next thing you know is we are paying $20k in property taxes. N.O.
- Don't want any tax dollars used to fund this type of project
- Bring in a professional operator to minimize losses from operations
- No opinion
- Good
- I believe that the Court is very successful financially with memberships. This could be extended to a new facility. Also fees for leagues and tournaments could be assessed. Some form of bonds could be used to construct the facility with them being retired using memberships and fees.
- None
- Redesign what we already have in this town. How dare you even propose a tax increase. The mere question relating to increasing resident taxes already shows that the motivation behind a new facility is greed, power and politics to make some Alderman popular in this town. His children would benefit also. In order for a facility to be built some other organization is going to suffer.
- An indoor facility would make money for our town. Our park district would benefit and all the residents and even outside residents would benefit.
- Enough money should already be collected on taxes to fund it.
- Just as long as it's not in property taxes mine just went up 30%
- I would be happy to pay for it every time I use it.
- One group you are omitting in town are the active seniors 55 and older. These seniors also need a central location in which to participate in activities in one central location. Senior centers are flourishing across the country. Elmhurst is behind. And don't even think of the Abbey as being a senior center
- I don't know.
- The Courts Plus is very pricey, especially for what is offered, small and unorganized weight room and a tiny track. The tennis facility is all that is appealing there. The price should be a lot lower for Elmhurst tax paying residents. Do other municipalities charge around the same or less for use of their park district facilities for their residents? Please do a survey of that and let us know.
- Not sure. But should be affordable and accessible to all residents of Elmhurst.
- I am support of it. I don't agree with property tax revenue because that is already a heavy burden and this should be more voluntary.
- If it can be done without a tax increase, otherwise I am not sure I could support such a project
- Should not involve a tax increase- we pay for the York facilities already and cannot use
- A 30% tax increase on my home hasn't given me any new services or facilities so, I guess you could use all the extra money you're getting now. Certainly, the city and park district don't have 30% higher expenses this year.
- Taxes are already high. Those using the facility should incur the fees.
- Hockey team. The Chiefs hockey club that currently skates out of the edge is an Elmhurst club. Why not have them play in Elmhurst? Big revenue in hockey. Like hosting the Bauer

- Do not like the idea of raising taxes.
- It would depend on the cost for fees or tax increases.
- Good but don't raise taxes
- Worth the money put into it. We have too many kids in our community not to offer this and we must keep up with the growth of our city.
- I believe that taxes are extremely high as of now and we don't have these facilities for community usage. To keep residents happy and build in these facilities in our own Town, we won't have to look to outside towns for facilities to use.
- None
- Stop
- A nice new facility could easily bring in other activities and sports programs from neighboring communities if it offered a place for indoor winter baseball practice, soccer, basketball, etc. Obviously Elmhurst users would have first priority on scheduling, and outside communities would need to pay more, but this could be a revenue generator.
- It would be a good thing for the city. Just want it to be done smart.
- Agreed that fees are necessary to support the facilities operations and maintenance.
- Make every effort possible but no tax increases
- I would not want to see property taxes increased but would be willing to pay more per program/rental offered at the facility.
- With the current money that is allocated to the Park District, it might be a tough sell to propose a tax increase to fund new construction.
- If it means an increase in property taxes, my level of support would decrease.
- The fees for all memberships, teams and events should be set high enough to pay for operations. It would not be fair to the elderly and those without children to raise property taxes to fund this facility. Issue bonds if funds are needed, but in looking at the financial statements of Elmhurst, it might make sense to use funds on hand which are probably earning little interest.
- It's worth it if it enriches the lives of the people in the community
- Negative. I do not want to see more precious open green space built upon. Any indoor space is serving the few at the cost to the many.
- Willing to pay a small amount through property taxes but like EPD classes, should be paid for by user fees.
- Do not increase property tax
- If you want stuff you have to pay. Even if you don't necessary use it, like some people not having school children, it is a cost of a nice city.
- Wonderful!
- The Courts are thriving with these mechanisms. This despite the increase of workout facilities that have recently opened in Elmhurst and surrounding environs.
- Would need to look at the options.
- Teams would travel to use these facilities. They would pay a significant amount of money (we do that in other towns now).
- I do not want any of my tax dollars going for any indoor sports facility! Not one dime. Let the people who use it pay for it. Elmhurst has lots of parks and recreation facilities already. I do not want any public lands used for such a facility.
- There should be no issue if the two political parties have the same agenda interests. PD & town political committee.
- Don't have tournament rental fees-one of my biggest complaints about the Oak Brook park district courts is that although they have three full sized courts, they routinely rent them all out thus significantly limiting being able to play basketball unless you join a league. I'd be fine with tax increase or a user fee because I feel that if you are joining to use the courts then you should pay, too.
• I know that Max McCook started as a private enterprise and could not achieve profitability as a stand-alone entity. The facility would need to be supported by the community in some financial way (taxes) - in addition to fee based usage.

• Property taxes are already way too high in Elmhurst. Just last night I was told a street of 6 (six) families all are up for sale because they cannot take it anymore. We do not want to see good families with long ties to Elmhurst leave our city to be replaced by rich Hinsdale like folks. That's why god created Hinsdale let the very rich live there but keep some balance here in Elmhurst. I find myself wondering why Elmhurst taxes are so high when I drive on St. Charles street and the Sandburg middle school has falling off letters for over 1 1/2 years. What is happening to all this tax increase?

• property taxes very high so I do not support increase. courts plus supported by user fees and that works well.

• Elmhurst residents should be able to use this facility without charge. Teams that are for profit should pay for the use of the facilities in rates that must be competitive market rates. It may require a referendum to get this done.

• Would only support a real estate tax increase if Elmhurst residents had free access to the facilities. Or a minor charge. I am dismayed by the cost to residents for all areas of Courts Plus...not just the classes. The difference in cost for almost all Park District facilities. Like the swimming pools. For residents and non-residents is quite small. Our taxes are very high, and as residents we are still charged high fees for things like trash pick-up, and yard waste. While are many parks and outdoor playgrounds are free, I would like to see some free indoor spaces to take our children in the winter months.

• I think anything that provides our community with opportunities for fitness, team sports, and personal advancement is positive. It also will make us more competitive with other communities in terms of people moving into our community. We also have many kids who play sports outside of Elmhurst because of lack of useable practice space in Elmhurst.

• taxes should be last resort - user fees should be primary source of funding

• Taxes are high enough. Make it self-sustaining

• If the money is put to good use, such as updated facilities (including schools), I am in favor or contributing.

• Courts Plus seems to be self-supporting. With hockey rentals, I think an indoor sports facility with ice could do the same. Other towns in the area do it.

• Private funding and donations.

• fine

• I will support whatever is needed, but I think property taxes are already quite high.

• Need to keep up with what other suburbs offer to the community.

• I would support them.

• Willing to support a local venue to avoid travel

• Utilize a combination of municipal bond offering & private fund raising for the construction. I doubt most residents would favor a tax increase; therefore, the facility should be able to pay for ongoing operations thru team usage fees, tournament revenue, advertising fees (for signage/logos), as well as, city sales tax revenue from food, beverage (alcohol), store for clothing/sporting equipment & sale of merchandise during tournaments. I believe there are significant opportunities to host multiple tournaments (especially hockey). Lastly, seasonal usages fees from “house” teams, ongoing purchase of ice (practice & game usage) and personal usage (2 tiered systems which non-residents pay a bit more to utilize on a personal basis).

• Understand the need to fund this facility. Higher fees for use would be optimal rather than increasing property tax.

• A balanced approach should be used to fund the development - property taxes & user fees. Ongoing costs should be fully offset by user fees.

• I very much think it is a good idea for Elmhurst and could easily be supported if it was good quality. Team Elmhurst and Elmhurst FC two local soccer clubs, and the local basketball teams
would go a long way in supporting a facility. IF you got the commitment from these teams and others that would be helpful.

- Means tested user fees. I am very happy to pay user fees. In many cases, I feel that EPD fees are low relative to the value of the offering. Yet, we want to keep all activities accessible to everyone in the community. So there should be an income scale.
- There are enough teams to support the facility.
- Balanced approach
- I would avoid the tax route as much as possible. With teams in the area, the facility should be able to support itself with fees. Anything outside that should come from private donations.
- It is a good idea and probably most residents would like to see an indoor sports facility in Elmhurst. The question is location and cost
- I think the cost should go back to the users and donations. Property Taxes are very high in Elmhurst and many people will not use the facilities. Many seniors are leaving the town they raised their children in due to the increased costs.
- If well designed, rentals can generate reasonable revenue and secondary (sales) tax revenue, without putting a tax burden on people who don't use the facilities.
- Not sure
- I don't think taxes should be raised to support this type of facility. It's not fair to the people that won't use it. Pay as you go would be a good solution.
- I think that the overhead on a building with turf and fields could certainly be covered by the users - tournaments, events, birthday parties, fees, concessions.
- In favor
- I feel we are already paying a lot of taxes to the park district for not very much, where does the money go? Tournaments offset the fees of the league and not the facility. Fees to use the facility should be higher for non-Elmhurst teams and discounted for our Elmhurst teams. But there needs to be free open gym times available to all.
- Support
- people would be willing to pay a fee for an indoor soccer facility. right now we are forced to go to hillside, Melrose park, Westmont, Glendale heights, etc.
- Good
- Those that use it should pay for it including getting local sponsors
- Property taxes should NOT be increased for this purpose.
- Would be very interested and seek out information when proposals are presented by the park district.
- Since Elmhurst has great park districts programs and facilities, I’d prefer the costs to be paid for by users of the specific facilities.
- The adults in my family aren't going to vote for any property tax increase that doesn't benefit schools
- Corporate sponsorships, facility rentals, taxes, etc....
- I think that Elmhurst residents would be willing to spend money to belong to an indoor facility that is a one stop shop for working out, sports, etc. Tournament fees are also expected by the families that participate in travel sports.
- I am not a fan of property tax increases. Would be a proponent of users and businesses supporting the development and operations of new facility.
- I'm in favor of greater indoor sporting options
- I believe space and location is the biggest barrier to a new indoor sports facility.
- I don't support the tournament fees since relying on tournaments to fund the facility only limits the access for members. Oak Brook has a huge problem with this in that their Basketball court are commonly rented out to groups so there is usually only 1 available. User fees for members should support the facility. The new facility should be an update to Courts Plus and you will already have a large base of users.
- Should be self-supporting with user fees and/or tax breaks to the operator.
- User fees only.
- It is a great idea.
• None at this time.
• I think a lot of the costs could be paid by user fees, party rental fees, etc.
• I don't think a new facility would be worth a tax increase with current options nearby.
• we have 44,000 residents in Elmhurst and tons of sports, including many travel leagues. We should have an indoor facility - so many other neighboring towns do, including Bensenville, Oakbrook, Glen Ellyn, etc. How do they pay for their indoor facilities?
• Get it done Elmhurst! Lose some of the baseball/soccer fields!
• I believe that whatever mechanisms are needed to have the sports facility should be used. Obviously within reason, but I think a facility like this will be a great asset to the growth of the city of Elmhurst.
• I am against this project, because we have facilities in Elmhurst which should be utilized to their fullest capability. Focus should be on keeping a little green space in Elmhurst, allowing for greater ease of traffic flow through our community.
• I fully support a new indoor sports facility, especially one with an indoor track larger than the one at Courts plus and a full-size gymnasium. I feel that the cost of such a facility should be privately raised by the Park District and not put upon the taxpayers.
• I'll support anything except I INCREASED TAXES fees and tournament revenue if managed correctly should be all we need.
• There are sufficient revenue streams available to support the facility through user fees and costs.
• A facility with two sheets of ice would attract hockey tournaments where players come from all over the country. These tournaments range from 3-5 days usually over weekends-All year round. The revenue from hotels and restaurant use would be enormous. The shops in town would benefit as well. These revenues should be a large factor when deciding what type of facility to build. The economic benefit to Elmhurst as a whole would be significant from these hockey tournaments. Thank you.
• marketing to adult leagues in and outside of Elmhurst will help support the facility. In addition, private organizations such as catholic schools could use the facility for their organized sporting events. Of course birthday and other private parties could contribute.
• I think it would be good.
• I think it's great.
• A positive attribute for our town and the development of our kids. Plus, this type of facility could be a great place for middle school/high school students to hang out at, since we are lacking in that area!
• Stop trying to dream up ways to spend money!
• None.
• I think renting unused space is good. Many of our outdoor sports are delayed due to weather conditions so the space could be used for softball/baseball practice (catching and fielding) DuPage training academy has a nice indoor space you could take a look at that for ideas.
• User fee and self-sufficient only. If there is such a need, then why hasn't a private entity decided to build and fund?
• The new indoor sports facility should be financed by those who frequent the venue as well as through rental and tournament revenues. Property taxes should absolutely not be considered as a potential revenue source for a new indoor sports facility.
• I support them.
• People who don't use it, they should not pay for it.
• Suggest that an indoor pool - waterpark type facility be considered with slides/splash area etc. none.
• Rentals to outside organizations! Teams that will utilize and play in leagues. Hold major competitions to being in revenue.
• I hesitant to say yes to property tax just because the state is such a mess and wondering what will happen with school funding and we will be asked to increase property taxes to make up our potential loss of state income for the schools. If you use it, you should pay.
• not needed.
• NA
• fine
• Those that use the facilities should be the ones paying for the facilities.
• It would not be fair to raise property taxes to everyone given that not everyone would plan to use this. You should be able to offer the space to both basketball, baseball, and soccer teams (including travel) to help pay for this.
• they should not raise taxes to pay for it. it should be paid for by the users
• Not for it
• great- anyway to bring in supporting revenue without increases taxes is a great idea.
• With the current climate in the state of Illinois, I do not think Elmhurst taxpayers will be favorable to a property tax increase to support a new indoor sports facility.
• N/a
• I think a combination of all three should be considered.
• Users should pay the fees to use the facility. It should be self-sustaining from these fees, and the inclusion of various components should be based on that consideration.
• I think that a new facility would improve the entire community so raising taxes slightly would be acceptable. Additionally, charging a nominal user fee such as an annual membership makes complete sense, similar to the pool pass for the summer.
• Please do not raise my taxes to do this.
• None
• Fine
• Elmhurst in general has money and families. Team sports that kids and adults would play could help support funding.
• Do not raise our taxes. I'm fine using other communities' centers.
• no property tax increase
• It would depend on the amounts.
• Most surrounding suburbs have facilities
• Indoor facilities should accommodate many different types of activities.
• Everything that's constructed needs to be a multi-purpose (track, soccer, rugby, football, lacrosse etc.), playground, kid's/family birthday party rental, a 24/7 teen center with constructive alternatives (movies, food/snacks, games, internet, etc.). But to truly be a community spot it needs to have flexible hours, host events (5k/10 runs, tournaments, karate dojo, 24/7 gym), even better if community volunteer events (i.e. spring clean-up, teen center events, etc.).
• I do not support this in any way. What we have is fine. We do not need to spend any money on this.
• Should be self-supporting - no tax dollars
• I would think it would mainly be financed by user fees but I would not exclude advertising and naming rights as sources of revenue similar to professional sports facilities
• Please present options for financing to the community, open forums would be useful.
• Property taxes should be utilized minimally as there will be a pushback from the part of the community which would not use this type of facility and is against the growth that is being seen. Dependence on this kind of funding will only stall its development. Private funding or ownership might be the best method to go with. Tax breaks and resident discounts/use preference would be this would be a huge benefit to the community.
• Users should pay for the facility and it should be folded into cost of programs. The entire community shouldn't be expected to foot the bill if they will never use them. And a higher fee should apply to out of Elmhurst users because they are outside of the community and these are community based facilities.
• Every other community has it. Glenn Ellyn, Westmont, La Grange, Bensenville. We need indoor space to stay viable and promote our own leagues and clubs.
• Having indoor sports facilities draws people to Elmhurst, and they will likely spend additional money while here.
• Where is the location of the new facility? Will it be centrally located for all of Elmhurst?
none

Taxes are already high - supporting Courts Plus along with their membership fees. New facility should be self-sustaining with user fees

Donations

You need to break even. Period. If you can generate even slight revenue profit, it's a bonus. The goal is generating value to residents and keep tax dollars in town. You cannot increase property taxes again after the increase in 2016.

None

I think user fees would make the most sense as forcing people to pay higher taxes for facilities they may not use or want does not seem fair

Don't do it. Libertyville built a facility and it was a disaster. The time has passed when public entities should be expanding like this. Our elected officials should be paying close attention to trends.

Shouldn't be basically self-funded with minor help from property taxes

Don't have much thought on that part of it.

Charge more to people coming from other areas

I think it would be amazing for the community because there will be people who want to exercise or train or basically get better at any sport they are doing, and especially for kids or teens that want to practice their sports like me no matter what condition the weather would be outside.

Taxes cannot go any higher. Space needs to be affordable or don't build. Team sports cost so much as it is that if the prices are higher many kids will not be able to play.

I am not in favor of a new indoor sports facility. Instead, performing arts venue can be sustained by user fees, plus the added admission prices paid by spectators coming to quality performances. I would be in favor of increase taxes to sustain a performing arts venue because it would add a new dimension and value to our city.

Tournaments. Adult retreats

It must not be an ongoing tax burden for the residents. A sound plans for funding initially as well as ongoing as it needs to become self-sustaining without a large increase in taxes.

I understand that good facilities cost money, and that Elmhurst residents will need to pay for them one way or another. I would appreciate if the Park District can offer the residents an alternatives analysis on how to pay for the capital and operational expenditures. If funded completely by a raise in property taxes, can you tell us how much that will be? If funded completely by user fees, can you tell us how much admission and league fees will be? If funded by both, can you tell us what that will be?

a fund from these collections should be established from the beginning to support up keep and maintenance so that it does not become out dated and run down too quickly

With how high our property taxes are already in Elmhurst, to raise them further would be ludicrous and we would absolutely be against it if that was the way this was to be funded. If you can charge people to use the Courts, they can charge people to use this new facility but then allow full access to everything. People expect to pay fees for their kids sports.

Park District funds- they have the opportunity to use our tax money in a more equitable way. They have the financial means.

Again, the high school is over used with outside rentals and are charged minimally for the space. School events should take priority without the concern of working around many rentals. The attitude in the community seems that the high school owes them something because they pay taxes.

My property taxes went up 60% this year with no increase in services so I can't support a tax increase to pay for this or I will not be able to afford living in Elmhurst any more. I would pay to use the facilities as needed though.

My property taxes just went up 40% so I cannot afford another increase. Fees from usage.

Fees should be commensurate with the level/type of facilities provided, their upkeep and should largely (if not entirely) paid for by users of the facilities (both residents and non-residents)
Q16: What other thoughts or suggestions do you have regarding potential new indoor sports facilities in Elmhurst? **(OPEN ENDED)**

- Make it available to as many people as possible. Do not let one group (for example - team Elmhurst) monopolize the field times.
- Elmhurst is growing with so many young families. Let's keep them happy, active and spending time/money in our town!
- Please make it big enough to accommodate demand. If it's cramped, people won't go.
- Don't build them.
- We are overdue for this.
- I would like to see the facility also contain a restaurant/bar as many facilities in our area have these amenities and they are popular for parties, family gatherings and social activities.
- other matters should be of greater priority
- Just get it done.
- Make this a one stop for a majority of park district kids classes and courts plus would be perfect.
- It would significantly expand what is available to Elmhurst for indoor athletics and other physical activity.
- It should be built in the industrial park. Elmhurst has many sporting programs that could benefit from such a facility. I am a high school basketball and lacrosse referee, so I do the interest in these sports.
- The page asking for # of household by age is missing the 35-44 age range. I listed the 2 adults in our household as 25-34, since there was no place for me to indicate that we are 35-40.
- It would be great if the indoor facility offered a play space for younger children - similar to Forest the Fox's Playhouse in Westchester and Jumps and Jiggles at the Elk Grove Park District. Since the punch card open play option was taken away at the Wagner Center, this would be a great way for children to burn off some energy during the long winter/cold months. Parents of younger children are asking for something like this in Elmhurst, so I feel like it would be widely accepted!
- None
- Allowing club teams to use this facility for practice and games.
- The sooner the better. There is space in this town for a facility like this.
- If you are going to move on this, do it before someone else enters the marketplace and does it themselves.
- Indoor swimming pool for swim lessons.
- Do it soon and do it correctly.
- I think an indoor pool would be huge as well as exercise and sports equipment. If there was some sort of supervised kid's area it would be even more valuable as parents can get a workout as kids also have fun. Love the idea!
- If the facility has an indoor ice rink, I would like to see two ice surfaces, with one being an NHL rink and the other being either a second NHL rink or a "studio" rink. They can be resurfaced on an alternating schedule so there isn't any down-time inherent in the setup, and it would help service a wider range of users.
- Love the idea! Want to see it happen. If/when it happens let's build this thing right with all the necessary amenities.
- Don't forget the north side is part of Elmhurst.
- Bigger walking / running track than the Courts has.
- Elmhurst is lacking greatly in this area! Definitely needed!
- senior classes
- There's likely a better use of space.
- Rental to Lil Kickers, similar to McCook Sports Center.
- None.
• None
• We need indoor volleyball space to compete with clubs in the far west and southern suburbs. There is not much option here.
• Support
• Another option would be to encourage participation from external companies to come into the Elmhurst area by offering incentives or perks such as reduced rent etc. That would alleviate some of the cost on the city, while still offering the facilities to Elmhurst and its residents.
• Small Indoor track is needed.
• Thank you for exploring this.
• Don't build another Odeum, or Edge, or even Courts. They exist already and I don't believe a city government is prepared or designed to compete with other cities (or themselves) for revenues from a facility like this. The city needs a plan that will be unique enough to draw an adequate customer base, and sustain itself financially, and have daily use qualities for the residents, and not screw up a neighborhood (i.e.: traffic, parking, noise, waste, etc.). It would be a mistake to move forward on a plan of this magnitude without meeting all of those criteria.
• Use Flood areas to build over or Commercial Areas that have gone deserted. Do not use prime Commercial Sales Income areas or Family residential areas. Make this thing pay for itself in ten years or make the planners of this thing pay for it themselves. If our leaders do not have the guts to pledge that they will cover losses themselves, then no deal. Check with Oakbrook, Bensenville, Naperville and find out their experiences good / bad. Tell us the Truth about these Cities and their experiences doing this type of project. And if we do it, get a builder that puts sprinkling Systems in the Plans/ budget!
• Could offer sports leagues at the facility.
• Build once! Large enough building so additions are not needed!
• None at this time
• Please do not forget your seniors. We don't offer much in comparison to other communities
• Please do it. These kids need something to do besides hang out in front of a fountain
• We need an indoor ice rink more than anything else
• Really interested in a big indoor track to use for running/walking in the winter. Suspended track to more efficiently utilize space would be good.
• Elmhurst has a terrific park district that offers so much! It's one of the reasons we choose to live here. But an in-town sportsplex facility sounds amazing. Out family would be all for it!!
• I think it's a great idea and a much needed thing, if we have the space we should have it. It would be positive for the community by elevating us and making us equal to surrounding suburbs that have facilities like this. it will bring others to the area through events and tournaments which will generate revenue and most of all benefit to the athletes in the community who most certainly would use it.
• Need to rally support from local travel sports leagues - TESC (Team Elmhurst), Airborne, etc., would support this and they have huge representation amongst the families of Elmhurst.
• Let's do it soon before my kids are too old to use it.
• Our city is such a great place to live with so much to offer. The indoor sports facilities should reflect that. The way they currently are they represent a town that does not care about its community and keeping it current and 'higher end' so to speak, which I feel is not accurate for the reality of Elmhurst.
• Make sure it's in the right location and the key is to hire someone who has vast experience in managing it and developing/marketing the programs. It will more than pay for itself along with profit if it is managed and maintained correctly.
• Get a Westmont Yard, Naperville Yard type of place.
• We don't need it.
• Do it right. Don't skimp. Make something big and beautiful for our community.
• Consider indoor space for non-sports activities. Indoor parks, general play areas for younger families during the winter. Children's museums, kid's cafes in Chicago, jump zones, trampoline parks etc. are all packed in the winter, but nothing like that exists for Elmhurst residents with small children. A pay to play kids general play space where parents could sit/watch would be
heavily used by younger families. Young children under 6 benefit more from general play than from specific sports.

- We need more space that is up to date
- Finding a suitable location is first; incorporating portions of the facility for seniors;
- Would love to see this especially on the south end of Elmhurst. It seems that whenever we do participate in sports in Elmhurst we are driving to the north end of town for everything! A building like this would be a great addition to Eldridge park.
- I don't want to see a tax increase for something like this.
- We need to stop driving to other towns to use their facilities and paying out of district fees to other towns. I would rather spend my money in Elmhurst. Let's get this plan moving so others come to our town and pay fees to use our facilities. Let me know how I can help.
- A survey should be passed out to the kids and parents of local schools to raise awareness of this idea.
- Please bring a nice indoor sports facility to Elmhurst!!
- In my opinion, if you're not building an ice rink, don't build anything at all. If you do build an ice rink, build the nicest one in a 10-mile radius so you pull the overpopulated hockey communities in for a nice rink and locker rooms. Addison Ice Rink has a bar/restaurant and they make a ton of money while parents sit at ice rinks for several hours a week they can grab a bite to eat and a beer with other parents.
- Ample parking
- They'd bring people to our town and spend money on shopping, food, and hotels.
- No need for an indoor sports complex. Please be clear in future communications as to what the Elmhurst Park District is hoping to build, an indoor sports facility or indoor sports complex (Courts Plus has insufficient parking at the facility especially when the nearby baseball field is in use and their member rates need to be competitive with the other nearby exercise facilities). The Elmhurst Parks Department hopefully can better define what they hope to build after the "sports research company" conducts their study. If Elmhurst hopes to compete with the Rosemont facility…we should STOP now.
- Find great warehouse space in north Elmhurst
- Any consideration to a private/public ownership?
- Let's do it!!
- it is needed
- Other income could be derived from leasing the space to other organizations such as the bulbs Sox academy etc.
- Need one
- Many of these other facilities also have a restaurant/bar area - this will pull in the adult sports crowd and generate additional revenue.
- The city needs more indoor athletic space. Sharing space from local schools is not an easy option for many groups.
- Could help defray some cost with integral business income. Training area, restaurant/ bar, etc. get creative.
- I think that it would be a huge benefit for Elmhurst. it would drive additional revenue into the community and would allow residents a convenient place that would keep the revenue local. We pay a lot of money to use the other facilities- I would rather pay for a place here in Elmhurst.
- It should be potential. Let's quit focusing on golf and tennis and start focusing on creating opportunities for the 50,000 residents and their children to be able to participate in athletics during The fall winter and spring
- I cannot think of any down side.
- If you include an ice arena in it, please include at least 2 sheets of ice as 1 sheet will not draw tournament use. Tournaments would be a way to make money.
- Get it done. It will be a net positive for the community in the long run just like the new library
- I think new facility would be great as getting ice time in area is tough. I think there should be a great concession stand as well which can support itself with sales. That is always a huge
positive in other towns' facilities. Indoor turf would be awesome for baseball and soccer events through the park district as well. Lastly, I'm not sure if a park district facility could sell alcohol, but many of the good ice rinks have upstairs restaurants with viewing of ice and facilities (Seven Bridges) which is great.

- Ice time needs to be a priority given the popularity of youth hockey. Additionally, an indoor facility would give our children an opportunity to exercise throughout the long winters. The health of us should be taken into consideration.
- Ice rinks
- Facility should have locker rooms and a restaurant.
- We need one (especially with a few ice skating rinks). Elmhurst is a hockey town.
- Look at how Canlan runs their rinks & tournaments. They are printing money every weekend. We need the facility & it could be very profitable for Elmhurst if it is done right
- Consider having a private developer and giving tax incentives and offer expedited process to support development. I've talked with local developers who all complain about how much red tape there is to do development in Elmhurst.
- Na
- This is a hockey crazed town - period. Ask around about how to fund the rink portion on an annual basis . . . including the summer months. Plenty of good ideas floating around. Please Build the rinks!
- Thank you for asking and we would recommend moving ahead with urgency, as our children are growing fast! Good luck!
- Given growth of hockey in the area we should support this. Economic activity is going to benefit other cities where we could benefit. As opposed to other models (inside turf, gymnastics, pool) an indoor ice rink could be completely or largely self-supporting
- Double Surface Ice rink.
- I think it would be a great addition to the Elmhurst Park District to keep it a regional leader.
- I would hope that this process isn't going to drag on and on and on. If this study shows that this facility is a necessity and there would be enough operating income to support it then please move quickly to make it happen.
- Don't do anything halfway just to try to get something done. To be truly successful, the facilities need to be of high quality and with desirable amenities - snack bar, fun water features, etc.
- No other thoughts
- Put it at berens
- Look at these facilities. Oak Park ice hockey, Dyer IN Ice hockey gymnastics, Addison ice arena, Westmont Yards.
- please do this ;)
- Build a facility that has at least one soccer field, ice rink, basketball court and turf field for other sports (i.e. lacrosse, football).
- no ideas at the moment
- I hope it gets built soon!!
- Let's do it!
- I would be supportive of an indoor ice rink with other facilities.
- Make sure it has a great restaurant and bar. Adults will spend money there if it's set up properly. Keeping a strong entertainment element there will bring families in sooner and make them want to stay later. If not allow restaurants on the same grounds to allow for them at revenue. So many people want to go out to eat and celebrate after games and practices. Make it welcoming and keep the money spent there.
- This survey will hopefully be a good source of information, but the real research would be to speak with the facilities within a 30-mile radius. The Wight Company just built a new facility in Naperville. This is a reputable builder that has assisted with the expansion of Elmhurst Schools. The businesses of Elmhurst would benefit from residents staying in town when making purchases and receive more business from people outside of Elmhurst traveling to the
Elmhurst sports complex. Edwards Hospital is a newer partner of the Romeoville Sports Complex. Why not in Elmhurst too?

- Thank you for doing this research! I am really looking forward to a new facility!
- Make sure you incorporate programming ideas for all ages, not just school age kids. For example - pickle ball courts would be very attractive for the 50+ crowd.
- This would be a great addition to our community
- I would suggest that there be an area included in the design for parents coming straight from work to finish their work day in a quiet area (i.e. a small business center.) Also, it should include something for the siblings of the athletes taking advantage of this facility. I know this is counter to youth sports, but having a bar in a facility like this would bring in revenue. There should be food (not just hot dogs/nachos) that would keep people in the facility and spending their money there, rather than leaving and going outside. Members/users should not feel that they're settling for less if they have to eat while youth activities are in progress. Fees should be cheap enough to encourage membership/usage, but not so cheap as diminish the value that a new facility like this deserves.
- More than likely, the largest single sport, financially, is hockey clubs. Elmhurst has the Blues and the Chiefs both based out of Elmhurst, without a rink. Poll them to see how much they spend annually. We have lots of revenue leaving town, daily.
- Sooner the better
- As stated earlier, I strongly support the idea of building an indoor sports facility that includes ice rinks. I feel that Elmhurst lacks such a venue, and this leaves many of our athletes without local facilities to pursue their sport. To be honest, however, if a facility were to be considered that did NOT include indoor ice rinks, I would not be as supportive of the project as I feel that Elmhurst has two good facilities now for aquatics, basketball, indoor racquet sports and overall fitness programs.
- Gyms for basketball, etc.; indoor turf for soccer; indoor pool for swimming; indoor arena for hockey, skating.
- Indoor tennis courts are another possible use for an indoor sports facility
- Because of our central location to the Chicagoland area, I imagine we would have a lot of other communities that would want to utilize this facility and would participate in various tournaments and events.
- As I have implied in most of my previous answers, I would love an ice rink in Elmhurst.
- We don't need it right now. There are far too many city resources being tied up in projects right now. Get the storm water problem fixed first. I am tired of dealing with a flooded basement every time there is a storm.
- I think it would be a great thing for the Elmhurst community.
- Elmhurst NEEDS an indoor sports facility!
- Would love indoor water park facility similar to Oak Brook Park District, Schaumburg, etc. We have utilized Oak Brook for indoor swim lessons as well.
- In a dream land, the pool would be 50m x 25m wide with stadium seating and a separate diving well and warm up pool.
- An indoor facility would be great for Elmhurst. An indoor "play yard" like Vestment Yards, an indoor/outdoor pool like Oakbrook that could be rented for parties.
- Additional revenue can be had by either hosting basketball/volleyball/indoor soccer tournaments. Concessions would be a money generator in addition to team fees/admissions. In the event the staff is not available to run these there are organizations that rent facilities and then host the tournaments (One Day Shootouts/Hoop Mountain).
- It I sorely needed. Collaborate as needed with external business as well as school district.
- Pool please
- Do it!!!!
- The sooner the better!
- Include facilities such as a playground or other structure that might encourage folks to rent out the facility for birthday parties or school events.
- None
• none
• Most of our indoor park facilities are older. I think a new sports facility would be a big draw -- a gymnastics facility, an ice rink, an indoor aquatic center, even an indoor playground would be a big draw. And if you staff it with professional instructors (which you can attract with a state-of-the-art facility), you will get everyone, from serious young athletes looking for training to kids wanting fun birthday parties. You can attract area sports teams and families.
• Just a coffee or snack shop for on the go parents. I’ve thought Elmhurst should’ve had one since my son turned 2, he's 7 now.
• Replace Wagner community center with a larger modern community center that includes a gym, dance studios, an indoor pool, and an ice rink. Share parking with Berens park.
• The sooner the better!!!!! We have 3 indoor pools already, not sure another is needed. TURF fields and gymnasium space is NEEDED in this town!!!!!
• Let's get it done!
• I just hope that the park district has seen and taken a look at the complexes in other towns and realize Elmhurst is way behind. Ackerman Center in Glen Ellyn, Schaumburg, Carol Stream, The Max.
• I would love to pay for services in my own city before I pay for services outside of Elmhurst
• Build it on the North side.
• I think a new ice rink would be very positive the current and future hockey teams
• Do it, you will not regret it! Look at Naperville!
• I’m most strongly in favor of a pool as no facility will allow use by so many age levels, a led and disabled and both sexes.
• Have programs for all ages - infants through elderly. Offer indoor play area for young children.
• This would be a great addition to our town. It will provide jobs for residents/youth. It will bring business into town. I currently spend a lot of money in other towns shopping/eating between games. It would be a huge benefit to our community.
• It will be a great benefit to the community.
• Epd is great. I need more info
• Location should be 1) easily accessible (to minimize impact of increased traffic) and 2) in close proximity to complementary Elmhurst businesses (primarily restaurants, retail, and possibly hotels).
• I definitely think it would be a benefit to our community to have a facility for indoors sports.
• Water park and ice rinks would be nice for now
• It will take vision to make this happen but it should be a park district priority. We need some new vision and long range goals
• Would be excited if they could get it on this ASAP :-)
• Indoor turf like Westmont yard with open play time and indoor play equipment would be great
• Let's get this done.
• Make sure it incorporates rain gardens, green roof, and pervious parking surfaces if you do it. This should reduce the impact on the Elmhurst sewer systems.
• I am opposed to such a waste of our resources
• A pool would be nice.
• Lots of revenue being lost to other communities because of our lack of a decent indoor facility. Every single time I take my kids to the above mentioned facilities we meet multiple Elmhurst families there!
• I would love to see it. Courts plus is too high
• Make sure kids in middle school and younger can take advantage of it too. Not only something that he kids or adults would take over
• Our facilities are so dumpy compared to others nearby. With the recent increases in property tax assessments, we should get dance studios and gyms for our money.
• Good idea.
• Flood issues before indoor sports place.
• No! Balance! Do something for the arts! Yikes! This idea really scares me.
• Use seniors don't want to pay more $$$ to the city, park district for something we probably will never use.
• A new facility would be a great asset to Elmhurst.
• Two sheets of ice and plenty of parking.
• I was a member of the Citizens Advisory Board to the Courts back when it first started. There was talk of adding more tennis courts to the six already in place. It was decided not to proceed with that idea, which proved to be the best move. The Park District needs to be sure there is a TRUE need for an additional indoor facility.
• Indoor tennis that has USTA leagues in the evenings or weekends. All based towards day time attendees.
• hope we start building soon so my kids can get some use from them!
• Join with the ymca and add on to their property also. Join with district 205 and enhance schools that will also support epd.
• We need it.
• do not do it Elmhurst has other needs flooding and the park district cannot do what it should now and they are not a cooperative group to deal with
• An indoor walking track
• During basketball season it is impossible to get a full court for kids to practice. Often we have to travel outside of Elmhurst for games because there are no courts available. Also Wagner no longer has many hours for open gym because they are full for classes. We need a gym on the south side of town.
• Would be wonderful.
• I have been in support of this for many years and it would be incredible to have one in Elmhurst!!! All for it.
• I know so many people, myself included, who travel to surrounding towns to use their facilities, I think a facility in Elmhurst would be very popular and heavily used.
• Make it affordable for the community that can hopefully be self-sustaining once it's up and running.
• Make sure there is a food and beverage component (restaurant) to it. It gets people to stay in the facility instead of going out to eat.
• I would also include a climbing wall!
• this project should start immediately to get Elmhurst on par with surrounding communities. don't take 5 years to make a decision on this!
• I hope this is thoroughly studied. Seems like it is not needed given all the other athletic facilities and businesses in Elmhurst and surrounding areas.
• make sure there are a variety of opportunities for all ages and genders and not one particular group "holds" control so to speak
• Put it where the moving company is on York Rd. The city should buy that property.
• We have too many other issues, like flooding, to even consider this.
• I think an indoor sports facility could be a good addition for Elmhurst if a private enterprise undertakes it or a 501C3 Foundation does. However, I do not believe that all of the tax payers in Elmhurst should fund such an endeavor, when only a small percentage of the population will utilize the facilities. I realize all tax payers fund schools and parks which are not used by everyone. However, I believe we all recognize that both are vital, while I don't believe the same can be said for an indoor sports facility.
• Know that energy costs are extremely high with ice facilities. Summer is a killer, unless you have a viable team in house. The same applies to go a good figure skating club. With the European Nations, they practice here as it’s cheaper.
• It is unlikely that the District would make any decision timely enough for our families use of this proposed new facility, but the current gymnastics program and its future participants it it's recreational and team programs would benefit greatly. Possible future programs (hockey, figure skating, aquatics, water polo, diving, figure skating, Cheer, Co-Ed Cheer) could be an exciting addition to the park district and the community.
• I think it would be highly utilized
already given
Facility needs to support greatest majority of the ambitions and desires of stakeholders and/or potential users.
project would be desirable to meet Elmhurst resident’s needs
Give Elmhurst residence and groups first choice of use/rental over outside groups that are not associated with the town.
Bring all of the current sports organizations in Elmhurst together for further discussion and ideas (Elmhurst Chiefs, Elmhurst Sports, AYSO, Elmhurst Airborne, Access Sports, Elmhurst Baseball Leagues, Elmhurst Youth Baseball, Elmhurst Lax, etc.
You need the support of people who reside in the community.
Not a big fan of the ideas.
I’m glad this is being considered.
I would want the facility to be located as close to the center of Elmhurst as possible. This would limit users from going to the facility for tournaments, practices, etc., and then taking their dollars to shop and eat in neighboring communities. This happens at the McCook facility specifically. Users take their dollars to nearby La Grange to shop/eat.
Look at the neighboring competition on the national and regional associations of those sports, and see if there is a void.
I want to ad over for the Elmhurst YMCA and make sure they have a seat at the decision table! Youth sports history there especially for ice hockey which impacts all levels including the NHL and has been the start for NHL Hall of Fame players. They should be stakeholders/partners in the process please!
I think it will be great, and long overdue
An indoor velodrome would draw cyclists from all over the Midwest. I know it sounds like a niche feature, but if you are building a whole new facility, put an indoor track around it. It will get rented frequently
There are tons of sports in this community. Additional practice facilities, as well as a "home" for the gymnastics team (where meets could be held) and other teams, would be a valued asset
Our family strongly supports this initiative!
Would be a great investment for Elmhurst and will bring a lot more people to town of sporting events.
There is so many kids and organizations that can use it as well as getting people out of renting York high school their facilities and equipment take such a beating from other teams and organizations renting it.
Make it happen! :-) 
Weightlifting, strength training, volleyball, yoga
Pool is great
It’s a must.
If you find there is demand for an indoor facility, please preserve our existing outdoor parks and fields. Locate the facility away from residential areas, put it in an industrial area instead. And, no new taxes!
This is not necessary and will only raise taxes in the community.
It should have been built 20 years ago.
Build it and they will come. Elmhurst has close access to highways, the airport and the Loop via Metra. There must be aggressive salesmanship involved in the project.
Ensure wherever it is built does not make flooding worse.
Indoor roller rink
I think it would be a great addition to the community if done right
go team! let’s bring business to Elmhurst!
Build it and they will come... But you have to offer more than a workout facility. How many of those do we already have in town
Something for the whole family, kid’s workout areas included in membership, lots of basketball courts, indoor leagues for adults, outdoor pool for summer use.
Not needed!

Definitely dance studios that dancers can rent out for an hour or two to practice!

Where would it be?

I think they really are a great idea and many people would use them

For the turf fields, they should be compatible for sports like baseball, soccer, and definitely lacrosse

don't cheap out

Great idea. However, if you could out it closer to Bryan Middle school. That would be great

Tennis and basketball courts

Any new facility should be thoughtfully sited. Considerations should include how it could drive businesses to occupy existing vacant commercial space, be walkable for a large number of potential facility users, and limit the impact on traffic to the area.

Give more detail on possible locations for honest answers.

If you proceed this route, please make sure you have plenty of parking!

Will be interesting to know what locations are available for a facility such as this within Elmhurst. Location and costs may really matter as to how much use it gets, particularly during weekdays.

I'm a definite proponent and feel the need has been there for years. I'm actually surprised our town doesn't already have one. I would like to think Elmhurst is more progressive and in tune with the community's needs.

Necessary

I like the suggestions that were brought up in this survey.

Indoor pool, better tennis courts are a must!

Hope to bring it close to downtown area - not too far north

It's an awesome idea that should also include a state of restaurant / coffee / smoothie stations. Rock climbing area, pool, slides, bounce area - racket ball courts, basketball courts, football fields. Make it the envy of the surrounding communities and a money generating destination for the park district and the shops and resultants within Elmhurst. If you build a desirable destination - people will come and send money. Would love to see the park district actual be run like the employees own it and need to be relevant with services and amenities to stay in business - not like status quo (who cares - taxes dollars keep coming in). Maybe we could lower taxes because we build an awesome infrastructure that others outside our community flock to these amenities and their $$ support our community.

Make it nice and something we can use for decades to come.

I think we already have a decent amount of athletic facilities. I think the best thing for Elmhurst would be to create something in a category we don't already have: a performing arts center.

Please read this, and if I need more info, I'll tell you

What about joining forces with neighboring suburbs?

day care center, possible weight training facility, or even outside vendors supplying services.......chiropractors, trainers, health foods being connected to the facility. This facility should be built on the North side of town Berens park area, on Grand Ave in one of the old car dealers, or even next to Elmhurst Hospital.

It is not needed. Epd cannot keep up with facilities already in place.

They are greatly needed

We want dance studios. Our daughters deserve a larger studio.

Tennis please!

We need this to be competitive with other towns

Please pursue this. Many people are looking for this and it will make our town more appealing!

Explore a partnership with Elmhurst College of they would benefit from the same facilities.

We have a large community yet we have no sports facilities. Smaller communities have great facilities that Elmhurst residents use. We need to flip that it would be good for Elmhurst and its economic success.

I really hope that I would be able to spend my money in Elmhurst versus surrounding areas.
• If there is evidence that it would be used and is needed we would support it, even if that means tax increases and so on. I just don't want to see a vacant building taking up park or other land as a money pit unused.
• forget it. Move to Texas.
• Letting current Elmhurst resident be involved in decision.
• Elmhurst is lagging behind other suburbs. It would be exciting to get a new sports center in town.
• Discuss interest in the facility with the York Dukes and Elmhurst Chiefs hockey clubs. You will find strong support for any project including ice along with an interest in making the facility both player and fan friendly.
• As I said before.... We need a draw to this town. Hockey, soccer and lacrosse are big indoor sports. You will not lose if you build this facility and it is done right.
• need indoor soccer.
• I want to be able to take my kids somewhere for little to no money because my tax dollars are supporting it. I don't want to pay higher taxes and then have to spend a fortune using the facility. The point is for the community to have somewhere to go and play that is just a part of the community and a benefit to living in this town. Team sports and organizations can rent space and help cover costs.
• Adding a fitness center. Offering sport specific training.
• Let's do it.
• We need one, and I am grateful to see this being discussed.
• Tear down the Wagner center, purchase the two properties to the north of it (Old Gerber collision building and vacant building to the west of Gerber) and rebuild with a state-of-the-art sports facility and parking garage with access from Lake street and West Avenue.
• No ice rink. There are plenty of ice rink options in the area. It's not needed. Thanks!
• Build indoor soccer/turf first
• This is a lurking issue among residents whose children play organized sports, and even among the parents and other adults I know who play sports. The annual battles between local clubs of different sports fighting for access to public indoor facilities are acute and usually leaves bruised feelings among residents. That is not good for the community and those residents, I believe, look at the EPD and wonder why the issue hasn't been (or isn't presently being addressed). From what I can tell, the issue has been considered and tabled in the EPD for the past decade and it is past time to address it.
• Let's make one state of the art--brings in all family consumers and good for local economy.
• indoor batting cages, indoor soccer fields, rock climbing walls.
• Need one
• If there is enough interest, I think it would be a great asset for our town.
• NA
• One of the most challenging parts of this idea may be finding a good location as most of the city is pretty much built up. That is, unless you are planning on putting it on land at one of the current parks such as Berens Park. One other location that might work well is Butterfield Park at the south end of town.
• the proposal is new to me
• Similar membership as Oakbrook Park District like resident vs non resident
• Have places for families and little kids to go while sports are happening (playground, reading room, etc.). Have a good concession area.
• I don't know enough about them or how to fund them to comment intelligently, but I would hope this would all be researched well.
• There is great demand for an indoor sports facility (basketball courts, ice sheets, swimming pool, turf, etc. that is all under the same roof) in Elmhurst. Many other suburbs have one; Elmhurst should as well. I'd rather spend my time and money in Elmhurst.
• something similar to Oakbrook park district
• Hey if Elmhurst or someone else pays for it fine I don't want to pay for it.
• Please don’t do it! We have a great town with many facilities that are available to citizens to use. High taxes are one of the top concerns year after year in the citizen survey please listen and address that concern and please do not make Elmhurst a town that only the wealthiest can afford to live in.
• I would suggest that existing park district land be used for the facility, perhaps a large expansion of Courts Plus.
• Give us a true community center, fitness, dance and sports.
• we don’t need it. park district should be trying to reduce costs not increase them.
• Our park district does such a great job at some things--but--since you have asked about sports--we are hugely lacking in the care of fields, grass, options (greatest fields are built to accommodate both soft ball, little league baseball and high school ball with movable bases and large diet base paths--we do not have any multiple use fields--no turf for baseball but two huge turf soccer/football fields) and there has been a monopoly on the use of the fields by a few key people/organizations. Clean up the fields, maintain them and charge equally--we go to other municipal fields and they are beautifully maintained and marked--and clean--it is embarrassing to have people here with the poor care of our fields. And if there is not the knowledge on how to take care of them--consider asking the 5+ leagues in town or outsourcing the education of the care
• It should have been done years ago!!! Talk to Harbor Contractors they build these facilities all the time for towns and make them a lot of revenue!!! They are building a warehouse for us now, could not be nicer people!!
• Do not take any existing green space to build a new facility. If we are concerned about flooding, then we should stop building on open lands. The old hospital development is a perfect example. The huge parking deck on Addison (which is generally half empty) and the 255 monster Hahn development don't bode well for flood control. Do not take Berens space or any open land for this thing.
• I wonder where you are planning to build the facility?
• I believe an indoor facility would be a wonderful addition to our City.
• It could help revitalize the north side, which is the only place for it. Don't take away green space for it when we have the industrial area.
• Expensive and unnecessary
• Let's get this done. It is needed. It is wanted.
• Just that it's long overdue. With the ages of our children in my household, our use wouldn't be that frequent but I still think it would be an asset to the town and wish that they had pursued this direction when they converted the community college to Wagner years ago. Good luck!
• I am not against facility. when my kids were young, we had to travel out of Elmhurst. Though idea good, I am wary of more space being built, when there is so many empty retail and other buildings around.
• This should have happened 15 years ago during the real estate boom.
• I think it's important to have a good concession and/or restaurant attached to the facility and enough parking.
• If it is built, then build it outside the downtown business district.
• Don't build it.
• Just do it right
• There are several teams in town. Again having a place for them would be better than the HS as the HS should be properly maintained as a school not a rental facility.
• Be sure to incorporate convenient open gym times so kids (mostly teens) have a place available to use.
• I think the need is for an updated fitness facility. Courts has outgrown their space and was not well planned. You can build a fitness facility that also would have a larger pool and basketball/volleyball courts.
• Tethered to existing facilities. East End Park has pool, York has much of what is needed, as does Wagner
• Talk to existing youth sports organizations to see what their needs are and what their needs are, and what they are paying outside communities for indoor space. Travel baseball, lacrosse, travel basketball, travel soccer....
• Let's do it. It's long overdue. It's a community building facility. We are in dire need of something like this.
• Just that we seem to have lots of options for individuals to “work out”, take yoga, etc., but we have fewer options for team sports, especially during the winter.
• Volleyball league, dodgeball league, golf simulators
• Enough parking is important if there are multiple events occurring. A safe drive/area to drop off/pick up people who are going to use the facility
• I have outlined my thoughts in precious questions.
• People would spend more money in our town. If we could host hockey tournaments, swim meets, etc. I’d much rather be able to do things right here!
• None
• Whoever proposed this extravagant expenditure should be removed from their position.
• I never thought about a new sports facility till this survey, haven't heard anything, but, I think it just might be what Elmhurst needs. Don't raise taxes for it though, please.
• If it does ever happen, it needs to be built large enough to accommodate the users comfortably or have the potential for expansion down the road and plenty of parking space. Thinking about the other indoor facilities I listed earlier in the survey, those are areas that seem to be an issue.
• Outdoor pool.
• Seniors enjoy the pool, gym, tennis courts and gathering to enjoy each other and work constructively to better lives of others. They are not just sitting around and playing bingo or watching presentations of “What’cha gonna do for the rest of your life". They are still a vital part of the community who exercise, learn, and give back immensely. Please if you do nothing else, work together with the Elmhurst Entities to make this a great partnership endeavor.
• We would use it to the extent that district 205, ymca, travel basketball and travel baseball use the facilities. We would also use it if Bulls Sox Academy had staff there floor private lessons. We will maintain our gym memberships at Fit RX, La Fitness, and Y even if this facility opens within 2 years. We might drop the Y membership after that once our kid is out of summer camp.
• I am confident this can work and would support efforts to see this come to fruition
• Sounds fine if there's enough need but NO tax money or incentives should fund it
• Nothing more to say. Basketball is my bias.
• none
• None
• I suggest that there is a concession stand or a restaurant that is decent.
• I think moneys would be better spent enhancing what we already have or extending the hours rather than creating a new facility.
• None
• N/A.
• Needs to be easily accessible by car so that groups from outside Elmhurst may use it to bring money into our community.
• Happy that this is coming to the table.
• If they had an indoor playground and party rooms, that could bring in more revenue and be a place for large groups to gather and enjoy it. I’ve gone to other suburbs to rent facilities like this, so my large extended family can have parties.
• Why have you waited so long?
• The placement of the facility is important. It needs to have adequate parking. We need to maximize the dollars spent. I think areas on the North have ample space for a larger facility.
• Desired and needed.
• 'd like to see more indoor tennis courts as the courts at the outs are always full. My biggest concerns re: an indoor sports facility would be 1.) location 2.) parking 3.) impact on traffic.
With the enormous new apartment buildings being constructed in town and the Berteau development, I think the city is in for some major headaches and disgruntled residents due to the parking and traffic implications. I think the site for the sports facility will have to be far away from these areas.

- While there is no hockey rink in Elmhurst, the national retail chain TOTAL HOCKEY has a retail location in Elmhurst because of the huge supply of local hockey players. I think that speaks loud to the demand for a facility for Elmhurst youth and residents to call Elmhurst their home rink. I also think it would be important to make any new building a multi-sport facility to develop well-rounded athletes and offer multiple sports/programs for youth. I do think hockey should be the focused sport of the new facility as it is the largest unmet need of Elmhurst youth. Thanks!
- A multi-purpose facility with ice, indoor turf and a pool is a great idea.
- No more basketball courts. But indoor for soccer leagues arena football etc.
- I believe it is important to provide space for sports activities that can be enjoyed by people of all ages. The use of school facilities does not offer enough space and times for use are limited.
- Move on.
- Get it going asap
- Do it
- It is needed. Hopefully it could be built adjacent to the Courts facility so common areas could be shared.
- Do we need another one? What would this one offer that The Courts doesn't from the Park District... or the Y from a community perspective?
- STOP TRYING TO STEAL LAND IN THIS TOWN BY CITY OF ELMHURST OFFICIALS. IT IS MAKING US KNOWN AS CORRUPT ELMHURST. THIS SURVEY SHOULD TELL THE PARTICIPANTS WHERE THE CITY IS ALREADY PLANNING ON BUILDING IT. THIS SURVEY IS NOT A REAL SURVEY. THIS FACILITY IS GOING TO BE BUILT AND THE EXPENSES TO PAY FOR IT ALREADY POLITICALLY CALCULATED INTO THE CORRUPT BUSINESS PRACTICES OF THE CITY OF ELMHURST OFFICIALS.
- Great idea!!
- Stop delaying, let's get to work.
- I see other towns with great facilities and then I see Elmhurst is far behind in this. We should build a state of the art facility that would be beneficial to all the age groups that make up Elmhurst.
- Make sure wherever it's located that the area can handle the increase in traffic and traffic patterns. Traffic congestion in Elmhurst has become a nightmare, especially all along York between North Ave. all the way down to Butterfield
- Prioritize resident use, make it affordable and available for extended hours and to college age kids
- Please give us dance studios- Wagner has great programs. Support them with gyms and dance studios and classrooms.
- It is long past due. Thanks!
- in conversations with other Elmhurst and non-Elmhurst residents we think this would be an awesome addition to Elmhurst and yes it would be used a lot.
- Many would love an outdoor community pool at Berens.
- Give the residents incentive to use the facilities. Also, have it available at all hours, not just for stay at home mom/dads during the daytime.
- None
- Please
- This would be great for the current kids in this community, but also future generations for the ever growing sports and teams in Elmhurst. Adult leagues could also take place here with indoor soccer, basketball, etc. Let's do this!
- You only get one chance to do it. Good smart planning is most important.
• Open space that has a flexible configuration to the extent possible. For example: Westmont Yard. Open fields concept that could be used for soccer, football, T-ball or gymnastics floor space.
• Would love for it to incorporate a teen community center.
• The Park District really needs to find a way to make this happen as Elmhurst is way behind other community’s facilities and it is really beginning to show. Wagner Center could really use a complete overhaul.
• Do it…there is demand. People with kids are moving to Elmhurst in droves. The surrounding suburbs would use the facility as well. The Edge has heavy usage year round.
• Would be ideal to incorporate a locally owned cafe/dining, coffee shop so that it could be destination for stay at home mom and dads too equipped with free Wi-Fi.
• Revisit your mission. It is NOT to provide this. You are the park district, not the indoor sports facility district. Take care of the parks!
• It needs to be a large, multiuse facility to accommodate may different sports and host tournaments. It needs high ceilings to accommodate baseball as well.
• We are opposed to such a development. There is no real need for it. If anyone wants such a private facility, let them use private lands to build it on and private funds to pay for it.
• Indoor pool for all to enjoy year round.
• I have talked with dozens of other guys who share my sentiments about not being able to play indoor basketball and being forced to drive out to surrounding towns to play. We’d all love it if we could play here!
• Overdue.
• A good sheet of ice for figure, public and ice hockey will establish Elmhurst as the hub for all travel teams to have tournaments since Elmhurst is liked by so many other towns. We have the restaurants, movies, banks, shops to support all these figure skating and ice hockey team visitors. But, please do not raise property taxes for this or anything else. Our property taxes are just too high and it is sad to see good long families have to pack up and leave.
• many children play soccer and it is important to have good schools, library, and sports facilities.
• It is a black eye to Elmhurst that we not only don’t have an indoor facility but that we have third rate outdoor facilities. Compared to other communities, Elmhurst is below par in every way when it comes facilities.
• I really feel as a community we should find a way to make this happen.
• get a new indoor ice rink going NOW!
• My only concern would be using current park land. I’d love to see the facility near the center of town but think a commercial/industrial space makes more sense. Just be sure there’s enough parking!
• If Elmhurst is going to move forward, the facility needs to be done on a grand scale, like Oak Brook, and not cut corners like was done with the drainage on the turf fields at Berens. Make plans to do it right so the facilities are recognized as leading edge and high quality.
• So surprised this hasn’t already been done given the huge popularity of club sports and demand for court space. Glad it’s on the agenda!
• Allow for open gym times.
• None.
• It should have a restaurant and possibly a pro shop so customers can keep their dollars in Elmhurst.
• It would be fantastic; but, I am assuming there will be limited space, so make sure that research is competed to determine which kinds of sports will have the largest tournament draws so that the facility will be able to maximize income potential. As an example, I believe ice rinks will generate more revenue from tournaments and general usage than an indoor pool; as I believe a lot of high schools have aquatic facilities and already meet those needs. In fact, I believe a pool is a waste of space as there seems to be plenty of options already in Elmhurst.
• Would also help in having more places for kid’s birthday parties. Need more facilities for use outside of just sports.
Great idea. I think this should be taken to the next phase of discussion and planning. I have heard of many people discuss this in the community as something they want.

Please consider adding an indoor playground with slides and climbing structures.

It would be a great addition to Elmhurst!

Do it!

N/a

Why are we talking just indoor?? A great facility would be well placed to take advantage of outdoor facilities for biking, running, etc. so we are multi-season as well as multi-sport (look at RecPlex in Racine).

Ample parking is a big necessity. There is no need for a complicated set-up. A simple, organized building with a concession area, versatile space that can be used for small ages and other fields/courts that can be used for old kids and adults would be fantastic.

Utilize space on north side to keep building cost down

We desperately need one and it cannot be set up like Courts where a resident has to pay to be a member. Why do we pay taxes for a poorly thought out facility and then have to pay to use it? We need 6 basketball courts at least, multiple indoor turf fields to accommodate softball & baseball as well as soccer, football & lacrosse.

Size appropriate to demand. It's hard to support a tax increase and still have to drive to other communities. If taxes are involved, preference should go to Elmhurst residents.

I'm strongly against increasing property taxes to fund this or any other project.

The location of this/these facility/facilities. Ensuring that any new building(s) would not contribute to current flooding issues in town.

Must be geographically desirable, available space on north end of town not ideal. Must be centrally located for all Elmhurst citizens. Also should have substantial fees for non-residents. Outdoor facilities currently being overrun by non-residents and doesn't want to see that happen here.

Location is huge if you want the whole community to support...something centrally located and easy to get in and out of.

Just do it as an addition to courts plus. Add 3 Basketball courts and I will sign up.

Seems sad that we will be 'studying' this topic for years while other nearby communities pass Elmhurst by ...

Doesn't Elmhurst already have 15+ gyms in the grade, middle and high schools. Figure out how to use them more.

I think it is a great idea, funding might be a challenge, but if everyone is willing to help it can be successful.

The sooner the better

If there is an aquatic center, please consider the size of the pool. Deep water is a necessity, either a 7’ deep pool minimally (like Oakbrook), AND/OR a diving well. Elmhurst tends to cater to its younger families which drives older adults away. Older adults benefit from water exercise/swimming because of arthritis, etc. Don't forget the older generation that has lived here most of their lives.

I think that indoor sports facility would be put to such great use in Elmhurst and it would draw such a crowd to create more revenue for the city. Elmhurst already has so many great attractions that adding this would just be icing on the cake for the city.

I would like to know the demographics of the people behind this project? Similar to the demographics that put in the artificial turf at the York H.S.? Who will be running the operation? Elmhurst Park District or an independent investment company?

I’d like to see a facility like the one up in Pleasant Prairie

If the park district cannot manage the facility, we should look into privatizing

In my opinion, the majority of users will be in south Elmhurst. Location should be considered. One idea is to locate along rat 83 in that industrial area. This area could be connected by the Salt Creek trail and prairie path to be conducive for youth biking or walking to the location.

It is LONG overdue!

Do not build one, we do not need any more facilities.
• I think it would be great.
• Indoor batting cages-good way to bring in revenue before baseball and softball season begins.
• No need, No money. No land. Make better use of existing facilities and share. Can work with YMCA about expanding their rink.
• Elmhurst should explore a potential private venture to build and operate a new indoor sports facility. A public/private partnership would worth exploring in order to understand the possibilities. The policy for reserving time for the gym, turf fields, ice rink, etc. should be shared publicly as part of the development discussion. Which organizations will have priority in reserving time and how will this limit public usage during the peak winter months when multiple organizations are vying for limited indoor practice and game space?
• We need to do something.
• Close other facilities or sell land to pay for it (in addition to user fees, etc.)
• Do it right and you will make money. Stay away from the Darien, and Romeoville developers.
• Long overdue to have a top level facility in this town!
• We have plenty of places already within our community for most of these sports.
• The sooner the better. Make sure to have room for spectators, unlike Wagner gymnastics.
• I feel indoor sports facilities would broaden the appeal of Elmhurst to incoming residents and strengthen the sense of community among those who live here already. The current facilities for volleyball, basketball, indoor soccer, etc. are currently non-existent or of poor quality.
• I think it's a great idea.
• Please do not raise my taxes to do this.
• Can you incorporate the Elmhurst College in this at all? Such as student/work-study programs, complimentary programs for recreation? Could this center coordinate training for future outdoor sporting events such as mountaineering training, a rock wall for indoor training then culminate with an outdoor excursion (within a 4-6-hour travel radius); coordinate hiking excursions; nature awareness/survival classes (i.e. advanced Boy Scout training).
• I would think that we would need something unique to differentiate it - lacrosse, boxing, golf, etc.
• Let's move forward with an indoor facility!
• A section for children's parties (tumbling/play set area) and party room (dining table/chairs refrigerators) would be great! A walking track above the courts would be wonderful for parents that usually sit on the bleachers while their kids play and elderly/less active. An activity-based business/facility which is appropriate for all ages should be a goal for a healthy, active, thriving community.
• Where is this going to be located? I would suggest not a north end facility (north of 290) because most of the community is south of there so something more centrally located for all of Elmhurst should be considered seriously. Also, don't repeat what we already have.... Elmhurst is the community of too many dentists, lawyers, pizza places, etc. Edit what facilities should be offered because most of this town isn't and the space should offer what we don't have or really need, not just another soccer field or another indoor pool. We already have enough of those.
• It would be nice to have
• If you aren't going to build 2-3 ice rinks, don't build a facility at all. We don't need more swimming or more basketball courts there isn't enough demand. You should also look into forming your own company to operate tournaments to generate revenue and make it a destination. You need honest hockey people to help with this. Look at a company called 200x85, they do a fine job of operating tournaments and they generate hundreds of thousands of dollars.
• I would rather not increase property taxes as they are already high and may have to increase to cover any loss from the state for education.
• More tennis courts
• Please do a true cost benefit analysis including salaries, pensions, health care, and the potential loss of property taxes (if the property is not already owned by the EPD).
• Where would it go
• Every weekend we leave Elmhurst for a sports tournament. By having local residents leave the city it is a loss of tax revenue. Attract tournaments and increase tax revenue.
• An ice rink could support several Ice Hockey teams in the area. If we could get AHAI to move to the facility, they would bring the state tournament to the rink that runs an entire month. (Blackhawk Cup)
• Please make the turf fields cool inside.
• Doesn't need to be fancy just affordable and available to everyone.
• I am not against all indoor sports facilities; I would just prefer that the next large project be devoted to fine arts to create more balance in the community. I know some kids that live and breathe sports, but there are kids on the flip side, who adore dance, performance, acting, poetry slams, comedy, improve, writing, directing, filmmaking, etc. There should be a place for those kids, too. School sometimes focuses so much on academics that kids may be looking for a way to plug in their creativity to a place that provides positive community and teamwork. Their talent and passion creates something our whole community could feel proud of.
• Bar and healthy food snack bar for healthy hang out all ages
• I think the idea of indoor facilities like a waterpark, rock climbing, soccer fields, etc. is a great idea. This is the number one item my family would like to see the Park District focus on. If any of the deals that the Park District can cut with the City regarding storm water management can result in the Park District building great indoor facilities, I would support it.
• We would support any initiative that includes ice rinks
• I think if you are going to do this, you should make it both indoor and outdoor. The public pools in Elmhurst suck. They are geared to little kids only. The slides are pathetic. And they aren't big enough. You should build a facility that meets a multitude of wants/needs and everyone would go there!
• Elmhurst has given up valuable land for houses and another LA Fitness that should have been used for this purpose.
• The facility would also bring revenue to area restaurants or sporting goods retail stores.
• Healthy food options, WIFI, indoor playground for younger siblings. Homework stations for older kids and parents to get work done while they wait.
• Great idea!